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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
This dissertation is in the field of management. The title of this dissertation 
indicates that the concept of culture will be investigated from many 
perspectives. I use the term "paradigm" in the Kuhnian sense. Kuhn gave the 
term more than twenty different meanings. I apply the term according to 
Morgan - i.e. in three different ways: "(1) as a complete view of reality; or way 
of seeing, (2) as relating to the social organization of science in terms of 
schools of thoughts connected with particular kinds of scientific achievements, 
and (3) as relating to the concrete use of specific kinds of tools and texts for 
the process of scientific puzzle-solving." (Morgan, 1995: 78) 
I attempt to describe different paradigms which are present in 
organizational studies, and, based on these paradigms, concepts of culture will 
be shown. The second chapter deals with epistemology, the basic 
assumptions about knowledge-generation. In this chapter positivist, critical 
realist and postmodern approach will be shown. Within postmodernism 
metaphors will be also presented. This part is the basis for the following 
discussions. 
In the next chapter I concentrate on culture. Cultural studies within 
management have become a popular theme, and this is why it is not easy both 
to give a worthwhile account of concepts and at the same time to offer new 
thoughts. I have tried to start from very basic principles in order to clarify the 
relevant terms and concepts. Different models of cross-cultural management 
will be shown in this chapter supposedly from different perspectives and from 
a critical viewpoint. I have tried to combine the discussed epistemological 
stances and cultural concepts. 
The next two chapters deal with the results of my fieldwork. These 
chapters are to illustrate cultural models. The fourth chapter is based on 
quantitative research, which was carried out in two companies in Hungary -
one of them American owned and the other Hungarian. At the American 
company both Hungarian and American (and one British) respondents were 
questioned. 
The fifth chapter uses qualitative methodology. Six interviews with 
expatriates working in Hungary have been analyzed and presented by the 
grounded theory method. My aim was to use multi-method research not only to 
provide a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, but also to show how to 
apply multi-paradigm perspectives in cross-cultural management. 
"An economist is an expert who will know tomorrow why the things he 
predicted yesterday didn't happen today." (L. J. Peter1) 
2. THREE PERSPECTIVES ON THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF 
MANAGEMENT2 
The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the epistemological 
background of the following thesis. Epistemology became an independent 
philosophical branch in the 1930's. The Vienna Circle aimed to formulate 
general laws, which would distinguish between science and non-science and 
in this way develop the methodology of science. The first approach to 
epistemology was positivist, and so I will present positivism first. Following this 
some criticism of the above-mentioned philosophical branch will be shown 
such as critical realism and postmodernism. Within postmodernism the 
rhetoric of economics, epistemology of metaphors, and the Foucauldian 
concept of organizations will be shown. 
This dissertation is in the field of the social sciences and more precisely 
in management (or organizational studies). There is a debate about the role 
and place of social sciences compared to natural sciences: this chapter will 
give a brief overview of this fundamental issue. 
2.1 Positivism 
The term 'positivism' was first used by Saint-Simon. It was adopted by his 
secretary August Comte, who is known as one of the founding fathers of 
1 Quoted in McCioskey(1986), pg. xix 
2 The main ideas of this chapter has been published in Primecz, H. (1999): "Szervezetelméletek 
pozitivista, kritikai realista és posztmodern megközelítése" (Pozitivist, Critical Realist, and Postmodern 
Approaches to Organization Theory), Vezetéstudomány 6. sz. 
sociology, to express the ideas that the world consists of phenomena which 
are real, useful, certain, precise, organic and relative and that knowledge 
consists in - and only in - the description of the coexistence and succession of 
such phenomena. (Bhaskar, 1986: 225) 
Comte studied the history of sciences and, based on his studies, he 
gave private lectures and published six volumes of "The Course of Positive 
Philosophy". He assessed sciences in the following order: mathematics, 
astronomy, physics, chemistry, psychology, and sociology. Comte consciously 
invented a new science: sociology or "social physics" as he also termed it. He 
believed that the several sciences are logically related and are dependent one 
on another, both historically and conceptually. He maintained that science was 
concerned with the discovery of the laws connecting facts and not merely the 
facts themselves. Indeed, Comte did not formulate a general theory of method; 
he believed that well-structured social systems were conducive to happiness, 
and he greatly admired the remarkable social structure which he associated 
with the influence of the Catholic Church in the Middle Ages. (Oldroyd, 1986: 
169-175) 
Karl Popper, who is often labeled as neo-positivist thinker, wanted to 
define a clear demarcation line between science and non-science (pseudo-
science as he often calls it). His main concern was to make a clear distinction 
between meaningful and meaningless propositions. He considered 
metaphysics as meaningless, and his aim was to eliminate it from the field of 
science. (Oldroyd, 1986 299) 
In Popper's understanding refutability was the decisive criterion for 
whether a theory was scientific or not. The reason why he had chosen 
falsification as a demarcation criterion is because he believed that the scientist 
could only be certain about what one holds to be false, and the scientist can 
never be certain about what one holds to be true. This is a more modest 
approach to science than the original inductivism. (Baert, 1986: 514) He 
preferred falsification to verification, and he claimed that science worked and 
should have worked in a process which he called 'trial and error' or 'conjecture 
and refutation'. He believed that he had solved a major philosophical problem: 
the problem of induction. Actually, if we reflect on the matter, falsification is a 
bypass or a turn-over rather than a solution for induction. (Oldroyd, 1986: 301) 
Popper's description of science was the following: the scientist 
articulates the problem and collects data which is relevant to the investigation. 
Then he/she formulates (or conjectures) a hypothesis (or theory) which may 
account satisfactorily for - or deal with - the problem or difficulty. The 
hypothesis is then rigorously tested. The test should be done experimentally, 
and may be shown as false, and cannot be shown as true by reason of the 
fallacy of affirming the consequent. The data collected in the course of the 
experimental testing of the hypothesis may in turn lead to new problems, and 
science may continue on its merry way, with an unlimited succession of 
'conjectures and refutations'. (Oldroyd, 1986: 301) He presupposed implicitly 
that observation is reliable and independent of our philosophical assumptions. 
Popper believed that the more falsifiable a statement, the more precise 
it is. Highly falsificable hypotheses would give very precise predictions, which 
are easy to test experimentally. The making of precise, highly falsifiable 
statements is, in fact, for Popper more important than the acquisition of the 
'truth'. Precise and highly falsifiable statements have greater 'empirical 
content' according to Popper. He believes that 'empirical content' in science is 
more important than truth. He advocates that science should be concerned 
with statements of high content and low probability - which, however, by 
repeated testing may gradually be revised and led closer to the 'truth'. 
(Oldroyd, 1986: 304) 
Popper introduced a term which would replace verification. This is 
'corroboration', which means 'failure to falsify'. He argues that theories which 
after rigorous testing fail to be falsified are corroborated. He adds that high 
corroborability requires low probability. He asserts that scientists should really 
put efforts into refutation. Sincere attempts to refute theories through severe 
tests are well corrobated and in this way provide a closer understanding of 
'truth'. (Oldroyd, 1986: 307) 
Popper imagines the ideal work of scientific communities as they 
gradually implement changes in falsified theories; through this 'trial and error' 
process people learn and accumulate knowledge step by step. He was very 
much against totalism, and argued that the scientific method he advocates 
leads us to an open society. At the same time he labels those scientist who do 
not follow his rules as enemies of open societies.3 
Let us now see how he defined the demarcation between science and 
metaphysics. 
science metaphysics 
observational basis speculative method 
inductive method 'mental anticipations' 
demarcation is not 
absolutely sharp 
well-testable theories hardly testable theories non-testable theories 
Table 2.1 Division between Science and Metaphisics 
So he argues that science and metaphysics have no very sharp division, but 
science includes those theories which are well-testable, based on observation 
and using the inductive method, while metaphysics using the speculative 
method and 'mental anticipations' leading to non-testable theories. (Popper, 
1985: 255) 
One final interesting point concerning Popper: Oldroyd once asked 
Popper whether he considered the description of science he was giving was 
provisional, subject to correction and test, falsification, and so on. He 
answered: 'There is nothing provisional, conjectural, or falsifiable about logic' 
(Oldroyd, 1985: 309) It is interesting to think over this answer: he was ready to 
evaluate anyone else's theory to be scientific or pseudo-scientific, but he 
J He felt strong against freudists and marxists, and he used Marx's and Freud's theory as a bad 
example of scientific method. One of his often used examples is the coming 'social revolution'. He 
believes that marxists are not scientific when predicting 'social revolution' because one never knows if 
it did not happen or will happen, so their statement about 'social revolution' is not falsificable. He also 
says that mutually exclusive statements are very attractive but not scientific. Instead of 'prediction' he 
uses the word 'prophecy' for Marx' theory. He adds that freudian and marxist theory is not meaningless 
in Wittgensteinian sense, just not scientific. 
considered his theory useless to test or falsify. 
As Bhaskar states positivism became extremely influential from the mid-
nineteenth century, but now it rather functions as a 'swear-word', because it is 
(among others such as 'empirical' and 'scientific') no longer used 'positively' to 
describe and prescribe a criterion of authentic knowledge, but merely 
'negatively'. So what are the main characteristics of 'positivism' or 
'modernism'? 
Positivism is axiomatic, which means that in each field of science there 
are finite number of axioms, which are supposed to be true without any proof, 
and they are the base of the system: one can prove any phenomenon which 
emerges with the help of these axioms. Ideally axioms form a complete 
system: one can prove every phenomenon with them, and there is no 
redundancy among them. In positivist theory nothing was considered scientific 
which does not contain mathematics. Consciously or unconsciously every 
positivist work accords with Kervin's dictum: „lf a scientist cannot express his 
theory in numbers, his knowledge is weak and inappropriate." (McCloskey, 
1986: 7) In this way the realm of science was separated from 'the realm of 
form, value, beauty, goodness, and all immeasurable quantity.' (McCloskey, 
1986: 6) 
The other assumption of positivism is that one task of science is 
prediction. Its main purpose is to discover scientific laws to predict according 
to the positivist line of thoughts. Since there is a certain symmetry between 
explanation and prediction, the former is ex post and the latter is ex ante, with 
explained (discovered) scientific laws, the researcher can automatically 
predict. (Peters, 1998: 16) The usefulness of theories because of their 
predictive power is predictive instrumentalism. (Lawson, 1989: 61) The 
positivist claim that prediction distinguishes science from non-science cannot 
be maintained any longer after the famous example of the theory of evolution, 
which gave detailed and scientific explanation of the evolution of species, but 
is not able to predict the future species, (idea: McCloskey, 1986: 15) 4 
The next feature of positivism is to make general laws from observed 
phenomena, and this way emphasize empiricism. The first approach to 
empiricism was inductivism, which enabled scientists to build up theories on 
observed facts if there were 'sufficient number' of observation. (Baert, 1996: 
516) Objective and reproductive experiments were the basis of theories. 
(McCloskey, 1986: 7) Latter Popper pointed out that scientists can never be 
certain about the universality of any general law independently of the number 
of observations. 'If and only if an experiment implication of a theory proves 
false is the theory false.' (McCloskey, 1986: 7) This is the falsification principle, 
which replaced inductivism with deductivism.5 
The falsification principle leads us to the next landmark of the positivist 
approach: the demarcation between science and non-science. Based on the 
Popperian falsification theory positivists tried to distinguish between science 
and non-science. According to Popper's normative description of science if 
there is one exception under the general law, the theory should be changed or 
improved in a way that the newly discovered (observed) exception could be 
part of the theory. With this trial and error movement theories are supposed to 
be continuously developed. 6 Above all, Popper stated that theories should be 
built up in such a way that they could be refuted, and this became the criterion 
of evaluation as to whether a theory is scientific or not. If a theory is irrefutable 
than it is not scientific according to Popper.7 He made a clear distinction 
between science and non-science. As McCloskey pointed out, the Popperian 
demarcation line divided the world into to clearly separate categories, as one 
4 As McCloskey points out the economics predicts poorly, even though they can explain the past very 
well. According to McCloskey [...] economics has neurosis, the neurosis of modernism, which a 
rhetoric of economic inquiry can expose to rational scrutiny. A rhetorical criticism, like a course of 
psychoanalysis, might make economists more self-aware, modest, and tolerant, better in person and 
profession. (McCloskey (1986), pg. 175) 
As Baert states "in a few decades of the certainties of positivist philosophy were being substituted by 
the view that one might as well abandon science and write poetry. Neither has epistemological priority 
over the other, as Wittgensteinians like Rotry never cease emphasizes." (Baert (1996), pg. 514) 
Lakatos also supported falsification theory and suggested falsification as a normative rule for 
development of science. (Anderson, 1994: 196) 
Popper argued many times that Marx's and Freud's theories are not scientific, because they are not 
refutable. He did not say that these theories did not convey meaning. 
can see on Table 2.2. 
scientific 
fact 
truth 
objective 
positive 
rigorous 
precise 
things 
cognition 
hard 
yang 
male 
The 
Demarcation 
Line 
humanistic 
value 
opinion 
subjective 
normative 
intuitive 
vague 
words 
feeling 
soft 
yin 
female 
Table 2.2 source: McCloskey (1986: 42), quoted from Booth (1974) 
Pozitivism in general 'promises knowledge free from doubt, free from 
metaphysics, morals, and personal conviction'. (McCloskey, 1986: 16) 
According to Bhaskar "at its most general, positivism is a theory of the nature, 
omni-competence and unity of science. In its most radical shape it stipulates 
that the only valid kind of (non-analytic) knowledge is scientific, that such 
knowledge consists in the description of the invariant patterns, the co­
existence in space and succession over time, of observable phenomena; and 
the role of philosophy is analysis and perhaps summary and/or propaganda for 
scientific knowledge, as so conceived. (Bhaskar, 1986: 226) In this way 
positivism is a search for objective truth, which is independent from 
researcher, method, and circumstances. 
и 
2.2 Realist critique of positivism 
The doubt in truism in many features of positivism as described above was the 
base of realism. According to realists there exists an objective reality which is 
independent of researchers and of any individuals, and true theories of real 
entities can be obtained. (Lawson, 1989: 61) In other words the material and 
social word is independent of us, but it is knowable, and precisely this inquiry 
is the task of researchers. 
Realists find the positivists' empiricism rather problematic, because they 
assert the stratified theory of reality: in their opinion there are three levels of 
reality: the actual, the empirical, and the non-actual (deep). The actual level 
refers to events and states of affairs. The empirical level is what we can 
observe from the above-mentioned actual objects, and, as realists argue, only 
the empirical level of reality was recognized by the positivists. The non-actual 
(or 'deep') consists of structures, mechanisms, powers, and tendencies which 
govern events. (Baert, 1996: 515) This is why what one can observe can be 
misleading without an understanding of what lies behind and governs the flux 
of observed phenomena. The object is to construct explanations for - that is, to 
produce knowledge of - the mechanisms that generate and govern some 
observed phenomenon of interest. (Lawson, 1989: 62) Realists believe that 
there is lack of synchrony between the deep structure and observable facts 
(they use the example of falling leaves), and this is way empiricism can lead to 
false conclusions. 
Because explanations should try to bridge the gap between the actual 
and non-actual levels, neither deductivism nor inductivism is completely 
suitable for this. Instead realism relies upon retroduction (sometimes called 
abduction). In the case of retroduction one tries to make sense of a newly 
observed phenomenon by drawing upon metaphors and analogies with 
mechanism that are familiar. One identifies the deeper structures which 
account for the observations. Through retroduction critical realists attempt to 
understand the creative process of scientific activity. (Baert, 1996: 516) It 
means that theory-building for a newly observed phenomenon starts with 
some intuition and insight into "deep" structure: the understanding of the 
mechanism which governs the actual level of reality, and the reasoning itself 
should be based upon analogies and metaphors with which the audience (or 
reader) is familiar. (Peters, 1997: 15-16) 
Since the argumentation is not built to induction or deduction (as in 
positivism), the symmetry between explanation and prediction 'is broken' as 
Lawson stated. (Peters, 1997: 16) Explanations cannot be used in the same 
way as prediction, because understanding the deep structure does not enable 
the researcher to predict future events. According to realists, the (social) world 
is undetermined and even the explanation of it does not bring us closer to 
prediction because of the huge number of possibilities of human choices, 
which makes the system to be open. (Peters, 1997: 16) 
This leads us to the next feature of realism, and at the same time to the 
next critical argument concerning positivism: open vs. closed systems. It deals 
with explanations, which should include reference to structures or powers 
which govern the experienced phenomena. In a realist approach open 
systems are those in which mechanisms are simultaneously operative and 
thus might amplify, impede, or even cancel each other out (Baert, 1996: 515-
516), in contrast with the closed system of positivist thinking, based on an 
axiomatic system or controlled laboratory situation. As Lawson points out, 
most of the constant conjunctions of events that constitute important results of 
science, in fact, only occur in experimental situations - that is in closed 
systems - those in which constant conjunctions of events do not, in general 
(outside astronomy, at least), occur spontaneously. At the same time, the laws 
supported in experimental activity are frequently successfully applied outside 
experimental situations. (Lawson, 1989: 63) This is why the role of the 
experiment is different in the positivist and in the realist approaches; 
experiments can isolate and identify causal mechanism by creating a closed 
experimental situation with the isolation of other possible causes. (Lawson, 
1989: 64) 
Finally the realist school questions the unity of social and natural 
sciences. According to critical realists natural and social sciences differ in 
three ways. Both natural and social sciences have a stratified structure with 
three levels, but unlike natural structures, the persistence of social structures 
is dependent on the practices or activities which the very same structures help 
to constitute. (Critical realists often use the example of English grammar to 
explain this. The structural properties of English grammar allow English 
speakers to express themselves, and in that sense the structure of English 
grammar is constitutive of the activity of speaking. But that structure would not 
persist if people stopped speaking English.) At the same time social structures 
do not exist independently of the conceptions and definitions of individuals, 
while natural structures do. Finally social structures are only relatively 
enduring; people are capable of altering structures, and this makes for the 
dynamic nature of social life. (Baert, 1996: 517) 
2.3 Postmodernism 
Before we start to talk about real postmodernism, we should focus on the 
rhetorics of economics, and metaphors. The "rhetoric" approach within 
economic theory is the one which breaks with positivist thinking entirely, and 
which contains many elements of postmodernism, among other the role of 
academic language is under investigation. This lead us to the discussion of 
metaphors, whose role and importance is questioned by the positivist 
researchers, but they - as "rhetoric" approach points out - still use them very 
often. The advantages of use of metaphors have been discovered by the 
critical realists as well, but the metaphors are not in the main focus of the 
critical realists. This is why it is important to go further. 
2.3.1 Rhetoric 
The alternative rhetoric program investigates and explains epistemology in a 
very different way. According to the rhetoric approach the main concern is to 
let the (scientific) conversation flow. The most important rhetoric criticism 
against positivism is that the positivist approach has tried to narrow down the 
methods of science by the distinction between science and non-science, and 
in this way to consider some types of method as lower and non-scientific. This 
exclusion of certain type of argumentation and privileges the other is counter­
productive, and disturbs the free flow of scientific conversation. (Peters, 1997: 
17) 
As McCloskey argues if a scientist keeps the following rules - which 
were called Sprächet^ by Habermas - the scientific conversation will not 
suffer: "Don't lie; pay attention; don't sneer; cooperate; don't shout; let other 
people talk; be open-minded; explain yourself when asked; don't resort to 
violence or conspiracy in aid of your ideas." (McCloskey, 1986: 24) As he says 
there is no good conversation or good intellectual life without these. 
As McCloskey points out, the demarcation line should not lie between 
certain types of methods, and the goal of knowledge accumulation should not 
be to use a particular type of methodology, but rather to contribute to a 
conversation. The criticism directed towards 'positivist' methodology should 
not be understood in the way that argumentations can be 'illogical' or 'badly 
informed', but rather to aim to avoid exhibiting cynical disregard for scholarly 
conversation. (McCloskey, 1986: 25-28) 
The author does not cease to emphasize that rhetoric is not "to replace 
careful analysis with rhetoric, or to abandon mathematics in favour of name-
calling or flowery language. The good rhetorician loves care, precision, 
explicitness, and economy in argument as much as the next person. [...] It is 
not an invitation to irrationality in argument." (McCloskey, 1986: 36) The only 
decisive evaluation of an argument is if it is convincing or not. This democratic 
step actually opens up scientific debates for many new methods. As 
McCloskey points out mathematics, statistics, well-chosen analogies, 
metaphors all help the scientific conversation, and this way knowledge 
accumulation. 
2.3.2 Metaphors 9 
As McCloskey points out, the use of metaphors is not as rare among main 
stream economists as they oppose them. When ever the word 'like' is used in 
order to describe a complex system by a more familiar concept, it is actually a 
metaphor. The author exhibits the notions such as 'market curve' or 'human 
capital', which could be understood without metaphoric thinking. (McCloskey, 
1986: 75-76) But many scientists use metaphors without being aware that their 
explanations contain metaphoric elements as well. As McCloskey states: "Self-
consciousness about metaphor in economics would be an improvement on 
many counts." (McCloskey, 1986: 81) 
Both Jaynes and McCloskey emphasize that metaphors are not simple 
tricks of language, or mere ornaments of language, as they are commonly 
held. (Jaynes, 1976: 48; McCloskey, 1986: 76) They both agree that 
metaphors are the very ground of language, and, since our thinking is 
metaphorical, the removal of metaphors would probably remove the thought. 
Any newly discovered phenomenon is often labeled by a known term or 
concept, "one is like the other", or even a known phenomenon can aquire 
newer meaning or at least new aspects of its meaning by labeling it with a new 
metaphor. As McCloskey says: they convey novel thoughts. (McCloskey, 
1986: 76) So what are metaphors if they are not language tricks or ornaments 
of languages? 
8 Habermas, 1988: 110 
9 th 
This section of the dissertation has been presented at 15 EGOS Colloquium, Warwick Business 
School, Coventry, in 1999 with the title "Metaphors in Organizational Analysis. A Case of US-based 
As Jaynes defines: "the use of a term for one thing to describe another 
because of some kind of similarity between them or between their relations to 
other things." (Jaynes, 1976: 48) He also states that this is the source of the 
growth of language, because at any time when 'What is it?' is asked and the 
reply is difficult, an 'It is like...' type of explanation can be given. Especially in 
science when researchers use a term in a new context to explain a fact or 
phenomenon, we can consider this as an extension of language through the 
extension of meaning of a term. Metaphors, in fact, are to apply concrete term, 
concept, or idea to an abstract term, concept, or idea; and in this way to 
explain something with another concept which is more familiar. "The concepts 
of science are all of this kind, abstract concepts generated by concrete 
metaphors." (Jaynes, 1976: 50) 
Inns and Jones analyze the similarities and differences of using 
metaphors in poetry and science. They state that in poetry metaphors seem to 
used to generate 'Gestalt', the emotive and holistic understanding of the 
subject. While in organization theory, they may initially do this, they are then 
used with the aim of enabling rational, reductionist understanding, focusing on 
the analysis of one aspect of organizational life at the expense of another. 
They also emphasize, that whilst poetic metaphors can justifiably function as 
aesthetic devices or ends in themselves, it could be argued that organization 
theory uses metaphor in a more purposive, utilitarian way as a means to an 
end. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 113) 
As they summarize, that the metaphor is used primarily for Gestalt 
understanding in poetry, and essentially for rational reductionist analysis in 
organizational theory, but they rather wish to avoid the false dichotomy 
between art and science, cognition and emotion, creative and disciplined 
analysis, so they put more emphasis on the similarities in the use of metaphor 
across social science and poetry. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 115) Creativity and 
novel thoughts are in the focus of their argument in both fields. Metaphors 
facilitate to give up "take-for-grated" thoughts, and give a new understanding 
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of the analyzed phenomenon. Metaphors are the means between the objective 
reality and the subjective observer. Metaphors draw attention to the interaction 
between the individual's conceptual framework and external world of physical 
properties and social structures. Based on Lakoffs and Johnson's ideas, they 
argue that metaphors help to avoid both the "Myth of Objectivism" and the 
"Myth of Subjectivism" 1 0. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 117) 
They argue further that there is a similarity/difference in tension in 
metaphor, which means that for a metaphor to be effective, it must unite a 
subject and image which are similar enough for exploration of points of 
comparison, yet different enough to be inventive and offer new insights. (Inns 
and Jones, 1996: 122) They also mention the problem of "pseudo-gestalt" 
which is to describe the superficial and false understanding of the sense of a 
metaphor. It is important to have mutual understanding of the described 
phenomenon, since otherwise the metaphor is senseless. There is a naive 
assumption that all metaphors are insightful, and are interpreted in the same 
way by everyone. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 122-123) For answering the question 
as to whether metaphors are constraining or liberating devices in 
organizational analysis we have to look at Alvensson's concepts as 'first' and 
'second' level of meaning while applying a metaphor. The first level is its 
apparent, initial meaning. The second level, which must be entered if the 
metaphor is not to remain too broad to be useful for the analysis, inevitably 
incorporates deeper connotations, associations and often a "world view" or 
paradigm. When exploring the second level of metaphor, ontological 
assumptions that were implicit must become explicit. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 
123) 
The first and second levels of meaning lead us to the typology of 
metaphors. According to Oswick and Grant there are "superficial", "immediate" 
and "meaningful" metaphors. While the superficial provides just a flash of 
г J h . . t , " M y t h o f 0 b J e c t l v l s m " c l a i m s t n a t a "real" world exists, detached from subjective interpretation 
I he Myth of Subjectivism" argues that there is an entirely personal world, unique to the individual and 
the domain of imagination. The two are equally erroneous, denying the interaction between the outer 
world and the personal world. (Inns and Jones, 1996: 117, originally quoted from Lakoff and Johnson) 
insight, because there is a minimal overlap between the source and the target 
domain, and the nature of relationship is often abstract or might be unclear, 
the intermediate metaphors offer a deeper insights into organizational 
phenomena and typically have a "second order" similarity. Superficial 
metaphor is just "dressing up" the speech and text, and many times it provides 
a simpler view of a complex phenomenon, and this way oversimplifies it. This 
kind of metaphors is a target of well-based criticism. At the same time 
intermediate metaphors, while considering second order comparison, 
stimulates further understanding, enhances creativity, and encourages new 
"ways of seeing and thinking" 1 1. Above all meaningful metaphors are 
discovered rather than created. Such similarities which are so much connected 
between the phenomena and the outside concept cannot be detached. 
(Oswick and Grant, 1996: 216-217) 
A further typology of metaphors can be whether the metaphor is strong 
or weak. A strong metaphor incorporates two key features. The first is 
"emphasis", whereby the words used to apply the metaphor are so effective 
that they provide so "compact", "vivid" image of something "inexpressible" that 
it is difficult to substitute or vary them. The second feature is 'resonance', this 
means that once a metaphor is understood it lends itself to further elaboration 
and proves 'relatively rich background implications'.1 2 Weak metaphors are 
lack "emphasis" and "resonance". (Grant and Oswick, 1996: 7) 
Finally an often referred to, non-hierarchical typology is to be presented. 
Dead, live and dormant metaphors play different roles in organizational 
analysis. Dead metaphors are those which have become so familiar that we 
often do not realize the metaphorical background of such expressions - we 
tend to use them as literal terms. (The word "organization", originating from the 
Greek word "organon" meaning "tool", is itself a dead metaphor.) Their key 
characteristic is that they do not provide further insight into the phenomena in 
organizational analysis, because they are used as literal terms. In contrast live 
1 1 Morgan (1986) 
1 2 Originally Black's ideas. 
metaphors provide new insight into the analyzed phenomenon, because they 
require both context and certain creativity to interpret adequately. The new 
idea within the live metaphors is the development of organizational analysis. 
Dormant metaphors are "in between" - they are used as literal terms, but they 
are in fact semi-literal, because their metaphorical root can be easily identified, 
though they are not automatically apparent. (Grant and Oswick, 1996: 9-10) 
All these can imply the positive and negative status of metaphors in 
organizational analysis. Let us consider the negative status first. The main 
criticism of metaphors is that they can be misleading. This is definitely true. 
One of the most frequently mentioned criticism is that metaphors do not create 
a theoretical definition of whatever it is that is being studied, so in this way they 
are imprecise. From the same branch of criticism it can be heard that there is 
no way of measuring the "goodness of fit" of a metaphor. In fact, metaphors 
are rather far from the field of quantitative analysis. Thirdly, it is said that 
metaphors can be "pushed too far". It may happen when borrowing a concept 
from a different field of science and applying it to another one, and the 
borrower is not particularly familiar with source discipline. The other often cited 
criticism about metaphors that they convey the ideology of the metaphorizer, 
and this way metaphors are ideological distortions. This is inevitably true. 
Writers of metaphors do not claim to be ideology-free, but their awareness and 
explicit expression of their ideological standpoint can be of help. (Grant and 
Oswick, 1996: 4-6) 
What is the positive status then? After the Wittgensteinian language turn 
in philosophy scientists must be more aware of use of language. Language as 
the central part of expressing thoughts is not just objective means of linking 
the outside existing world and human thoughts, but rather like a lens. While 
Wittgenstein's first attempt was to present the language as a full mirror of 
objective reality, finally he arrived to the conclusion that "The limits of my 
language means the limits of my world." (5.6) In practice, metaphors entail 
using a combination of both language and thoughts to construct a non-literal 
meaning and apply it to reality in order to shape and enhance our appreciation 
of that reality. This is the base of the positive status of metaphors. The merit of 
metaphors lie in at least three advantages: (1) they are an "invitation to see the 
world anew" and "encourage different ways of thinking", (2) "facilitate(s) 
learning of new knowledge", and (3) "unlock the complexities of organizational 
analysis and behavior." (Grant and Oswick, 1996: 3-4) 
After all, scientists may approach to metaphors at least in three different 
ways: there are depreciators, appreciators, and metaphorizers. Depredators 
consider metaphors as linguistic abbreviations, which serve to obscure 
communication and encourage muddled thinking. They disbelieve its 
philosophical and scientific seriousness, and consider it logically perverse, and 
therefore they doubt the capacity of metaphors to transmit useful knowledge 
about the world. They advocate proper and literal use of language, which 
provide intellectual rigor. Appreciators put more emphasis on interpretations, 
and for them metaphors are handy devices, which are essential characteristics 
of creativity of language. Appreciators consciously mix fact with value and 
science with art. Metaphorizers go further; they invent new metaphors in 
organizational analysis. They believe that what we call "literal" results from the 
"domestication" and stabilization of a term initially used metaphorically. They 
support the view that metaphors provide tools to describe those phenomena 
which could not be talked about with the constraints of words and grammar. 
To sum up the previous comments about metaphors we can say that 
metaphors do not replace scientific explanations. Metaphors are easy to 
understand, easy to handle, and can be used to explain some consequences 
of the social phenomenon. "Understanding a thing is to arrive at a metaphor 
for that thing by substituting something more familiar to us. And the feeling of 
familiarity is the feeling of understanding." (Jaynes, 1986: 52) "A theory is thus 
a metaphor between model and data. And understanding in science is the 
feeling of similarity between complicated data and familiar model." (Jaynes, 
1986: 53) 
As Morgan 1 3 says 'the use of metaphor implies way of thinking and a 
way of seeing that pervade how we understand our world generally.' (Morgan, 
1997: 4) Of course metaphors have certain limitations as well, although they 
help understanding. After all, metaphors are not good or wrong, more precisely 
they are helpful, but not proving; and they also have an inner danger that they 
can be misleading and convey wrong associations. In every case metaphors 
contain the philosophy of the author, and in consequence, they are always 
one-sided. It is not possible to make a total parallel between two concepts, 
because there are no two totally similar concepts of the world. 
As Morgan puts it, metaphors always 'produce one-sided insights', 
because they highlight one interpretation and tend to force others into the 
background, and they always create 'distortions', which is called as "creative 
falsehood" by Morgan, because if these metaphors were taken literally or to an 
extreme, would become absurd. (Morgan, 1997: 4) So the advantages of 
metaphors: they give valuable new insight to the phenomenon, they open up 
certain new way of thinking, and they help our understanding. At the same 
time they are only partly true, and this is why their explanation power is just 
1 3 Gareth Morgan, one of the main metaphorizer, revised organization theory, and developed eight 
metaphors of this discipline, such as ..organizations as machines", ..organizations as organisms", 
..organizations as brains", ..organizations as cultures", ..organizations as political systems", 
..organizations as psychic prisons", ..organizations as flux and transformation", and ..organizations as 
instruments of domination". (Morgan, 1996) The importance of Morgan's work is so significant that it is 
described as follows: "Perrow has used the metaphor of sandpit to convey an image of the study of 
organizations. He describes organization theorists as being like children playing in a sandpit; each 
child oblivious to, and uninterested in, what the others are doing, concerned with building their own 
sand-castle that threatens to become the most impressive. The vivid image of sand-castle building 
seems to be particularly apt when applied to much of the research pertaining to metaphor undertaken 
by organization theorists. 
With respect to metaphor, the sand-castle built by Gareth Morgan is far the biggest and the 
most impressive. Inevitably, it has come under considerable attack from a number of directions. 
Morgan's work has been criticized by Pinder and Bourgeois for going too far in terms of 'way of 
thinking' status accorded to metaphor. Paradoxically, Mangham argues that Morgan fails to go far 
enough in describing the cognitive status of metaphor. A number of other tangential assaults have also 
been launched. For example, Reed points that one of the implications of Morgan's work is that: 
'Organization theory is transformed into a supermarket of metaphors which its customers can visit to 
purchase and consume its conceptual wares according to their brand preferences and purchasing 
power.' Tinker argues that the organizational metaphors proposed by Morgan create false 
consciousness owning to their tendency to reify and ideological distort. And more recently, Tsoukas 
has criticized metaphors in general, and Morgan's work in particular, on the grounds that they can 
obscure and mislead the generation of scientific knowledge. The common feature of all these attacks 
is their failure to leave more than a few minor battle scars on the Morgan sand-castle." (Oswick and 
Grant, 1996: 214) 
partial; within a theory there are facts and phenomena which cannot be 
explained by the same metaphor. 
If we accept that any theory is based on metaphors, it has a serious 
consequence: even when the metaphor brings a new insight and creative 
approach, it is at the same time incomplete, biased and potentially misleading. 
The true power of metaphor is exactly the above-mentioned feature that not 
any metaphor is omni-competent, no single theory will give us a perfect, all-
purpose point of view. (Morgan, 1997: 5) 
2.3.3 The postmodern metaphor 
Before I present the postmodern metaphor, let me describe some 
characteristics of postmodernism. As Martin says 'contemporary life inside and 
outside organizations is permeated with ambiguities. In part, these ambiguities 
stream from societal problems that we do not fully understand and we cannot 
seem to solve. [...] Juxtapositions of symbols, people, issues, policies, and 
actions are poorly understood, perhaps random.' (Martin, 1992: 131) This 
seems to be inescapable. Perhaps objective reality 1 4 does exist, but the way 
how researchers interpret and give analogies and metaphors can be different, 
and dependent on the researcher's own interest, knowledge, and experience 
of reality, and so in this way, fully subjective. 1 5 
Different social scientists may describe the same facts, events and 
action with equal care, skill, and honesty, but their evaluation and 
interpretation might be different, because every researcher has his/her own 
preconceptions, sensitivity, and skill. The differences in interpretation, 
explanation, and conceptualization are subjective, and this way the social 
world seems to be constructed. (Martin, 1992: 13) Interpretation becomes 
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central. The objective of the postmodernist is not to totalize, because that is a 
futile endeavor. (Parker, 1992: 5) 
Postmodernist thinking started in architecture when monolithic, 
functional structure was substituted by more playful, eclectic, and at the same 
time ironic, anarchic, random and fragmented design. (Parker, 1992: 2 ) 1 6 This 
concept was quickly borrowed by social scientists, because it describes social 
world better than positivist (modern) thinking. The modernist approach 
presupposes progress, and the world under human control, and our 
knowledge about the world increases. In contrast, the postmodernists suggest 
that this is a form of intellectual imperialism that ignores the fundamental 
uncontrollability of meaning. [...] Researchers are in process in making sense 
the perceived reality, and their task is to systemize and conceptualize this, and 
the role of language is to construct 'reality', so the 'search for objective truth' is 
the scientific discourse itself. (Parker: 1992: 3) In postmodernist understanding 
the world is basically self-referential, it is neither pro-human nor anti-human; it 
just is. (Cooper and Burell, 1988: 94) 
According to Parker 'the only criterion forjudging a theory is whether we 
feel it lend itself to patterns of social life that we like or dislike; whether we feel 
that it has positive or negative consequences.' There is no absolute criterion 
for objective truth and wisdom, every theory or attempt to conceptualize, 
interpret, or describe events and facts is continually subject to re-negotiation 
and re-encoding by others. (Parker, 1992: 8) No neutral point is possible. 
(Martin, 1992: 194) 
While modernism claims the hierarchy in epistemological status of 
knowledge, which renders the social sciences and humanities always inferior, 
marginal, and 'subjective' compared to the 'objective' and certain knowledge 
produced by social sciences, and in this way positivism always leave the social 
sciences in a position of inferiority, marginality or subordination to the positive 
1 6 Charles Jencks, one of the most well-known popularizing chroniclers of the agony of the modern 
movement and spokesman for postmodern architecture, dates modern architecture's symbolic demise 
to July 15,1972, at 3:32 p.m. At that time several slab blocks of St. Louis' Puitt-lgoe Housing (built by 
Minoru Yamaski in the 1950s) were dynamited, and the collapse was dramatically displayed in the 
ideal they can never fulfil. (Knights, 1997: 3) Positivism construct a polarization 
between absolute and relative knowledge. (Knights, 1997: 5) Postmodernism 
releases this polarization, dualism, or demarcation line. Postmodernism claims 
both are equally good. 
The modernist attempt to remove the mystery and ambiguity from social 
life, the attempt to make universal, scientific principles seems to be a closed 
system. The fragmentation perspective 1 7, like postmodernism, celebrates 
'indeterminacy, heterogeneity, and ambivalence.' (Martin, 1992: 192) The 
closed systems can be labeled, as Lyotard did, meta-theories or grand 
narratives. Meta-theories and grand narratives are actually totalitarian 
attempts to describe the world with omni-competent answers. The 
postmodernists' aversion towards meta-theories or grand narratives is based 
on their omission of diversity, and denial of multiplicity. (Martin, 1992: 193; 
Knights, 1997: 5) Postmodern scholars argue that attempts to create meta-
theories are misguided and futile; fragmentation and multiplicity will flourish, in 
spite of attempts to make particular meta-theories dominant. (Martin, 1992: 
193) 
According to Mary Jo Hatch 1 8 until very recently most organization 
theorists took the view that theories represent truth, that some do a better job 
than others, and that science is in the business of determining which theories 
are the most accurate. From this modernist point of view, judgements about 
the accuracy and truth of theories based on empirical comparisons of 
predictions of a theory with relevant facts collected about the world. (Hatch, 
1997: 6) The modernist view is based on the belief that there is an objective, 
physical reality in question and thus any perspective is but different view of the 
same thing. In contrast, many symbolic-interpretivist and postmodernists 
assert that knowledge cannot be tested against the real world, because the 
evening news. (Huyssen, 1990: 359) 
Martin describes culture within an organization in three different perspectives: integration, 
differentiation, and fragmentation. She argues that all three perspective give meaningful insights about 
the organization. Finally she argues that this three perspective approach seems to be a closed system, 
because a fourth perspective cannot be added without changing the defining variables. (Martin, 1992: 190) 
real world is constructed from our experiences, ideas and statements (e.g. our 
theories about the world). That is, reality is subjectively defined, therefore 
different views construct different realities and these realities may be 
complementary, conflicting, or contradictory. Multiple perspectives may provide 
you with diverse possibilities for constructing your world and for understanding 
the constructions of others, but there is no guarantee of greater and better 
knowledge because there is no universal standard against which greater and 
better can be measured. (Hatch, 1997: 8) 
While postmodernism is a welcome diversity, which contradicts the very 
idea of unifying different perspectives into a single, all-encompassing 
explanation, this does not mean that for postmodern theorists everything is just 
as good as others. Postmodernism is relativist is a sense that abandons the 
notion of universal criteria for truth or excellence, but they tend to evaluate 
things in the world as right and wrong, good or bad as a matter of personal 
reflection and practice. (Hatch, 1997: 43) The very feature of postmodernism is 
to juxtapose oppositions, to question taken-for-granted solutions, and to evoke 
laughter through ironic humor. 
This is the reason why postmodernism prefers to concentrate on 
epistemology 1 9, since epistemology shows us the basic assumptions of 
theories. Epistemology concerns assumptions about how knowledge is 
obtained or created. When we deal with epistemology, and try to question 
basic assumptions, we change the taken-for-granted world-view. In social 
sciences we often distinguish between objectivist and subjectivist position. 
Objectivist epistemology is built upon a believe that scientist can only know 
something through independent observation, which implies that objectivists 
believe that the world exists independent of our knowledge of it. (pg. 47) At the 
same time for the subjectivist, all knowledge of the world is filtered through the 
knower and thereby is powerfully altered by cognitive and/or social and cultural 
18 
See in the appendix how Hatch categorized organizational theorists. 
Postmodernism, like modernism, refers to both period of time and epistemological position. 
Differentiating between the two Parker refers to the former as post-(hypen) modernism, and to the 
latter as postmodernism (one word). (Legge, 1995: 298) 
forces, in other words knowledge is relative to the knower. 
If we consider metaphors, postmodern perspective supports „collage" as 
a metaphor for organizational analysis. Postmodernists would never agree on 
a single metaphor, which would fully describe an organization, because it 
would be an acceptance of a grand narrative, which they strongly oppose. 
They rather accept multiple perspectives of different theories, and they try to 
reconcile contradictions, ambiguities, and paradoxes of organizations. They 
are open to different (even opposing) perspectives until they do not want to 
unify them into a single perspective. At the same time postmodernists seem to 
have one common point: they put a strong emphasis on aesthetics, and 
highlight the artistic aspects of organizations. Managers are theorists, and 
theorists are artists according to the postmodern perspective, (pp. 54-55) 
2.3.4 Characteristics of postmodernity 
Postmodernism is articulable only through the modern. (Chia 1995: 580) 
The word itself contain a paradox, because modern means "of the present or 
recent times", one of the synonim of modern is "contemporary", when we use 
the word for art, fashion or technology, it is "of a current or recent style of art, 
fashion etc. esp one of that attempting sth new and not traditonal." (Hornby, 
1995: 750) Modern denotes the new and improved. (Ogilvy: 1990, 5) 
Postmodern does not make sense without defining what we mean by the 
modern. Postmodern, at the same time, is not anti-modern or contra-modern, 
and definitely not traditional or conservative. The prefix of 'post' denotes 
something beyond modernity 2 0. 
In postmodern theory, modernism is generally described as the 
culmination of the Enlightenment project to rationalize human culture and 
other*rSle q S ? „ т а к и a n a l 0 g y b e t w e e n » f u t u r e P e r f e c t t e n s e " a n d Postmodernity. (Among 
a n S w a J ' >ml m t h e i r i n t r o d u c t i o n o f Postmodern Management Theory) I do not find this 
t Ä m Z a t e ' Ь е С а Л е D O S t m o d e r n i t y is mainly about the present, not about the future, when 
thes is n n t e h C O n ! e r T P O r a r y f 8 1 " " * ° f h U m a n l i f e ' a n d t h e r e i s n o e x > l a n a t i ° n h a v i n g perrect tense, there is nothing to be completed about postmodernity, it is just the contrary. 
society, and is criticized for its unquestioning value for rationality and for its 
efforts to develop an integrated theory of the universe based on scientific 
principles and methods. While modernists believe that our knowledge can be 
unified, postmodernists think that our knowledge is fragmented, which means 
that our knowledge is build from different bits and pieces, and that it is not 
reasonable to build an integrated and singular theory from these. This is what 
Lyotard call grand narratives. In postmodern management theory it means that 
there is no one best way, there are several good ways of management, and 
neither of them has priority over the others. 
When we talk about the 1990's and the computer revolution, the 
information society, and its organizations, we readily agree that something has 
dramatically changed recently 2 1, but there is a little agreement between the 
modernists and postmodernists whether this change is out there in the real 
world, or it is 'here', merely in our understanding of the world which we 
construct. (Hatch, 1997: 26) 
Postmodernism also opposes the modern view of human progress. 
Postmodernism question the accumulation of knowledge which would lead us 
to a mutually desirable future, in other words that science and technology lead 
us to a better life. This is what they call the progress myth. They further 
express belief in the impossibility of defining a mutually desirable future due to 
human diversity, which is an important value for many postmodernists. (Hatch, 
1997: 45) It absolutely does not mean that postmodernists support status quo, 
they welcome changes, the mixtures of cultures, religions and politics. They 
just say that there does not exist one way which should be followed by 
everyone. Concerning the future, postmodernism advocates us that we have 
to learn to take nothing for granted. 
4 1 When we want to define when modern ends and postmodern starts, we face incredible huge 
problem. Pethö collected many istances when postmodernism term has been used in literature. The 
first item on his list is "Chapman: Postmodern painting program, as a progressive criticism of 
impressionalism in 1870". You can find on the list the Spanish-American "postmodemismo" 
movement, which was a critical branch within the "modernismo" movement in the 1910's. (This is also 
mentioned by many other postmodern scholars, among others Calás and Smircich in their introduction 
to Postmodern Management Theory.) In this present thesis we define postmodern as a contemporary 
movement which questions, but not denies the achievement of the Enlightenment and positivism. Our 
To summarize, let us list the basic assumptions of postmodern science 
according to Bokor Attila. 
(1) postmodernism claims that there is no evidence that objective reality 
exists, and if it is supposed to exist, its understanding and its description may 
vary from different aspects to others; 
(2) postmodernism claims that there is no "best" scientific approach or 
aspect, instead of one synthetic theory, many approaches can be applied to 
the same phenomenon; 
(3) in the field of methodology, postmodernism support the participative 
and interpretative investigations, and prefers qualitative data; 
(4) the realm of proof became relative according to postmodern 
scientists, and instead of law-making, which is perfectly applicable to the 
natural sciences, understanding is the main objective of the research, and this 
way subjectivity is accepted. (Bokor, 1994: 1119) 2 2 
There are hundreds of postmodern approaches to science, arts, and 
politics, and there is no place to list all of them within this dissertation or any 
paper. Let us concentrate now only on organizational analysis and 
management, and in this connection I would like to mention only those 
philosophers who have a considerable impact on management literature. They 
are Michel Foucault, Jaques Derrida, and Jürgen Habermas. 
2.3.4.1 Foucault2 3 
The main concern of Foucault is power. Management and organization 
literature is interested in his oeuvre, because it helps our understanding of 
organizations, accounting and the control of work. Foucault used two quite 
distinct methodologies in his works: "archeology" and "geneology". 
time is both modern and postmodern is my understanding; modern is not over. 
This discussion was also presented in Miskolc University's International Ph.D. Conference in 1997 
by the present author under the title "Some Thoughts about Modern and Post-modern Aspects of 
National and Corporate Culture", and it has been published in the conference proceeding. 
These ideas have been analyzed at the 16 t h EGOS Colloquium in Helsinki under the title of 
Foucault, ISO, and Practice" in 2000. 
Foucault's earlier works applied the methodology of archeology, which 
concerns itself with the literary and the discursive as they relate to the human 
sciences, particularly those concerned with discourses on madness and 
disease. His early works include: "Madness and Civilisation (1977)", "The Birth 
of the Clinic (1975)", which deals provocatively with psychiatry, medicine, and 
the human sciences. His methodological viewpoint is expressed in "The Order 
of Things (1973)" and in "The Archeology of Knowledge (1977)". (Burell, 1998) 
The more interesting part of Foucault's work for an organization theorist 
is definitely his later works, such as "Discipline and Punish (1977)" and 
"History of Sexuality (1979)". Foucault tried to change his archeological theory 
with genealogy. In this period Foucault is interested in power, knowledge, and 
the body, and how these interrelate. (Burell, 1998) 
Two analytical approaches found in Foucault's writings 
The Archeological Method The Genealogical Method 
Uncover those rules which regulate Record the singularity of surface 
and govern social practices, and which events, looking at the meaning of 
are unknown to the actors involved. small details, minor shifts and subtle 
contours. 
It is possible to achieve some partial There are no fixed essences or 
distancing from these institutional underlying laws. There is discontinuity 
bonds by bracketing of 'accepted and arbitrariness. Since the world is 
truth'. as it appears, one seeks out the 
'superficial secrets'. 
Act as an 'excavator', revealing depth Act as a recorder of accidents, chance 
and interiority. and lies. Oppose the search for depth 
Table 2.3 Source: Burell, 1998: 22 
and interiority. 
Within organization theory Foucault is conventionally associated with 
Jeremy Bentham's design for the Panopticon, which was supposed to be the 
perfect prison, which maximizes control and disciple without using corporal 
punishment, and is in this way also more humane than previous disciplinary 
forms; and the most importantly is efficient. Foucault points out in his 
"Discipline and Punish", that there was a shift from the cruel corporal 
punishment of pre-modern times to the modern prison which maximizes 
efficiency. 
Foucault analyses the Panopticon project designed by Jeremy Bentham. 
The Panopticon is the modern prison which maximizes surveillance by its 
design. Panopticon is a building in ring form. In the center of the ring there is a 
tower for guards, the cells are around the ring, each prisoner has one cell, and 
each cell has two windows, one facing the outside, and the other facing 
inwards toward the tower. From the tower guards always can watch the 
prisoners, and the prisoners never know whether they are being watched or 
not. With this design guards can ensure the total surveillance. Foucault argues 
that when even prisoners are not watched, they have the feeling of being 
controlled. The asymmetry between prisoners and guards epitomizes the 
power, it is not important who is in the tower, or even there is no-one in the 
tower, the structure ensures discipline. There are only a few people who 
exercise power over many. (Foucault, 1990: 273-309) 
Why is it important for our society? There are only a few percent of the 
population who live in prisons. Foucault argues that discipline prevalent in 
every institution of modern society. The same kind of power exercise is 
present in hospitals, army, schools, and in factories. The Panopticon style 
buildings enlarge the power of powerful members of society, and weaken the 
powerless. He argues that modern society is a discipline society, and an 
examination of prisons leads us understanding other institutions, such as 
schools, armies, factories, and hospitals. "Why are we surprised if prisons 
resemble factories, school, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?" 
(Foucault, 1990: 308-309) 
The application of Foucault's writings to management literature is 
manifold. One main area of Foucauildian concepts are critical studies of 
accounting. Seen through the prism of Foucault's concept of power / 
knowledge, accounting becomes a set of practices and discourse which aims 
to disaggregate the organization and lay the action of all its members open to 
critical scrutiny, comparison and modification. Management accounting is at 
the center of modern management, it is the set of practices which makes 
individuals knowledgeable, divisional performances comparable, and 
organizations governable. The importance of sophisticated accounting controls 
in making the modern corporation both knowledgeable and governable cannot 
be overstated. (McKinlay, Starkey: 1998, 6) 
The other rich field of Foucauldian investigation is general management 
and production management. The development of the modern factory was 
driven by the pursuit of greater efficiency, and since Taylor's scientific 
management each new concept of organizing work more efficiently can be a 
good topic of investigation, because all improvement in efficiency increased 
surveillance and discipline. Henry Ford's management of assembly lines, 
Alfred Sloan's design of General Motors' organization structure, the Just-in-
Time system, Total Quality Management, Management by Objectives, 
operations research as an extension of Taylorism etc. were all topics of 
Foucauldian analysis. 
A new field of investigation within this framework is Human Resources 
Management. Barbara Townley deconstructed all HRM procedures according 
to Foucault's concept. Performance appraisal is also a self-evident center of 
Foucauldian analysis. Training programs and socialization within the company 
may be regarded as the "dressage" of employees in order to work more 
efficiently. Especially those techniques are under investigation, which aim to 
modify and manipulate the behavior of employees towards the desired ends of 
the company. The ethics of cultural change programs are discussed by 
Jackson and Carter (1998) among others, and they use strong words for 
these, such as "dressage" and "taming". They inevitably show real cases, and 
the picture is dark. 
In general, Foucault shows the pessimistic side of the society. He is 
right in many aspects: the change of corporal punishment into a more 
'humane' disciplinary power in the Panoptocon in modern times, changed the 
focus of discipline from the body into people's minds and souls, and these 
arguments are especially accurate in the study of management. However, 
these are only the dark side of the management, and even they may be the 
most important aspects of the powerless members of the organizations. A 
seemingly more cheerful topic of Foucault's work is the history of sexuality. 
Foucault points out in his three-volume work that changes in sexual 
behavior started in the Victorian era, when sexual repression had started at 
that time. He argues that rules and regulations were launched by the Catholic 
Church and central power in these times, and their aim was to regulate the 
demography of modern states. The sexuality of married couple became the 
norm, and all other forms of sexuality were prohibited and persecuted. 
Sexuality became a discourse by forcing people to report all their sexual 
activities during confessions. Central power wanted to control people's sexual 
behavior, and they exercised power through these discourses. Foucault sees 
Freudian analysis as the extension of Victorian discourse. In his terms 
sexuality became the interest of science, and while during confessions, priests 
decided what was sin and what was non sin, psychologists and psychiatrists 
during analysis, decided what was normal and what was pathological. 
But why is important for organizational analysis? There are not many 
publications which explicitly deal with sexuality and organizations. One 
exception is Burrell's article titled by "Sex and Organizational Analysis" (1984). 
He argues that organizations have been desexualized, and that any form of 
sexuality is persecuted in modern organizations, this is why it is an accurate 
field of analysis. 
The other possible appearance of sexuality in organizational studies, if 
we deconstruct organizations in Derridian terms, and replace discipline with 
desire, and see what happens - how the meaning of the text changes. This 
leads us the work of the next important phylosopher, Derrida, who introduced 
deconstruction method, a method which is widely used in studies of 
management. 
2.3.4.2 Derrida 
Derrida's work has an impact on the examination of the role of language and 
symbolism in organizations. He reveals the organizational world to us and 
shows especially that it is a process that reflexively includes its anti-thesis. 
Applied to organizational analysis, this means that the organizations always 
harbors within itself that which transgresses it, namely disorganization. 
Derrida's strategy is to show how the supposedly rational and stable aspects 
of organization are constantly under threat by their devious and insidious 
counter-movements. He also shows that the task of understanding 
organization from the perspective of disorganization demands an appropriately 
reflexive logic and intellectual practice from the analyst. (Cooper, 1989: 480) 
His main contribution to organizational analysis is his deconstruction 
method. This is developed by philosophers and literary critics; and 
deconstruction can be defined as an analytic strategy that exposes, in a 
systematic way, the multiple ways in which a text can be interpreted. 
Deconstruction is able to reveal ideological assumptions in a way that is 
particularly sensitive to the suppressed interest of members of disempowered, 
marginalized groups. (Martin, 1997: 274) This way evidence can be criticized 
and destroyed. (Starkey and McKinlay, 1998: 231) This method makes it 
possible to reveal existing power relationships, hidden ideologies which 
suppress conflicts. Deconstruction peels away the layers of ideological 
obscuration. Its epistemological premises are radically different from those 
held by most organizational researchers, and it focuses on suppressed 
conflicts and multiple interpretations of a text in order to undermine all claims 
to objective "truth". During the deconstruction the theorist deliberately selects 
his/her interpretation according to a certain ideology. However, s/he does not 
Claim that the objective truth is shown by his/her interpretation, but rather the 
possibility of multiple interpretations of the same text. In this way the theorist 
tries to undermine the objectivist claim. (According to the objectivist claim, 
language is a neutral carrier of meaning.) This is why deconstruction is more 
than a method: it questions the basic assumptions of the writer or the 
spokesman of a text. The style itself differs from the traditional academic 
writing style, because the author him/herself does not want to hide behind 
neutral - strictly impersonal - writing, rather s/he express his/her subjectivity 
and self-reflexivity. The result is that both deconstructed's and deconstructor's 
ideology become explicit. (Martin, 1997: 274-275) The debate is not about the 
deconstructed text, but about the ideology which is behind the text, and which 
is expressed (implicitly or explicitly) by the text. 
Deconstruction employs a double movement of overturning and (in 
Cooper's term) metaphorization. In overturning it is recognized that the texts 
are structured around binary oppositions (e.g. good - bad, new - old) in which 
one of the terms dominates the other. The process of deconstruction starts 
with replacing one term of the binary oppositions with the other, and this 
overturns the hierarchy of the text. It is necessary to proceed immediately to 
the second movement of deconstruction: metaphorization. The point of this 
second stage is to keep process from degrading into structure. (Cooper: 1989, 
483) 
In management literature anything can be deconstructed. Feminist 
deconstruction is a popular field. Feminists deconstruct and rewrite seemingly 
neutral texts in order to show that gender conflict or female repression is 
present in management texts. However, we can find other targets for 
deconstruction, e.g. charismatic leadership, accounting practice, information 
engineering etc. It is also possible to deconstruct any text about renewed 
technology from a green point of view. 
The whole process of deconstruction, and of course, the deconstructed 
text, demystify the original text, the writer, the context, the reader, and the 
history. Deconstruction denies any authority or privileged form of reading. 
Derrida worked out "grammatology" against "metaphysics of logocentrism", 
and its method - which can be taken independently - is the deconstruction. 
(Pethö: 1992, 43-44) Derrida is less concerned with the 'content' or 'meaning' 
of philosophical arguments and more concerned with the 'rhetorical' tactics 
that philosophers use to privilege their positions. 
2.3.4.3 Habermas 
Finally the controversial figure of the modern - postmodern debate will be 
presented. He defends modernism against postmodernism, and he starts his 
famous speech "Is modern really so passé, as postmoderns state?" 2 4 
(Habermas: 1993, 152) He states that "Postmodernity definitely presents itself 
as Antimodernity." (Habermas: 1990, 343) The title of his speech was 
"Modernity vs. Postmodernity - Unfinished Project of Modernity", and he 
presented it on 1 1 t h September, 1980, in Frankfurt, in St. Paul Church, when 
he was given the "Adorno" award. This speech was published in New German 
Critique in 1981. This text became one of the most frequently quoted one 
within postmodern literature. 
Since he sees postmodernity as antimodernity, his main argument is to 
list all achievement of the so-called modern project, the Enlightenment. He 
says that the Enlightenment leads to emancipation, and those who criticize the 
Enlightenment, are necessary against human emancipation, and this way they 
are conservative. He emphasizes social and moral development of 
modernism, and defines modernism in contrast with traditionalism. Habermas 
defends moral universalism, because he believes that moral relativism, which 
he addresses to postmodernism, leads to totalizing solutions, such as the 
Holocaust 2 5. As Burrell argues "It is here where Habermas' concerns for 
postmodernism surface, for he sees that particular constellation of views to be 
profoundly antagonistic to emancipation, and therefore deeply conservative." 
M This sentence has been translated from Hungarian to English by the present author. 
He was 15 years old when the second world war ended, and one of his most memorable experience 
(Burreil, 1994: 6) Specifically, Bauman, a defender of postmodernism, points 
out that it is precisely modernism which leads to the Holocaust, because 
modernism has the "all-totalizing" attempts. (Bauman, 1989) 
When Habermas defends the Enlightenment, he says "The 
Enlightenment philosophers wanted to utilize this accumulation of specialized 
culture for the enrichment of every day life, that is to say, for the rational 
organization of everyday social life. Enlightenment thinkers [...] had the 
extravagant expectation that the arts and the sciences would not only promote 
of natural forces, but also further understanding of the world and of the self, 
would promote moral progress, the justice of institutions, and even the 
happiness of human beings. The 20th century has shattered this optimism." 
(Habermas, 1990: 348) He sees counter-Enlightenment arguments as 
irrationalist form of thoughts. 
He sees Foucault's work, as anything but senseless power games. He 
considers postmodernists as a group who stands against the achievement of 
the Enlightenment, and after a while Habermas calls postmoderns (among 
others Foucault) not only conservative but irrationalists and anarchists. Burrell 
mentions one example of paradox, Habermas uses against postmoderns. 
Habermas says that one cannot employ reasons to reject reason, implying that 
the constructions of arguments by Lyotard, Foucault and others is often an 
impressively rational kind. (Burell, 1994: 11) 
To simplify Habermas' ideas about modern vs. postmodern debate, we 
can say that he believes that the project of modernity is a noble ideal, it stands 
for emancipation and liberation from oppression. Postmodernism threatens 
this ideal. (Burell, 1994: 11) 
To sum up the above, the discussion about postmodernity is necessarily 
fragmented, since it is buildt up from a wide variety of sources and different 
perspectives. Above all it is one of the most fundamental feature of 
postmodernism that it consciously avoids any unifying endeavor, and if 
was the Holocaust. 
someone, somehow would try to unify the various bits and pieces of 
postmodernism, this would mean the end of postmodernist thinking. Besides 
fragmentation, postmodernism celebrates interpretations, and so in any 
description of postmodernism unavoidable is an individual and subjective 
interpretation is unavoidable. This makes it impossible to create an all-
encompassing overview of this controversial topic. I hope mine was 
acceptable to some extend. 
2.3.5 An attempt to define postmodernism 2 6 
Finally we arrive at the question of what postmodernism is - of how one 
defines it. It is not an easy question, since there is no total agreement among 
scholars how to define postmodernism. Many researchers do not even trouble 
to attempt a definition. This may be the result of the very characteristics of 
postmodern. However, before we turn to definitions, let us briefly examine 
Venkatesh, Sherry and Firat's (1993: 216, Table 1) list of emphases in modern 
and postmodern approaches, and then some definition of postmodernism will 
be represented. 
2.5.3.5.1 Relative emphases in modernism and postmodern! 
Modernist e m p h a s i s POStmndpm P m n h a c i c 
Object 
i U Ű I I 1 l u u c i 11 C l l i y i l d b I S 
Image, symbol 
Cartesian subject Symbolic subject 
Cognitive subject Semiotic subject 
unified subject Fragmented subject 
Centered subject Decentered subject 
World?" in 1996. bociety. How to Do Business in the Contemporary 
Signified Signifier 
Objectification Symbolization 
Representation Signification 
Truth (objective) 
• • - ~ 
Truth (constructed) 
Universahsm Localism, particularism 
Society as a structure Society as a spectacle 
Logocentric reason 
Vs • 
Hermeneutic reason 
Knowing Communicating 
1— 
Economy Culture 
Capitalism Late capitalism 
economic systems Symbolic system 
Production 
О l_ • f 1 r " 1 • • . 
Consumption 
bnitt from use value to exchange 
value 
Shift from exchange value to sign 
value 
Science/Technology 
f\ Щ 1 . ~ 
Science/Technology 
Mechanical technology 
о • ' ' 
Digital/Communicative technology 
Sciences 
Euro-American centrism 
D L ~ Ä | i I I " 
Humanities 
Globalism 
Phallocentnsm Feminism/Genderism 
orientalism, colonialism 
T a h b OA 
Multiculturalism, globalism 
2.3.5.2 Definitions of postmodern ism 
The reason why my chapter did not present a definition of postmodernity at the 
beginning as an introduction is because all definitions concentrate on one 
aspect - or at most two aspects - of postmodern phenomena and a wider 
description of the topic provided better understanding. However, by way of 
summary, this chapter offers a few of the more common definitions. 
As the most accepted theorist of postmodernism, Lyotard 2 7 (1983: 8) 
states "The most simplified way of defining post-modernism is incredulity 
toward meta-narratives." As another influential writer, Featherstones (1991: 3) 
says "Consequently, to speak of postmodernity is to suggest an epochal shift 
or break from modernity involving the emergence of a new social totality with 
its own distinct organizing principles.", and elsewhere: "tendencies towards 
cultural disorder and de-classification"2 8 As Jameson express it "contemporary 
postmodern society is best defined as a 'consumer society'" 2 9 
After all Belk & Bryce's 3 0 definition seems to describe more elements of 
the phenomenon: "[...] modernism involves ordered differences between high 
and low culture, scientific and every day knowledge, sacred and profane, 
public and private, literature and popular fiction, class and mass, art and craft, 
education and entertainment, and serious and commercial. Postmodernism is 
an anti-elitist movement which delegimizes between what were previously 
regarded as opposites." 
To add my individual opinion I would rather emphasize that giving 
definitions (or even giving the only correct definition) is a typical modernist 
attempt; describing and interpreting is more postmodern way of thinking. 
However, postmodernism does not mean to deny every achievement of the 
modernist era, but to offer a less strict approach to the existing world. 
2 7 The definition has been translated from Hungarian to English by the author of this thesis. 
2 8 The original quotation was published in Featherstones: Perspectives on consumer culture, 
Sociology 24, (Feb.) 1990, p 6; I quoted it from Belk & Bryce (1992), p 277 
2 9 The original quotation was published in Jameson (1983): Postmodernism and consumer society in: 
H. Foster (ed.) The anti-aesthetic: Essays on post-modern culture, 111-125, PortTownsed, WA: Bay 
Press; I quoted it from Firat & Venkatesh (1993) 
Belk & Bryce (1992) 
2.4 Conclusion of the Chapter 
From different epistemological standpoints complex reality can be perceived in 
different ways. Each form of epistemology as mentioned above has its 
convincing features - and some truth - whilst all three have drawbacks. In the 
field of organization theory there is no consensus regarding epistemology; 
some theorists argue for epistemological unity in the name of positivism (e.g. 
Donaldson, 1999), whilst others argue for epistemological plurality (e.g. Chia 
or Martin etc.). Critical realism belongs rather to the field of Economics. 
3. Cross -Cu l tu ra l Management 
This chapter supposed to make clear what is culture in order to understand 
later what is cross-cultural management. First the origin of the word will be 
explained, then the problem of defining this often used word. In this chapter I 
will base on social anthropology, which is used to help other social sciences to 
define basic concepts. Among others cross-cultural management is one of the 
social sciences which may adapt these definitions. Yvan Allaire and Michaela 
E. Firsirotu collected the basic definitions of culture in management science, 
and I will present their collection with explanations and present use of these 
definitions. Two central element of culture will be presented: norms and 
values. I also talk about parochial, ethnocentric, and polycentric behavior, 
while mentioning cultural relativism, and the postmodern approach to these 
concepts. Then Martin's three perspectives will be presented in order to be 
able to interpret the complexity of cultures. Then I will present distinctions 
among levels of a culture in order to understand what kind of cultural 
differences I talk about in this thesis. An important debate: convergency vs. 
divergency over time will be shown later, and will be reconciled by cleorization 
metaphor. For the previous concepts, it is important to distinguish static and 
dynamic approaches to culture. Then some basic terms such as cross-cultural, 
international, intercultural, and cross-national will be clarified. Then some 
influential models of culture will be shown such as Kluckhon and Stodbeck's 
value-orientations, Hall's dimensions of culture, Hofstede's dimensions, 
Trompenaars' dimensions, and the GLOBE project. In this part I will try to 
show some critical aspects of these models, and some part of the Hofstede-
Trompenaars debate will be also presented. Finally I concentrate on modern, 
symbolic-interpretativist, and postmodern approaches to cultural studies. 
3.1 Culture 3 1 
The word culture comes from the Latin word colo, meaning cultivation of soil. 
The classical metaphor is referring the similarity of cultivation the soil and 
education. An extension of this is given by Cicero as "philosophy is the 
cultivation of soul: as a field is unproductive without cultivation so is the soul 
without teaching." (Wintrop, 1991: 51) 
However the difficulties in defining the word have not been eliminated by 
the identification of its origin. The contemporary approaches of culture are very 
diverse. The problem of culture is first of all in the field of social sciences such 
as social (or cultural) anthropology, ethnography and sociology, but the 
research results are used by other social sciences such as marketing and 
management. 
"The aim of anthropology is the controlled and value-free investigation of 
both the unity and the diversity of the human species. It seeks to explain, on 
the one hand, the uniqueness of the human species within the biological world 
and, on the other hand, the astonishing variety of ways in which this 
humanness is manifested." (Wintrop, 1991: 50) The question of differentiate 
people from the other biological species is out of the field of cross-cultural 
management, but the differences in national cultures investigated by social 
(cultural) anthropology can be applied to cross-cultural management. 
But what do we mean by culture? Even social (cultural) anthropology 
faces difficulties in defining culture. "In reality, anthropology has lacked a 
single broadly accepted and theoretical productive definition of culture." 
(Wintrop, 1991: 50) Yvan Allaire and Michaela E. Firsirotu have summarized 
definitions of culture through to provide a typology of schools of thought in 
cultural anthropology, and they tried to relate these theories to management 
and organizational science. (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984) Their purpose was three­
fold: (1) to provide a typology of schools of thoughts in cultural anthropology in 
3 1 These ideas have been analyzed in the present author's main publications, e.g. Primecz (1995 
1996b, 1997b, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999b, 1999d, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c) 
order to understand the diverse and complex theories of culture advanced in 
this filed; (2) to relate these different points of view to the emerging notions of 
culture found explicitly or implicitly in the management and organization 
literature; (3) to pull together the insights and findings derived from this enquiry 
in order to propose an integrative concept of culture as a useful metaphor in 
organizational studies. (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 193) 
They divided the definitions into two main groups: "Culture as a 
Sociocultural System" and "Culture as an Ideational System". According to the 
Sociocultural 3 2 approach culture is a component of the social system, 
manifested in behaviour (ways-of-life) and products of behaviour. It can be 
also divided into two groups which are the "Synchronic" and "Diachronie" 
schools. The difference between the two groups of schools lies in their time 
and space definition: the synchronic group focus on the study of culture in a 
particular time and space, while diachronic group encompass the time 
dimension, and focus on the processes involved in the development of 
particular cultures. The "Synchronic" school consists of two main conceptions: 
"Functionalist" and "Structural-functionalist". The "Functionalist" school is 
presented by Malinowski who defines culture as "an instrumental apparatus by 
which a person is put in a better position to cope with the concrete specific 
problems faced in the course of need satisfaction. Main manifestation of 
culture (institutions, myth, etc.) are to be explained by reference to the basic 
needs of human beings." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 217) 
For a structural-functionalist culture is an adaptive mechanism by which 
certain number of human beings are enabled to live a social life as an ordered 
community in a given environment. (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 197) Radcliffe-
Brown, the main theorist of the "Functionalist-structuralist" school defines 
culture as "it is made up of those mechanisms by which an individual acquires 
mental charactehstics (values, beliefs) and habits that fit him for participation 
in social life; it is a component of social system which also includes social 
3 2 Culture as a sociocultural system was the earliest school in social anthropology, with the exception 
of Marvin Harris, who is a contemporary theorist. (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 197) 
structures, to maintain an orderly social life, and adaptation mechanism, to 
maintain society's equilibrium with its physical environment." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 
1984: 217) 
The diachronic approach combines two schools, these being 
"Ecological-adaptationists" and "Historical-diffusionists". White, Service, 
Rapport, Vayda, and Harris belong to the "Ecological-adaptionist" school which 
defines culture as "a system of socially transmitted behavior patterns that 
serve to relate human communities to their ecological settings. Sociocultural 
systems and their environments are involved in dialectic interplay, in a process 
of feedback or reciprocal causality." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 218) 
Kluckhohn and Kroeber collected 164 definitions of culture in 1952. 
They both support the "Historical-diffusionalist" school with Boas and Benedict 
as they define "Culture consists of temporal, interactive, superorganic and 
autonomous configuration of forms which have been produced by historical 
circumstances and processes." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 218) 
The other main group of culture definitions is those schools which define 
culture "as an identical system: cultural and social realms are distinct but 
interrelated. Culture is located in: 'The mind of culture-bearer' or 'The product 
of minds (shared meanings and symbols)'" (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 196) The 
'Cognitive', 'Structuralist', and 'Mutual equivalence' schools belong to the first 
group, and the 'Symbolic' school belong to the second. 
According to the 'Cognitive' school, where the major theorist is 
Goodenaugh, culture is "a system of knowledge, of standards for perceiving, 
believing, evaluating and acting. Culture is the form of things that people have 
in minds, their model of perceiving, relating and acting. Culture is the form of 
things that people have in mind, their model for perceiving, relating and 
otherwise interpreting them. It consists of whatever it is one has to know or 
believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable to the member of one's 
society. As a product of human learning, culture consists of the ways in which 
people have organized their experience of the real world so as to give it 
structure as a phenomenal world of forms, that is their percepts and concepts." 
(Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 219) Several authors within the area of Cultural 
Diversity Management share this perspective, although some of them are 
more explicit and radical when supporting it. One of these authors is 
Maruyama. He attributes cultural frictions to differences in mentality, where 
culture is defined in a much broader sense, because he includes diversity due 
to profession and functional activity. (Barinaga, 1998: 18) 
The most influential anthropologist, Claude Lévi-Strauss, represents the 
'Structuralist' school, and defines culture as "Shared symbolic systems that are 
cumulative creations of mind: universal, but unconscious principles of mind 
generate cultural elaborations and artifacts, the diversity of which results from 
the permutations and transformations of formality similar processes and latent 
structures are the product of human brain, there must be features that are 
common to all cultures." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 220) Lévi-Strauss believes in 
the existence of cultural universals, because all cultures are product of the 
human brain, which is assumed to use the same mechanism for thinking, in 
consequence there must be features that are common to all cultures. He 
thinks that universals are found only at the unconscious structure, not at the 
level of manifest act, which can be enormously different in different cultures. 
(Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 198) While accepting the obvious diversity of cultures, 
members of structuralist school focuses on commonalties. They seek universal 
categories (dimensions, or dilemma situations) which is comprehendible for all 
human beings, and in their view people from different cultures give different 
answers for the same questions. For example Murdock elaborated a list of 
more than 70 cultural universals occurring in all cultures. Hofstede defined five 
dimensions of culture, Trompenaars has seven dimensions, Hall (believing 
that culture is communication) defines seven aspects of culture. Kluckhohn 
and Strodtbeck have six value-orientations. (Barinaga, 1998: 22) These 
models of culture will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The 'Mutual equivalence' school says "Culture is a set of standardized 
cognitive processes which create general framework that enables a capacity 
for mutual prediction and interlocked behaviour among individuals. It is an 
implicit contract that makes possible the maximal organization of motivational 
and cognitive diversity with only partial inclusion and minimal sharing of 
believes and values on the part of 'culture-bearers'." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 
220) The 'Mutual equivalence' version is presented by Wallance. According to 
this school common mental maps allow people to mutually predict behaviours. 
Therefore, this school is more interested in cultural norms and policies, social 
contract, or rules of behaviour. (Barinaga, 1998: 20) Edward T. Hall seems to 
share this view when advising American executives abroad "to understand that 
various peoples around the world have worked out and integrated into their 
subconscious literally thousands of behavior patterns that they take for granted 
in each other. Then, when the stranger enters, and behaves differently from 
the local norm, he often unintentionally insults, annoys, or amuses the native 
with whom he is attempting to do business. (Hall, 1960: 87) Barinaga sees this 
school as supporting the idea of behavioral mutual comprehension and 
adaptation. (1998: 21) 
Finally, a fourth concept of culture within the ideational system proposes 
an interpretive view of culture as a system of shared meanings and symbols. 
For the symbolic of semiotic school culture should not be looked for in people's 
heads, but in the 'meanings' and 'thinkings' shared by social actors. (Allaire, 
Firsirotu, 1984: 198) It is important to emphasize that "shared" has two 
contrary meanings. The meaning most of us immediately think of has to do 
with common experience; when we share we are directly involved with others 
in a way that emphasizes our similarity. (...) But sharing also means the 
opposite: we divide something into individual pieces (shares) and distribute 
them among ourselves. This second meaning emphasizes our separateness. 
(Hatch, 1997: 204-205) The 'Symbolic or semiotic' school defines it as follows 
"Culture is the fabric of meaning in terms of which human beings interpret their 
experience and guide their action. It is an ordered system of shared and public 
symbols and meanings which give shape, direction and particularity to human 
experience. Culture should not be looked for in people's heads but in the 
'meanings' shared by interacting social actors. The analysis of culture 
therefore is not an expehmental science in search of laws but an interpretative 
one in search of meaning." (Allaire, Firsirotu, 1984: 221) This approach, 
represented by Geerts and Schneider, is the most influential in contemporary 
cultural (or social) anthropology. 
3.2 Basic Concepts Concerning Culture and Cross-Cultural 
Management 
The contemporary approach to culture is that our way of thinking and seeing 
other cultures is determined by our own culture. As Roger M. Keesing 
presents "we - the people of any society - have grown up perceiving the world 
through glasses with distorting lenses. The things, events, and relationships 
we assume to be 'out there' are in fact filtered through this perceptual screen." 
(Keesing, 1981: 69) 
Therefore it also determines what we find 'normal' are absolutely 
culture-dependent. As Hofstede states, values determine what we feel to be 
'good' or 'evil', 'clean' or 'dirty', 'beautiful' or 'ugly', 'unnatural' or 'natural', 
'abnormal' or 'normal', 'paradoxical' or 'logical', and 'irrational' or 'rational'. 
(Hofstede, 1994: 8) Values are the social principles, goals, and standards held 
within a culture to have intristic worth. Values constitute the basis for making 
judgements about what is right and what is wrong. Norms are closely 
associated with values. They are unwritten rules that allows members of a 
culture to know what is expected of them in a wide variety of situations. (Hatch: 
1997: 214) Continuing with Roger M. Keesing's metaphor "we can never take 
our glasses off to find out what the world is 'really like'". (Kessing, 1981: 69) 
This means that the culture which has surrounded us during our socialization 
process has overwhelming importance. 
The attitude which denies the existence of cultural differences is called 
parochial. Parochialism means viewing the world solely through one's own 
eyes and perspective. A person with parochial perspective does not recognize 
other people's different ways of living and working not that such differences 
have serious consequences. People in all cultures are, to certain extent, 
parochial. (Adler, 1992: 11) The ethnocentric attitude towards culture is when 
another culture is evaluated according to the standards of one's own, and this 
evaluation tends to be unfavorable. So ethnocentrism does not deny the 
existence of cultural differences, but places one culture at the center and uses 
its standards to evaluate others. Ethnocentrism is to a people what 
egocentrism is to an individual: considering one's own little world to be the 
center of the universe. (Hofstede, 1994: 211) As this thesis mentioned before, 
each of us feel our own culture to be the most natural, this is a part of our 
culture; but an ethnocentric attitude can ruin cross-cultural relationships in 
business if there is a tendency to evaluate other culture as lower, less logical, 
less normal etc. As Claude Lévi-Strauss states with regard to cultural 
relativism "one culture has no absolute criteria for judging the activities of 
another culture as 'low' or 'noble'." (Hofstede, 1994: 7) This means exactly that 
no culture is at a higher level (more developed) than another, differences 
should be considered as facts, not values. Anthropologists still believe that 
cultures change, but not in a way that gives them the right to claim cultural 
superiority. In fact postmodern anthropologists now argue that the idea of 
superiority itself is embedded in cultural meaning systems and to study culture 
requires acknowledging preconceived notions derived your own cultural 
background when approaching the study of another person's culture. (Hatch, 
1997: 204) The attitude which moves beyond ethnocentrism is called 
polycentrism. This terms strives to the recognition that different kinds of people 
should be measured by different standards, and the ability to understand the 
foreigner according to foreigner's standards. This is a mild form of bi- or 
multiculturality. (Hofstede, 1994: 211) 
Here I would like to emphasize one point. As members of a certain 
culture we do not behave exactly the same, we do not have the exactly the 
same values and norms. All statements about culture are true only in 
statistically. This means that all statements can be true for individuals, but 
there are exceptions, just like in other social sciences. Statistical aggregates 
hide the individuals. We are all individuals, have a personality which is not only 
determined by culture but other things as well such as social status, family, 
and experiences. So all individuals are specific in a way, and can be very 
different from the features of culture which is represented by a group. This 
statement is important, because stereotyping can be same harmful as 
neglecting of cultural differences. 
3.2.1 Three Perspectives on Culture 
Martin introduced three terms in culture literature: integration, differentiation, 
and fragmentation perspective. These concepts help us to understand the 
complexity of culture. She writes about organizational culture, but her three 
perspectives are useful terms for any kind of culture. 
From an integration perspective organizations are described as a 
cultural unity that has no place for doubt, uncertainty, or collective dissent. 
According to Joanne Martin the main three characteristics can be the 
following: "First, a set of content themes (usually values or basic assumptions) 
are described as being shared by all members of a culture, in an organization-
wide consensus. Second, these content themes are said to be enacted, 
consistently, in a wide variety of cultural manifestations. Third, cultural 
members are described as knowing what they are to do and why it is 
worthwhile to do it. In this realm of clarity, there is no place for ambiguity." 
(Martin, 1992: 45) Integration stresses harmony and homogeneity at 
organizations. 
"Differentiation views of organizational culture have three defining 
characteristics. First, interpretations of content themes, practices, and forms 
are often inconsistent. Second, the differentiation perspective is suspicious of 
Claims of organizational-wide consensus. To the extent that consensus exist, it 
is seen as located primary within subcultural boundaries. Third, within 
subcultural boundaries, clarity reigns, while ambiguity relegated to the 
periphery." (Martin, 1992: 83) According to Joanne Martin, we consider 
differentiation, as cultural manifestations as some times inconsistent. 
Consensus occurs only within boundaries of subcultures which often conflict 
with an other. Ambiguity is channeled. 
"Contemporary life inside and outside is permeated with ambiguities. In 
part, these ambiguities stem from societal problems that we do not fully 
understand and we cannot seem to solve. (...) Juxtapositions of symbols, 
people, issues, policies, and actions are poorly understood, perhaps random. 
As possible interpretations multiply, and discontinuities of change become 
transformed into ceaseless flux, ambiguities seem inescapable and pervasive." 
(Martin, 1992: 131) Parallel with societal changes, organizations moved 
forward in a rather fragmented direction. They might have always had 
fragmented characteristics, but managers did not focus on it, and interpreted it 
as errors of management. More and more scholars, and practicing managers 
accept the fact that contemporary life is ambiguous, and in this way 
fragmented. The consciousness helps a lot to deal with it. Ambiguity refers to 
interpretations. If something is declared ambiguous, one can think that it is 
unclear, highly complex and/or paradoxical. So it can be obscure or distinct, 
and therefore it is difficult to decipher. Information flows can solve the problem 
of lack of clarity or help to understand complex things, but paradoxes rarely 
can be solved only by information. "Ambiguity is perceived when lack of clarity, 
high complexity, or paradox makes multiple (rather than single or 
dichotomous) explanation plausible." (Martin, 1992: 134) According to Joanne 
Martin we can define fragmentation, as ambiguity is the essence of 
organizational culture. Consensus and descensus are issue-specific and 
constantly fluctuating. "From fragmentation perspective, then, an 
organizational culture is a web of individuals, sporadically and loosely 
connected by their changing positions on a variety of issues. Their 
involvement, their subcultural identities, and their individual self-definitions 
fluctuate, depending on which issues are activated at a given moment." 
(Martin, 1992: 153) 
We can read the summary of the three perspectives in the following 
table. 
Perspective Integration Differentiation Fragmentation 
Orientation to Organization-wide Subcultural Multiciplity of 
consensus consensus consensus views (no 
consensus) 
Relation among Consistency Inconsistency Complexity (not 
manifestations clearly consistent 
or inconsistent 
Orientation to Exclude it Channel it outside Focus on it 
ambiguity subcultures 
Metaphors Clearing in jungle, Islands of clarity in Web, jungle 
monolith, sea of ambiguity 
hologram 
Table 3.1 Source: Martin, 1992: 13 
When we look at culture in general (e.g. national culture) we can apply these 
perspectives to them. Those culture researchers who emphasize the 
commonalties of certain culture, strive to integration perspective. Those 
researchers who emphasize social strata, or ethnicity for example within a 
culture, believe in differentiation perspective. (Belgium is an excellent example 
of possible differentiation perspective of national cultural studies.) While those 
researchers who emphasize ambiguity within a culture (look at cleorization 
metaphor for example), they share fragmentation perspective. These three 
perspectives are especially useful to understand, because they show that 
culture can be three totally different concepts at the same time. I believe that it 
is a mistake to see culture only one way, e.g. integration perspective, which 
denies the obvious features of differentiation and fragmentation perspective, 
and vice versa. 
3.2.2 Levels of Culture 
Let us investigate the levels of culture now. According to Hofstede there are 
three main levels of culture: universal, group level, and individual level. The 
universal level of human culture distinguishes humans from other biological 
species. This question is not part of cross-cultural management, but 
anthropology. (As Hatch emphasizes that in the early days of anthropology, 
interest in culture meant interest in understanding what is distinctively human, 
what separates humans from the other animals and thus what defines our 
similarity. 1997: 204) The next level of culture can be the nation, meaning that 
people who belong to a certain nation have some common characteristics, 
because during the early socialization process its members shared common 
experiences, living together and being influenced by same or similar notions, 
and this effects formed the values of humans, and formed a rather consistent 
value system of the group, as nation. However social categories such as class 
or status group also affected the individual's value-system. This can also 
present groups. Other groups, for example family, school groups, and 
reference groups have an impact on humans by the socialization process. 
These groups built up some common senses unconsciously, which formulates 
values and norms. Later, after early socialization, individuals also join groups 
which are able to change certain values, but I believe this has less importance, 
because early socialization mostly determines the deeply-held beliefs. These 
groups can be work groups, leisure-time groups, neighbors etc. (As Hatch 
argues the association between groups and cultures (rather than culture) 
caused anthropologists to talk about groups as if they were cultures, and 
shifted the focus of anthropology from the general understanding of 
humankind as species, to the distinctive characteristics of particular groups, 
and thus human differences. 1997: 204) This thesis concentrates on national 
cultural differences, that is why counties and regions are presented as cultural 
entities. (Hofstede, 1994a: 6) The individual aspect of culture has been 
discussed in this thesis when stereotypes were mentioned. 
3.2.3 Changes in Cultures over Time 
Concerning changes in cultures over time there are two kinds of approach. 
According to some researchers, cultures are becoming more similar to each 
other, because of the growing importance of mass communication, the 
travelings such as tourism and international trade, and communication through 
the borders. This is the so called convergency theory, which indicates that 
cultural differences are diminishing. An other group of researchers evaluate 
the contemporary changes in culture that cultures are getting to be less 
similar, and people are becoming more conscious of their own cultures, and 
distinguishing themselves from others. This is the divergency theory of 
cultures. The third emergent theory about cultural changes is incongruent with 
symbolic school of cultural anthropology and post-modern thinking. This theory 
recognizes the consequences of growing mass communication, and the 
features of global world, but also acknowledge the differences in interpreting 
the same things by members of different cultures. This theory is called 
contextualisation or cleorisation. According to the cleorization metaphor 
cultures are not melting into a single one. On the contrary, each culture is 
adapting other cultures' influences to its own local context, giving different 
meanings to the same things, and attaching different symbolism to the same 
product. (Barinaga, 1998: 22) The often used example is eating in a 
McDonald's fast food restaurant, which is a usual example of convergency 
theory, as an example of globalizing products. But at the same time, eating in 
a McDonald's fast food restaurant has no the same meaning in all cultures, 
e.g. in Russia it has a symbol of high status, while in the USA it is just a cheap 
and everyday restaurant which has nothing to do with status. And this example 
supports cleorization metaphor, which puts emphasis on divergent meanings, 
while accepting the fact of technological and market convergence. This is why 
globalization should not be treated as synonymous with homogenization. 
Globalization create fragmented or heterogenized markets and consumers to 
serve and service the locals with global, universal signs. Today's global culture 
has ties to no place or period. It is contextless, a true melange of components 
drawn from everywhere and nowhere, realized through the network of global 
communication. (Firat, Venkatesh, 1993: 245) 
This is why it is especially interesting if a culture researcher considers 
culture as static or dynamic. According to the static approach, cultures can be 
analyzed at a specific moment of time in a given space, and the analysis 
continues to be valid over time. Some researchers, e.g. Hofstede believe that 
cultures are not changing considerably, or they change very slowly and many 
features of culture have ancient roots, which are unlikely disappear overnight. 
(Hofstede, 1997: 287) The researchers, who support the theory that cultures 
do not change or change very slowly, support divergence theory. Dynamic 
approach to cultures put more emphasis on process of development of the 
cultures. Those who believe cultures are dynamic, they either support 
convergence theory (cultures become more and more similar) or cleorization 
metaphor (cultures interact, and influence each other, but there is no one 
common culture emerging). It is interesting to note what Barinaga emphasizes: 
"Taking culture as static, harmonious with the social system, in equilibrium with 
the environment - even if this equilibrium is ephemeral -, intercultural situations 
become a menace to that equilibrium, a basis of misunderstanding, opposing 
views fighting for their believes and for their norms of behavior. Therefore, a 
meet of different cultures is seen as source of problems. On the contrary, if we 
have more dynamic view of time, a gathering of diverse cultures would be the 
beginning of a new process, which can develop in a new ways of 
understanding, and interpreting the believes held by each culture bearer." 
(1998: 22) As Adler points out culturally diverse groups can lead to cultural 
synergy. Synergy is a new way of thinking, which would not emerge in a 
homogeneous group. This synergistic approach neither try to ignore or 
minimize cultural diversity, but rather view it as a resource in designing and 
developing organizations. (Adler, 1992: 108) 
3.2.4 Clarifying some Adjectives 
There is one more group of culture terminology which is often misused by 
researches, and this is why I found important to include clarifying these terms 
in this thesis. "Cross-cultural", "international", and "intercultural" adjectives are 
often used as synonyms in culture literature, but they have distinct meanings. 
"Cross-cultural" adjective refers to comparative studies, e.g. cross-cultural 
management means comparing management practices of two or more 
different cultures, cross-cultural communication is comparison of 
communication of different cultures. While "cross-cultural" research analyses 
what goes on in one culture in order to compare it with what goes on in 
another separated culture "intercultural" and "international" studies deal with 
the interface among several cultures. The focus of "international" research is 
set at macro level, being concerned with notions such as governments, 
economy etc. On the other side, "intercultural" research points more at micro 
level, their focus on interpersonal and small group issues. "Intercultural" 
studies may use the same kind of data as "cross-cultural" ones, but applying it 
to the understanding of the relationship process, while "cross-cultural" studies 
stop after description and comparison of cultural context. Although the 
emphasis of these three types of research is distinct, there is much overlap 
among them, so the study of each one necessary involves some references to 
the other two. (Barinaga, 1998: 15) 
Finally the problem of "cross-cultural" and "cross-national" will be 
discussed. As Heidrich argues "the distinction between cultural and national 
boundaries is problematic with the consequence that nation has been used as 
synonym for culture. (...) The two terms are often used interchangeable. 
Nation is invariably used as synonym for culture with the consequence that 
national distinctiveness is interpreted as cultural differences." (1999: 38) This 
is why John Child prefers the term of cross-national instead of cross-cultural. 
Above all, as it was mentioned at differentiation and fragmentation 
perspectives, within a nation there may be many subcultures, such as Flemish 
and Walloon subcultures in Belgium or French-speaking and English speaking 
Canadians. (This is why differentiation perspective is useful.) Also to go further 
to more complex parts of cultural studies, subcultures might be coming from 
regional (e.g. Bavarians in Germany), racial (e.g. Afro-Americans in the USA), 
ethnical (e.g. Gypsies in Hungary), and even professional (e.g. economists), or 
gender group differences. These differences makes culture phenomenon even 
fragmented. For example when we analyze so called cross-cultural research, 
which actually refers to cross-national comparison between Americans and 
Hungarians, where Hungarians are from different ethnic, professional and 
gender group, and Americans include also different ethnicity, profession and 
gender, cross-cultural analysis can be rather interpreted from the 
fragmentation perspective. 
3.3 Models of Culture 
After discussing the basic notions of culture we can go further to learn how to 
describe a certain culture in order to have a clear and as wide as possible view 
about certain cultural entities. In this part we were mainly in the field of social 
sciences in general, and now we will turn to cross-cultural management to be 
more concrete. In order to describe cultural entities, such as national cultures, 
it is practical to use models as frameworks. The models of cultures consist of 
several dimensions, which measure certain characteristics on scales. Using 
this kinds of models has two advantages: they make possible to compare 
cultures in fixed criteria, and these dimensions are measurable by 
questionnaires. 
I will present five models of cultures, namely Kluckhohn and 
Storodtbeck's, Hall's, Hofstede's, and Trompenaars' models, and a recent 
research: GLOBE project will be described. They are known among 
researches of cross-cultural management. During this chapter I will give details 
about the researches which they are based on. These models are based on 
integration metaphor, putting emphasis only on commonalties within one 
culture. 
3.3.1 Kluckhohn and Stodtbeck's value-orientation 
This is one of the first models of culture, and it is still widely used among 
researchers. They build up a model that concentrates on six value-orientation. 
They believe that each culture has certain orientation in the following 
dimensions. 
- nature of people 
- relationship to nature 
- relationship to other people 
- human activity 
- time 
- space. 
The nature of people may vary from good to evil through mixed types. 
This value-orientation answers the question how people see themselves: 
whether they are basically good or bad. They add an orientation which they 
label as mixed. If people believe that people are basically good then they tend 
to trust each other. Features of trusting societies are for example leaving doors 
unlocked. If people basically believe that people are bad, they do not trust 
each other, they trust only themselves, they expect to be cheated by the 
others, so they are trying to control the outcomes which are result of other 
people's activity. They also state that there are societies which believe that 
people are changeable (from good to evil or from evil to good), and others 
believe that people are basically unchangeable. (Adler, 1992: 19-24) 
The relationship to the world can be dominant, harmony, or subjugation. 
The societies which believe they can dominate their surroundings, believe that 
humans are in the center of the nature, they can manipulate and change their 
environment. Some societies at the same time live more in harmony with their 
environment, they believe they have to leave in peace with their environment, 
not to change it or destroy it. The societies which live in subjugation with their 
environment accept what comes from their surrounding, and they do not want 
to interfere with. (Adler, 1992: 24-26) 
The relationship with other people reflects to the fact if people define 
themselves as independent individual (individualism) or member of groups 
(collectivism). This value-orientation is present in any cultural models. More 
detailed discussion will be introduces later on. (Adler, 1992: 26-28) 
The human activity value orientation deals with the fact if people are 
generally doing or being oriented. Doing oriented cultures are very active, they 
believe that people can and should change their own circumstances, and they 
consider less active members of the society as lazy and fatalist. The being 
oriented cultures see people, events and ideas flowing spontaneously. In this 
value-orientation, people stress release, indulgence of existing desires, and 
working for the moment. The third possible value-orientation within this 
dimension is control. People in control-oriented society restrain their desires by 
detaching themselves from objects in order to allow each person to develop as 
an integrated whole. (Adler, 1992: 28-30) 
The next value-orientation deals with people's time-orientation: whether 
it is past-, present- or future-centered. Past-oriented cultures believe that plans 
should be evaluated in terms of their fit with the customs and traditions of 
society and that innovation and change are justified only according to past 
experience. By contrast, future oriented cultures believe that they should 
evaluate plans in terms of future benefit to be gained. Future-oriented people 
justify innovation and change in terms of future economic pay-offs and have 
less regards for past social and organizational customs and tradition. This 
value-orientation also deals with the question if one society is short- or long-
term-oriented. Life-time employment is typically long-term oriented, while six-
month contract is short -term orientation. (Adler, 1992: 30-32) 
Finally there is a value-orientation which concentrates on space: 
whether it is rather public or private. Space is public by definition if it is shared 
by other members of the society, e.g. doors are frequently open. Space is 
rather private if people tend to arrange their possessions according to the 
owner, lending and borrowing thing is taboo. (Adler, 1992: 33) 
A summary of the above mentioned dimensions can be read in the 
following table: 
Perception of Dimensions 
Individual Good Good and evil Evil 
World Dominant Harmony Subjugation 
Human Relations Individuals Laterally extended Hierarchical 
group groups 
Activity Doing Controlling Being 
Time Future Present Past 
Space Private Mixed Public 
Table 3.2 Source: Adler, 1992: 19 
3.3.2 Hall 's d imens ions 
Edward T. Hall describes cultures as having monochronic or polychronic time-
orientation, slow and fast messages, high or low-context. At the same time he 
writes about language of agreement, language of space, language of things, 
language of friendship, and language of time. He stresses communication in 
cross-cultural comparisons. 
He argues that complex societies organize time in at least two different 
ways: events scheduled as separate items (one thing at a time), or involving in 
several things at once. He calls the former as monochronic, and the latter as 
polychronic time-orientation. While polychronic time-orientation stresses 
nvolvement of people and completion of transactions rather than adherence to 
present schedules, appointments are not taken seriously, and as consequence 
are frequently broken. Monochronic time-orientation emphasizes the clear 
order of things: exact schedules, appointments, they believe time can be spare 
or waste. For monochronic people time is money. According to Hall, the two 
systems are logically and empirically quite distinct. Like oil and water, they do 
not mix. (Hall, 1983: 264-265) 
In communication he distinguishes fast and slow messages. He regards 
productions of arts as slow messages, such as poetry, books, paintings, 
sculptures or classical music, because it tales time to understand these 
messages. He also groups here such things as diplomacy and research. Fast 
messages are for example headlines, communique, propaganda, cartoons, TV 
commercials, television in general, and manners. They have immediate 
meaning for us. People themselves are slow messages as individuals, but 
people of different cultural backgrounds carry different messages. (Hall, 1983: 
55-60) 
The context of communication can be high or low. High-context 
communication means that most of the information is already at the person, 
and there is only small part of the information which should be send during the 
communication process. For those who have no the same cultural context this 
kind of communication is incomplete, many parts are uncodable. High-context 
communication is complex, sophisticated, and almost incomprehensible for 
outsiders. In contrast low-context communication does not require much 
background knowledge: it carries all necessary information. Low-context 
communication is targetful, concentrates on the point, do not use flowery 
language. For high-context people this kind of communication seems as 
aggressive, too direct. (Hall, 1983: 60-62) 
When Hall writes about language of agreements, he says no society can 
exist on a high commercial level without a highly developed working base on 
which agreements can rest. This base may be one of a combination of three 
types: (1) Rules are spelled out technically as law or regulation, (2) Moral 
practices mutually agreed on and taught to the young as a set of principles, (3) 
Informal customs to which everyone conforms without being able to state the 
exact rules. (Hall, 1960: 92) 
Hall describes the customs concerning using space in different cultures. 
He argues that we cannot decode the same message from perceiving space 
as we were at home. He tells many examples, such as while in the USA the 
most important persons' offices are on the upper floors, the French supervisor 
will ordinary be found in the middle of his subordinates where he can control 
them. Among others he also present an example about different space 
perception: "What we [Americans] experience as crowded, the Arab will often 
regard as spacious." (Hall, 1960: 90) 
Hall writing about possessions also concentrates on examples. He 
states that American society is extremely mobile, and has no fixed class 
system, this is why Americans are more sensitive to material things, 
expressing one's success with visible material possessions. The French, the 
English, and the Germans have entirely different ways of using their material 
possessions. The Japanese are often proud of their inexpensive but tasteful 
arrangements that are used to produce the proper emotional setting. (Hall, 
1960: 91) 
Concerning language of friendship, Hall describes Americans' quick 
involvement in friendships, and also their possible quick leaving their friends. 
Contrasting Hall uses the Indian example: "An American in India will have 
difficulty if he attempts to follow American friendship patterns. He gains 
nothing by extending himself in behalf of others, least of all gratitude, because 
the Indian assumes that what he does for others he does for the good os his 
own psyche." (Hall, 1960: 91) 
I About language of time Hall also gives examples, such as Americans 
would be inevitably upset because of 30 minutes lateness. Also he states that 
for Americans the delay means that the matter has low priority, or lack of 
interest. If Americans decode other people's delay in the same way as it is true 
in their own culture, they would be often mistaken. Time is not so strict for 
most of the other cultures in the world. (Hall, 1960: 88-90) 
3.3.3 Hofs tede 's m o d e l 3 3 
This model is rather widespread nowadays in management literature. 
Hofstede conducted a large-scale survey at the IBM company about the 
attitudes and values of the employees between 1967 and 1971. The aim of the 
survey was to describe cultures by universally accepted and empirical 
terminology. The research group used standardized pen and paper 
questionnaires, and questioned more than 116,000 employees from more than 
40 counties 3 4. They investigated not only employees at managerial level, but 
also skilled and unskilled workers. (Hofstede, 1983: 77) 
This research is outstanding, because it provides data about known, but 
never before measured facts. The results are used nowadays as scientific 
facts about certain cultures. Let us see now the four dimensions 3 5 of 
The discussion about Hofstede's model and its criticism has been published in Primecz (1999b). 
з 5 The final results included 53 countries and regions. 
The results of IBM research were analyzed by factor analysis It resulted three distinct factors: the 
Hofstede's model: 
- power distance 
- collectivism vs. individualism 
- masculinity vs. femininity 
- uncertainty avoidance 
After the Chinese Value Survey 3 6 one more dimension has been added: 
- long vs. short-term orientation. 
The first dimension, power distance, is based on the fact that "People 
are unequal in physical and intellectual capacities. Some societies let these 
inequalities to grow over time into inequalities in power and wealth; the latter 
may become hereditary and no longer related to physical and intellectual 
capacities at all. Other societies try to play down inequalities in power and 
wealth as much as possible." (Hofstede, 1983: 78) Power distance is defined 
as "the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and 
organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed 
unequally." (Hofstede, 1994a: 28) In large power distance societies the 
hierarchy provides evidence for people to cope with every day life, every body 
has a certain place in this hierarchy, and it is very difficult to change one's 
social position. Small power distance societies try to avoid the growth of 
first factor included two dimensions which was later labeled as individualism / collectivism and power 
distance, the second factor is masculinity / femininity, and the third factor is uncertainty avoidance 
The decision of divide the first factor into two dimensions was not based on any kind of statistical 
evidence, but theoretical base (Hofstede, 1980: 83-84) It is not surprise after all, that the two 
dimensions correlate with each other strongly. 
3 6 The Chinese Value Survey was independent of the IBM research The aim of this research was to 
build up universal categories of culture, which are free from Western bias (and free of Eastern bias as 
well). In order to achieve this goal, Micheal Bond, who is Canadian born, but lives in Far East since 
1971, asked couple of Chinese social scientists, who live in Taiwan and Hong Kong, to list the 10 
basic values of people Bond added couple of value to the list, which he considered important with his 
Western background From these lists a 40-question questionnaire has been built This questionnaire 
had been asked from 100 student (50 men and 50 women). The 100 students are from 23 different 
countries The results of this questionnaire were partly in synchrony with the IBM survey, though the 
questionnaire was totally different. One dimension showed strong correlation with power distance (and 
mild correlation with individualism / collectivism), one dimension correlated strongly with individualism 
(and a little bit of power distance), one dimension had strong correlation with masculinity / femininity. 
But no dimension in the Chinese Value Survey showed significant correlation with uncertainty 
avoidance Above all a new dimension has emerged, which did not show any connection with any of 
Hofstede's dimensions (Hoftede, 1994a: 161-162) 
inequalities, and to provide equal opportunity for all members of the society. 
According to the research Malaysia, Guatemala, Panama, Philippines, Mexico, 
Venezuela and the Arab counties tolerate higher power distance, whereas 
Austria, Israel, Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon countries accept lower power 
distance, which are the most egalitarian countries. 
The next dimension of the model is collectivism vs. individualism, which 
addresses whether the individuals' or the groups' interest is superior. In 
collectivist societies "interest of the group prevails over the interest of the 
individual." (Hofstede, 1994a: 50) These societies are characterized by the 
power of the group, and family liaisons. As Hofstede defines: "Individualism 
pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: every one 
is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family. 
Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth 
onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout 
people's lifetime continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning 
loyalty." (Hofstede, 1994a: 51) In individualistic societies individuals have the 
right and need for personal freedom, an independent life and opinion. In 
collectivist societies groups provide stable social networks, and protect 
individuals from defenselessness and hopelessness. The most individualistic 
society is American, other Anglo-Saxon, Dutch, Italian, Scandinavian, Belgian, 
and French societies are also rather individualistic. Collectivist societies are 
Asian, Latin-American. Hofstede found high correlation between individualism 
index and national wealth. He argues that the connection between national 
wealth and individualism is causative: national wealth causes individualism 
and not vice versa. (Hofstede, 1983: 79-81, Hofstede, 1994a: 23-48) 
The third dimension is femininity vs. masculinity. "In masculine societies, 
the traditional masculine social values permeate the whole society [...] In more 
feminine societies the dominant values - for both men and women - are those 
more traditionally associated with the feminine role [...]" (Hofstede, 1983: 78) 
As Hofstede defines it, masculinity index is "masculinity pertains to societies in 
which social gender roles are clearly distinct (i.e. men are supposed to be 
assertive, tough, and focused on material success whereas women are 
supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life); 
femininity pertains to societies in which social gender roles overlap (i.e. both 
men and women are supposed to be modest, tender, and concerned with the 
quality of life)." (Hofstede, 1994: 82-83) "The decisive reason for labeling the 
second 'work goals' dimension is 'masculinity versus femininity' is that this 
dimension is the only one which the men and the women among the IBM 
employees scored consistently differently (except [...] in countries at the 
extreme feminine pole.)" (Hofstede, 1994: 82) The most masculine country is 
Japan, but also Austria, Italy, Switzerland and the Anglo-Saxon countries are 
masculine. The Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands are outstandingly 
feminine. 
The fourth dimension of Hofstede's model is uncertainty avoidance. The 
future is unpredictable, there is always a certain risk about what is to come. 
Some cultures can react to a changing environment and meet new challenges 
flexibly and without problem. Other cultures like to make plans, and they would 
like to exclude factors which bring uncertainty in the future. The high 
uncertainty avoidance societies protect themselves from risk with technology 
against nature and wars, and with legal systems against unpredictable human 
behavior or create ideologies and religions. Hofstede defines this dimension as 
"the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or 
unknown situations" (Hofstede, 1994: 52) The low uncertainty avoidance 
cultures are Singapore, Jamaica, Denmark, Sweden, Hong Kong and the 
Anglo-Saxon countries, and high uncertainty avoidance cultures are Greece, 
Portugal, Guatemala, Belgium, Japan. 
The fifth dimension, which was added after the Chinese Value Survey, is 
called Confucian Dynamism. The decisive criteria to call the dimension 
Confucian dynamism refer to the teaching of Confucius. In practical terms, this 
dimension deals with long- vs. short-term orientation in life. The long-term 
orientation refers to persistence, perservance, ordering relationships by status 
and observing this order, thrift, having sense of shame. The short-term 
orientation refers to personal steadiness and stability, maintaining "face", 
respect for tradition, reciprocation of greetings, favors, and gifts. Short-term 
oriented cultures expect quick results, have a low savings rate, and few 
investments and respect social and status obligations regardless of cost. 
Long-term oriented cultures are Chinese, Hong Kong, Taiwanese, Japanese 
and South-Korean; short-term oriented cultures are Pakistani, Nigerian, 
Philippine Canadian, Zimbabwean, British, American, New Zealand, 
Australian and German according to the Chinese Value Survey. Hoftede 
argues that there might be a correlation between long-term orientation and 
economic growth, though he could not prove it. (Hoftsede, 1994a: 159-174, 
Hofstede, 1988) 
This survey is outstanding in cross-cultural management literature, and 
many researchers and practitioners use Hofstede's model as a starting point. 
However, there are many criticisms of this model and it is worth examining 
some of these. The first problem with the research is that Hofsede made this 
large-scale survey of only one company: IBM. He is aware of this problem, but 
he argues that the results speak for themselves: in spite of the famous IBM 
corporate culture, respondents showed outstanding national differences. The 
truth is that this is not the problem. Only IBM employees were asked, and this 
is not necessarily a representative sample of society as whole. This is not 
because IBM has its own corporate culture which transcends national cultural 
differences, but because, whilst bOeing employed by IBM may be an normal 
job for Americans, for example, it can be very prestigious in some other 
countries 3 7. Schwartz emphasizes that Hofstede did not monitor the 
soundness of the sample, and it is not proven that other samples would have 
resulted in different dimensions3 8. (Schwartz, 1994: 89-90) 
3 7 According to Schwartz people in the IBM sample are inevitably different from the population at large: 
not only in their education, but in their interest in science and technology and their exposure to 
..modernizing" forces, and these factors must have influenced their values. Furthermore, IBM 
employees most likely differed from the general population more in some nations than in others The 
difference is greater, for example, in Third World nations (Schwartz, 1994: 90-91) 
3 8 As the Chinese Value Survey had shown different sample resulted in different dimensions 
A second limitation is that this survey was conducted between 1967 and 
1971. If the survey were repeated today, the results might be slightly different, 
since cultures are continuously changing, they are not stable in time. Also 
political and macroeconomic systems have changed in some countries, and 
they, as a frame, have a great effect on work-related values. For example, the 
economic growth of some South-American countries is quite noticeable 
nowadays, but this was not the case in the 60's and 70's. This is also true for 
some Asian counties. Hofstede always argues that cultures do not change 
very quickly, and this is why he believes that his research has the same 
validity today. After all, Hofstede says, individualism is the result of economic 
wealth, (e.g. Hofstede 1994a: 75) and if we consider that some Asian 
countries showed outstanding GDP growth this may have produced 
differences at least in the individualism index. 
There is one more problem, which Hofstede himself would have solved 
if he could have. 53 (countries and regions) is not a small number, but there 
are many countries which were not involved in the IBM research, such as 
countries of Eastern Europe and countries of the ex-Soviet Union. Here I 
would like to mention that the only country which has been included in the 
research was Yugoslavia, but the respondents from this country were not IBM 
employees. It is also interesting to note that all respondents from this country 
were considered as one culture. 
This leads us to the next problem: in the results entire countries were 
regarded as possessing one culture. This issue has been discussed in this 
chapter when cross-cultural and cross-national adjectives were analyzed. 
When we take integration, differentiation and fragmentation perspectives, we 
can see three different aspects of each culture, while Hofstede only 
emphasized the integration perspective. He mentioned that there are cultures 
which are more integrated, while others are less so (Hofstede, 1994a: 19), but 
he stops the discussion of this fascinating problem here. 
3.3.4 Trompenaars' model 
Trompenaars also conducted a survey, with a 79-item questionnaire at 
30 organizations in 50 different countries. His database covers about 15,000 
respondents. The questionnaire was originally designed for the author's 
doctoral dissertation. The dissertation used data which covered 653 
respondents from nine countries, two industries (oil and hosiery), and seven 
job categories (from unskilled labor to managers of managers). Trompenaars 
built up his seven dimensions on Talcott Parsons' "General Theory of Action", 
which describes so called "pattern alternatives of value-orientation", such as 
(1) The gratification-discipline dilemma: Affectivity vs. Affective 
Neutrality 
(2) The private vs. collective interest dilemma: Self-orientation vs. 
Collectivity-orientation 
(3) The choice between types of value-orientation: standard: 
universalism vs. particularism 
(4) The choice between "modalities" of social object: Achievement vs. 
Ascription 
(5) The definition of scope of interest in the object: specificity vs. 
diffuseness. (Parsons, 1951: 67) 
Parsons argues that the answers to these dilemmas are based in cultural 
traditions. Parsons never tried to measure the answers to these dilemmas 
regarding cultures. Trompenaars built up his model based on Parsons' and 
added two more dimensions, whilsst labelling the previous ones as relating to 
people. The additional dimensions deal with relations to time and to nature. 
Trompenaars developed a questionnaire to measure these dimensions. His 
final labels for the above-mentioned dimensions are as follows: 
- universalism vs. particularism 
- collectivism vs. individualism 
3 9 This model is the basis of the quantitative research of this present thesis, and so in the quantitative 
part (Chapter 4) these terms will be discussed more extensively, and also their possible reconciliation 
- neutral vs. emotional behavior 
- diffuse vs. specific approach 
- achievement vs. ascription 
- time-orientation 
- relation to nature 
The universalism vs. particularism dimension answers the question of to 
what extent are the rules or the relationships more important. Universalistic 
cultures tend to follow the rules in any case, 'rational' and 'professional' 
arguments are more convincing than any 'emotional' arguments. Universalistic 
cultures try to be 'impersonal' in business, and make a clear distinction 
between business and human relations. Particularistic cultures do not respect 
rules so deeply - they are rather guidelines, but the actual situation determines 
the decision, they are keen on making exceptions, especially in order to 
maintain relationships. The mature person who respects change mutates in a 
universalistic culture. In universalistic societies managers can convince the 
others by 'impersonal' and 'rational' arguments, and at the same time in 
particularistic countries 'emotions' and 'social aspects' are worth mentioning. 
It does not mean that particularist people do not keep the rules at all, or that 
universalist people do not care about their realtionships. The dilemma is 
whether people prefer keeping rules or maintaining relationships when these 
two are in conflict. The most universalistic cultures are the Anglo-Saxon 
countries: West Germany, the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands. In 
Eastern Europe Czechoslovakia4 0 and Poland are the most universalistic.41 At 
the other end of the scale are South Korea, Venezuela, Russia, Indonesia and 
China. (Trompenaars, 1993: 29-46) 
will be presented. 
Czechoslovakia existed when the survey was made. 
1 Since the survey was made in the late 80s, there are some changes of country. For example. 
Czechoslovakia no longer exists except as two countries - the Czech Republic and Slovakia. At the 
same time Germany was reunified and so West and East Germany no longer exist One of the 
interesting results of this survey was that West and East Germany scored significantly differently in all 
dimensions, proving that these two regions have very different values. This most probably reflects the 
different histories of the two countries in the last 40 years, and also the different economic, social, and 
The collectivism vs. individualism dimension reflects whether the interest 
of the individual or that of the group is superior. It refers to exactly the same 
questions as Hofstede's research did. In individualistic societies responsibility 
is mainly based on individuals; in contrast, in collectivistic societies it is based 
on joint responsibility. Decisions in collectivistic societies are slower than in 
individualistic societies, because the members of the decision-making group 
should all be convinced - majority voting is not accepted. However, the 
realization of the project is quicker, since all the members of the group are 
committed to the decision. Individualistic groups' aim to make quick decisions, 
and favorable conditions are always the winners. At the same time 
collectivistic groups prefer to build lasting relationships. Let us look at the 
research data. The most individualistic country is the United States, and also 
other Anglo-Saxon countries - the Scandinavian countries together with the 
Netherlands. Surprisingly China, Russia, India and Japan have median scores 
in respect of individualism. It is a well-known fact that Japanese companies 
have a clear collectivistic approach towards work, which might, however, be 
changing today. Nepal, Kuwait, Egypt, East Germany, France, Greece, South 
Korea are on the collectivist side of the classificaion. The place of France is 
rather surprising also, since in Hofstede's list France is an individualist country, 
whilst here it is collectivist. According to Trompenaars research, in Eastern 
Europe Czechoslovakia is very individualistic, Poland and Hungary are in the 
middle of the list, and Hungary is more collectivistic than Poland. 4 2 
(Trompenaars, 1993: 47-62) 
The neutral vs. affective dimension refers to whether employees show 
their emotions openly in the work-place, or whether they hide them. The 
neutral societies appreciate cool and self-possessed behavior, but in affective 
educational systems, which also have an impact on socialization. 
In my opinion this is one of the dimensions which has changed considerably in the last 5-6 years in 
Eastern Europe. 40 years of collectivism made East European people more individualistic Also the 
economic system changed from the centralized, planned economy to the market economy, which 
forces people to look to their own interest in order to survive, instead of looking to the group interest. 
At the same time, I believe, East European people are less individualistic than people from West 
European countries or from North America As Hofstede pointed out, this dimension shows a high 
correlation with national wealth. 
societies emotions flow easily, openly showed enthusiasm is a positive sign of 
work, and at the same time a cool manner is considered as showing a lack of 
interest. Unfortunately Trompenaars has only a few countries in this list, and it 
shows that in Japan you never show emotion; and this is also the case with 
Indonesia, and the UK, although in Italy, France aand the USA emotions play 
an important role even in the work-place. The question which ranked the 
countries in Trompenaars' research was the percentage of respondents who 
would not openly express upset feelings at work. In collectivistic countries it is 
also possible that subordinates fully accept the group decision, leaving nothing 
to question after the decision is made - and so there are simply fewer 
occasions when they feel upset at work. To a certain extent these two 
dimensions are interrelated. (Trompenaars, 1993: 63-72) 
The specific vs. diffuse relationship dimension measures the degree of 
involvement. A specific approach to a new situation is more direct, precise, 
objective and focused, the point is reached quickly. The diffuse approach to 
new situations is more indirect, circuitous, it takes time to get to the point. For 
diffuse cultures everything is connected with everything else, while specific 
cultures try to separate different tasks and roles, e.g. work and private life. 
Doing business with a culture more diffuse than your own feels very time-
consuming. In diffuse cultures your business partner may wish to know where 
you went to school, who your friends are, what you think of life, politics, art, 
literature and music. Diffuse cultures see specific cultures as too direct, pushy, 
impersonal, and aggressive. The author argues that specificity and diffuseness 
show a similar distinction as do low and high-context cultures. The most 
specific cultures are Australian, Dutch, British, Swiss, Swedish, West German 
and American. The most diffuse societies are Chinese, Nepali, Burkina Faso, 
Indonesian, and Kuwaiti. Poland and Hungary are in the middle of the list, 
Hungary is more specific than Poland. (Trompenaars, 1993: 73-91) 
The achievement vs. ascription dimension measures if the way of 
gaining status is based on personal competence or on things which are 
determined by birth such as family, sex and origin. Achievement cultures 
appreciate personal performance; they respect knowledge, information and 
competence. Ascription cultures respect position, age, gender and family 
background. These cultures see these stability variables as reinforcing 
performance - that is, if you went to a good school, came from a good family 
and were senior enough, you would have great experience and your 
performance would automatically be good. In these societies social mobility is 
quite difficult. Achievement societies see this as nepotism, and any reason for 
status which is not based on achievement looks archaic and inappropriate for 
business; they want to give opportunities to anyone, and performance is even 
more appreciated when someone comes from a difficult background. The 
Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian countries, Greece, Mexico, Romania and 
Hungary are on the achievement side of the classification whilst East 
Germany, Nepal, Indonesia, Austria, Russia, Pakistan, Brazil and Turkey are 
on the ascription side of the scale. Poland also inclines rather to the ascription 
side. (Trompenaars, 1993: 92-106) 
The time-orientation dimension is two-fold. One aspect concentrates on 
whether the country in question is past-, present-, or future-oriented. In past-
oriented societies everything is viewed in the context of tradition or history. 
They talk a lot about history, origin of family, business and nation, they show 
respect for ancestors, predecessors, and older people. In present-oriented 
cultures activities and pleasures of the moment are the most important, they 
do make plans, but plans are often not executed. In future-oriented cultures 
the talk is mostly about prospects, potential, aspirations and future 
achievements. They plan enthusiastically, and sacrifice both present and past 
for future advantage. The USA, and Japan are typically future-oriented. Spain 
and Venezuela are present-oriented. Russia a slightly past-oriented. Poland 
rather future-oriented. The other aspect is whether a culture has sequential or 
synchronic time-orientation. Sequential people do one thing at a time, they 
perceive time as seizable and measurable, they keep appointments strictly, 
they render relationships subordinate to schedules, they want to follow 
previous plans at any cost. Synchronic people are able to do different things at 
the same time with equal care; for them appointments and deadlines are 
merely appropriate, they prefer relationships to schedules, they do not become 
upset when they run out of time but reschedule activities and change 
deadlines; the quality of the project is more important than keeping the 
deadline. These differences come from different time perceptions: sequential 
people see time as a line, which can be measured, wasted, and saved; 
synchronic people see time as a cycle emphasizing the repeatable elements of 
time. (Trompenaars, 1993: 107-124) 
The seventh dimension of the model is internal vs. external control of 
nature. Internal control means domination over the environment, focus on self, 
function, ones own group and organization, discomfort when the environment 
seems "out of control" or changeable. Internal-control people see themselves 
as captains of their own fate, internal-control people are more fatalistic, 
accepting what comes from the environment. External control refers to flexible, 
compromise-seeking behavior and harmony plays the central role; the focus is 
on others, such as customers, partners, colleagues. In busness - in simple 
terms - internal control behavior can be seen as sales-focused, and external 
control can be seen as customer-focused. On the internal control side we can 
find the USA, Switzerland, Pakistan, the Netherlands, Norway and Denmark, 
and on the external control side China, Egypt, Japan, Turkey. Poland is rather 
towards the external control side of the scale. Surprisingly, India is in the 
middle of the classification, in contrast to the reputation of Indian philosophy 
and religions, which is exactly what external control of nature represents in this 
dimension. (Trompenaars, 1993: 125-137) 
Charles Hampden-Turner and Fons Trompenaars wrote a book entitled 
"The Seven Cultures of Capitalism" in 1993. In this book the authors present 
seven different way of wealth creation; they argue that the seven most 
developed countries (USA, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, France, 
Japan, and Great Britain) have very different cultural backgrounds, and yet are 
still able to achieve high economic performance. The message of the book is 
that culture plays an important role in economy, but there are many different 
and equally successful ways of wealth creation. They use Trompenaars' 
model, but they left out the neutral vs. affective dimension and added a new 
dimension termed 'analyzing vs. integrating', which deals with the fact an 
analyzing culture tends to analyze and divide wholes into parts, ie facts, items, 
tasks, numbers, units, points, specifics - whilst integrating cultures rather 
configure such details into the whole, ie patterns, relationships, and wider 
contexts. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1993: 10-11) 
They developed a questionnaire, which was sent to from 15,000 
managers world-wide. The managers who participated in this survey were 
those who had attended the seminars between 1986 and 1993 arranged by 
the authors.These managers were in the mid- to upper-level of their 
organizations, having had some international responsibility, and had been 
chosen by their organization for further development. Questionnaires were 
distributed before the seminar and so were uninfluenced by its content. The 
survey sample was outstanding, and its results are stored in the authors' 
database. The results are not fully in the public domain, but many examples 
have been published by the authors in books and articles. (Trompenaars, 
Hampden-Turner, 1993: xi.) 
The questionnaire is constantly updated by the developing experience of 
the authors. They developed a later version, which measures not only the 
seven dimensions, but the possible reconciliations between opposing ends of 
the dilemma, which based on Charles Hampden-Turner's theory. This version 
was used in Hungary as part of the field study for this present thesis, and a 
more detailed description of this version (and an English and a Hungarian 
version) will be presented in this thesis. 
The one big problem with this model, in my judgement, is that these 
dimensions are strongly interrelated. Those respondents who are individualist, 
tend to be universalist, specific, achievement-oriented, internally-controlled 
and sequential. The same is true for the opposite end: those respondents who 
are collectivist, tend to be more particularist, diffuse, ascription-oriented, 
externally-controlled and sequential. (Affectivity has no such obvious impact 
on other dimensions.) So the dimensions actually measure six different 
aspects of the same dilemma. 
This, and other aspects of the research, caused a major debate 
between Hofstede and the co-authors of this model. This is why Hofstede 
states that "Trompenaars confuses conceptual categories with dimension." 
(Hofstede, 1996: 195) Hofstede analyzed the published data by factor 
analysis, and he conclude that two strong factors emerged, one of them is 
individualism combined with achievement vs. ascription, and the other is 
universalism vs. particularism combined with diffuse vs. specific relationships. 
(Hofstede, 1996: 195) The problem with this analysis is that Hofstede had no 
access to the full database, and there were only a few items published in their 
book as examples. The book itself (Riding the Waves of Culture) was, after all, 
written for managerial readers and not for academics - which is why the 
authors did not bother to present the full statistical process in their book. 
The authors answered Hofstede's criticism trying to explain their 
approach to culture. They stated among other things: "We assume that both 
universalist cultures like the USA and the Netherlands, and particular cultures 
like France and Japan seek integrity, seek to make laws and particular cases 
fit together. But they resolve dilemma in opposite sequences with different 
priorities." (Hampden-Turner, Trompenaars, 1997: 150) They also state 
"Dilemma theory argues that if you are an individualist culture, you will tend to 
hold individuals responsible for forming groups to get the job done. That the 
group comes second does not mean that it is unimportant or does not loom 
large in the consciousness of the culture. What it means is that the 'sensitive 
individual' is seen as the originator of the effective group, rather than the other 
way around." (Hampden-Turner, Trompenaars, 1997: 151) They summarize in 
a table what they believe Hofstede asumes, and what they assume. Let us 
examine this table: 
Hofstede assumes 
Cultures are static points on dual axis 
maps. 
One cultural category excludes its 
opposite. 
"Independent" factors account for 
"dependent" variables. 
Established statistical procedures are 
culture-neutral and value-free. 
Cultures are linear with "more" or 
"less" of a fixed quality. 
Data derived from IBM is superior to 
ideas drawn from academic research 
and reflects management's 
convictions. 
Hofstede by thinking inductively 
derived his categories from IBM data 
and originated his own scales. 
No better place to be on the quadrate 
maps and on answers to the questions 
"so what?" and "where should we 
move?" 
Trompenaars assumes 
Cultures dance from one preferred end 
to its opposite and back. 
One cultural category seeks to 
"manage" its opposite. 
Value-dimensions self-organize in 
systems generate new meanings. 
Established cultural procedures are 
culturally biased and value-full. 
Cultures are circles with preferred arcs 
joined together. 
Data derived from IBM are but pale 
imitation of academic research and 
reflect to management's compliance. 
Hofstede by thinking inductively 
reinvented the scales from which IBM 
had plagiarized their questions. 
No better pace to start on the seven 
dimensions but moves to integrate and 
reconcile values leads to superior 
performance. 
Finally, anticipating what is probably с 
A priori concepts like "dilemma" are 
metaphysical constructs with no basis 
in empirical research and with no 
testable validity or means of 
verification. 
rang.... 
Dilemma has been part of culture from 
Classic Greek Tragedy, from 
Primordial Opposites of the Tao, 
through Shakespeare to the binary 
codes of anthropologists today. 
All cultures are different although All cultures are similar in the dilemmas 
those differences can be expressed as they confront, yet different in the 
positions of relative salience in four solutions they find, which transcend 
variables. the opposites creatively. 
Table 3.3 Source: Hampden-Turner, Trompenaars, 1998: 156 
Hofstede responded to this response, defending his research and 
attacking Trompenaars model. I believe that further discussion of this polemic 
would lead us into personal and non-academic arguments, which - I believe -
is not the object of this thesis. Both models are outstanding in many respects, 
and both models have serious drawbacks, but until now these two are the 
most empirically researched and theoretically based models. One huge 
problem emerges in both cases, which is not easy to avoid in business 
research. Neither model is representative: both models questioned the 
employees of international firms, and, let us say, the results for Americans in 
these models are not necessarily exactly the same as a truly representative 
sample of the American society would produce. This is why, whenever we say 
that Americans, British, or French are like this or like that, we involve a non-
representative sample of the business people of these nations. Of course, 
Cross-Cultural Management is interested in business peoples' behavior, not 
necessarily that of the whole society, but even within the business population 
researchers could not ensure the representativeness of the sample. 
Before we proceed to the last model, let us examine an overview of the 
previous models summarized by Gerry Darlington. He tried to combine the 
major existing models into a table putting similar and equal concepts next to 
each other. Let us look at his table now. 
Kluckhohn and 
Strodbeck (1961) 
Hall (1960. 66, 73) Hall Hofstede (1984 ... 1991) 
& Hall (1987) 
Human nature 
Relation to Nature 
Activity Orientation 
Good, Evil, Neutral, 
Mixed: 
Changeable, 
unchangeable 
Subjugation 
Harmony 
Mastery 
Doing, Being, Domg-in-
becoming 
Agreements 
Human Relationships Individual, 
Collective, 
Hierarchical 
Relation to Time Past, Present, Future 
Space Orientation Public, Private Mixed 
Monochronic, 
Polychronic (interacts 
with individualism) 
Amount of Space, 
Possessions, 
Friendship, 
Communication 
Past Future 
Public, Private 
Uncertainty Avoidance 
index 
Uncertainty Avoidance 
index 
Masculinity Index 
Power Distance Index, 
Individualism index 
Long-term orientation 
continued 
Human nature 
Relation to Nature 
Activity Orientation 
Human Relationships 
Relation to Time 
Space Orientation 
Trompenaars (1984 
1993) 
Equality: Hierarchy 
Individualism: 
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Figure 3.4 Source: Darlington, 1996, 38 
Maznevski, M. (1994) Synergy and Performance in Multi-cultural Teams, PhD thesis, University of 
Western Ontario Mazievski's model is not so often quoted, is not so widely used in cultural literature 
Charles Hampden-Turner prefers the label „communitarianism" to collectivism", because he 
believes that collectivism has bad connotations with communism. 
It is interesting to scan this overview. The first thing which is highly 
visible is that Hofstede's dimension does not really fit with the other models. 
Uncertainty Avoidance is partly congruent with Human Nature and Relation to 
Nature, but when we look at the other models' similar dimension we 
immediately see that they are very different: human nature as good or evil is 
not the same as uncertainty avoidance. Above all, Hofstede himself realized 
during the Chinese Value Survey that this dimension has not emerged in 
another cultural context. This leads us to question whether this dimension is 
really universal, if every culture has an answer to this problem. The masculinity 
index is only partly congruent with the "doing vs. being" orientation, and 
definitely different from Achievement vs. Ascription. (At the same time, doing 
vs. being and achievement vs. ascription have much in common.) 
When we look at Hall's dimensions Monochronic vs. Polychronic 
dimension this does not fit perfectly with activity orientation - or at least this 
dimension fits equally with time orientation also. This dimension is very similar 
to Trompenaars' sequential vs. synchronic time-orientation. Above all Hall's 
high- and low-context dimension was completely omitted. 
In Trompenaars model specificity vs. diffuseness has been also left out. 
If we want to fit this in somewhere, it has much common with high- and low-
context dimension - which is also missing. However, probably space 
orientation can, at least partly, be the label of specificity and diffuseness, 
although this dimension is much wider, covering more concepts than simply 
space. 
There are, however, two dimensions which are present in all cross-
cultural models: individualism vs. collectivism and hierarchy (power distance or 
equity vs. hierarchy)4 5. (In my understanding Trompenaars' achievement vs. 
ascription dimension has much to do with equity vs. hierarchy or power 
distance, because achievement-oriented cultures try to play down status 
4 5 One interesting additional detail that Triandis, who is the most famous researcher of cross-cultural 
psychology, finds individualism vs. collectivism the most important factor according which cultures are 
differences, and redistribute it according to the most recent performance, while 
ascription orientation regards status depending on stable variables: family, 
age, school, which is very similar to hierarchical thinking.) It is also interesting 
to note that in Hofstede's factor analysis it was one factor, and has been 
separated in theoretical motivation. These two dimensions correlate strongly. 
This combined dimension seems to have universal relevance, to which each 
culture has a certain answer. The other dimensions have either a strong 
correlation with this combined dimension or have no universal relevance. After 
all, different dimensions show diverse aspects of the same phenomenon. 
Finally let us present a recent and empirically strongly tested model: the 
GLOBE project. 
3.3.5 The GLOBE project 
The name stands for the Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior 
Effectiveness program. 170 researchers from all over the world decided to 
form a global network, and try to measure cultures with a standardized 
methodology. They built up a model consisting of seven dimensions. The 
research involves 64 countries, which makes possible comparative studies. 
The research involves both quantitative and qualitative methods. (Here I will 
present the quantitative part.) This quantitative part uses questionnaires -
specifically two questionnaires: the alpha and beta versions. The alpha-version 
deals with corporate culture and the beta-version with national culture. Both 
questionnaires investigate descriptive (what people perceive) and normative 
(what people believe is desired) aspects of culture. (Bakacsi, 1998: 15-16, 
Brodbeck, Frese, 1998: 2) 
differ. (Tirandis, 1980: 2) 
The dimensions are: 
- Uncertainty Avoidance 
- Power Distance 
- Individualism / Collectivism 
- Gender Issues 
- Future Orientation 
- Performance Orientation 
- Humane Orientation. 
The first three dimensions measure the same as Hofstede did. 
Uncertainty Avoidance answers to what extent people feel threatened by 
unknown circumstances. Power distance concentrates on the extent to which 
power is distributed unequally. Individualism / collectivism deals with people's 
self- or group-orientation. (Bakacsi, 1998: 16) 
Gender Issues are very similar to Hofstede's masculinity vs. femininity 
dimension. It measures whether a certain culture tries to minimize or maximize 
gender differences. Masculine cultures concentrate on performance, heroism, 
and material success. The features of masculinity are steadiness, strength, 
effectiveness, assertiveness, and rigorousness. The features of femininity are 
softness and protectiveness. In feminine cultures there are no huge 
differences between genders. (Bakacsi, 1998: 16) 
Performance orientation is based on McClelland's achievement 
motivation, where the accomplished task motivates people. Members of 
performance-oriented cultures are obsessed by achievement, performance 
and results. Demanding, but reasonable goals motivate these people. 
(Bakacsi, 1998:16) 
Future orientation concentrates on whether a culture tends to plan and 
prepare for the future, invest in the future in order to grow and to develop in 
the future. Future-oriented cultures encourage and reward plans and future 
projection. Present-oriented cultures prefer spontaneous behavior and enjoy 
the moment. Past-oriented cultures try to preserve the past. This dimension is 
based on the Kluckhohn and Stodbeck classification. (Bakacsi, 1998: 16) 
Humane orientation deals with unselfishness, kindness, fairness and 
generosity. At the societal level humane oriented cultures promote minorities. 
At the organizational level humane oriented cultures provide healthy, safe and 
comfortable working conditions, and welfare plays an important role in 
corporate life. (Bakacsi, 1998: 16-17) 
I This huge project is worth mentioning, because the network of 
researchers collects more and more data on cultural differences based on the 
above-mentioned model, and this project provides immense data on cultures. 
Above all, this model also has the two main drawbacks as the other 
dimension-based models: they cannot guarantee the representativeness of the 
sample, and there is no guarantee of universal dimensions. (As an example, 
Hofstede's uncertainty avoidance, which was shown in the Chinese Value 
Survey to have no relevance in China.) 
Finally let us discuss the modernist, symbolic-interpretativist and post­
modernist approach to cultures. Both modernist and symbolic interpretativists 
belive that assumptions and values influence behavior through their 
expression in norms and expectations and communicate identity through 
symbols, tradition, and customs. Modernists, above all, interpret knowledge of 
culture as a tool of management, and culture itself as a variable to be 
manipulated to enhance the likelihood of achieving desired levels of 
performance from others within the organization. (Hatch: 1997: 231) 
At the same time modernists believe in scientific detachment from the 
object of study (which defines an outsider's view). Symbolic-interpretativists 
claim that cultural meaning system can be only encountered and understood 
from within the cultural system in question. Modernists argue for objective 
understanding, while symbolic-interpretativists believe that scientific objectivity 
claimed by modernists is an illusion, and there can be no such a thing as an 
outsider's objective perspective. Modernist studies generally involve looking at 
statistical relationships between variables representing culture and 
performance. To quantify cultural variables requires choosing a particular 
dimension or dimensions of the culture construct to measure. (Hatch: 1997: 
232-234) 
Hatch goes further when explaining the concept of "managing culture". 
While she and other symbolic interpretativists believe that top managers have 
an impact on culture since they are highly visible, to some extent they also 
control the culture by recruiting and hiring practices in organizations. Also top 
managers influence cultures by their presence within the organizations: they 
became symbols, and part of the culture of the specific groups. However, 
postmodernists warn about the ethics of controlling culture. Changing cultures 
intentionally can lead to the manipulation of people, and this may hurt both 
individual freedom and the democratic process. After all, in general the 
changes are unpredictable and sometimes undesirable (e.g. increases in 
employee cynicism toward a cultural change program). Finally Hatch advises 
the manager not to think of trying to manage culture. Other people's meanings 
and interpretations are highly unmanageable. (1997: 235) 
3.4 Conclusion of the Chapter 
As we could learn from this chapter that approaches to culture is various. 
Scholars of this field could not reach a consensus even in terms of definition of 
"culture": every researcher uses a definition which is the closest to his/her 
epistemological assumptions. Among cultural models, structured ones are the 
most popular, which attempt to "measure" culture through dimensions. There 
is disagreement among cultural models, as we could learn from Darlington 
(1996, 38), but there is even larger difference between scholars who use 
dimensions and those who do not. Joane Martin and Mary Jo Hatch deepen 
our understanding about culture, and in the same time they genuinely show 
the complexity of the phenomenon. 
4 . C U L T U R A L D I L E M M A S - Q U A N T I T A T I V E R E S E A R C H 
R E S U L T S IN H U N G A R Y 4 6 
Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner developed a model which 
makes possible the describing of cultures. Their approach is based on the 
definition of culture as "the way in which a group of people solves problems 
and reconciles dilemmas". (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 6) They 
emphasize that there are no universal solutions to problems, but there are 
universal questions or dilemma situations, by which each culture is confronted, 
and each group of people gives some answer to it. 
4.1 The model 
Their leitmotif to define dimensions of culture is to gain a systematic 
understanding of cultural differences. Whilst the number of potential errors 
within cross-cultural co-operation is infinite, their seven dimensions of culture 
can be a frame of reference. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 196-197) 
The first five dimensions are based on Talcott Parson's work: 
universalism vs. particularism 
individualism vs. communitarianism 
affectivity vs. neutrality 
diffuse vs. specific approach 
achievement vs. ascription 
This chapter has been published in Vezetéstudomány under the title of "Kulturális különbségek és 
kultúrák közötti együttműködés vizsgálata egy Magyarországon müködö multinacionális és egy 
magyar vállalatnál kismintás kérdőíves lekérdezés alapján " (Examination of Cultural Differences and 
^ultural Co-operations at a Multinational Company Operating in Hungary and at a Hungarian 
Company Based on Quantitative Research (Questionnaire) Methodology), by the present author and 
пег co-author: Soós Árpád. 
They add two more dimensions: 
relation to time 
relation to nature 
The dimensions are measured by asking preferences in different dilemma 
situations, and each dilemma has five different answers. The five possible 
solutions of a problem are based on the assumption that the two ends of a 
dimension are not mutually exclusive, but they form two axes. One answer is 
one axis, which means one end of the dimension e.g. diffusiveness excluded 
the other end e.g. specificity. One answer is the other end of the dimension 
excluding the first one. There is an answer which acts as a compromise to the 
two ends of the dimension. There exist two other answers, which try to 
reconcile the possible two ends of the dimension: one answer gives the 
preference to one end while incorporating the other, and the last answer is the 
same but in reverse. 
Figure 4.1: Cultural Co-operation model 
The last two answers to different dilemmas lead to synergy. The word comes 
from the Greek "synergos", meaning "to work with". When two values work 
with one another they are mutually facilitating and enhancing. (Trompenaars, 
Hampden-Turner, 1998: 210) 
Let us examine the seven dimensions now, and their possible reconciliations. 
4.1.1 Universalism v Particularism 
One universal problem is whether people should follow and respect rules in all 
cases, even in particular situations when rules may violate their relationships 
with others; or if people can and should make exceptions from the rules in 
order to maintain relationships. Rules are supposed to be abstract, and cover 
all possibilities, but in practice situations may be more complex than that which 
the rule covers. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 31) The universalist 
approach is to apply rules and procedures universally to ensure equity and 
consistency. At the same time, however, no universalist wants to degenerate 
into rigidity and bureaucracy - which may lead them into particularism. 
Particularism encourages flexibility by adapting to particular situations. 
However, widely applied particularism may lead to chaos and anarchy, so this 
entropy leads to universalism. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 44) 
Each exceptional situation may lead to a better rule, which covers the complex 
situation in a better way. 
The five answers to each universalism vs. particularism dilemma are as 
follows: 
(1) There is one universalist answer, which applies an abstract rule to the 
situation, and does not want to make an exception, not even for the sake of 
maintaining a good relationship with a close friend. 
(2) There is one particularist answer, which easily forgets about the rule in 
order to maintain the relationship. 
(3) There is one answer, which intends to effect a compromise between the 
universalist and particularist solutions, but in such a way that neither the 
rule has been kept nor the friend saved. Both parties obtained something, 
but both values were damaged. 
(4) One of the reconciling solutions is to apply a universalist value, following 
the abstract rule, whilst giving a hand to the friend in need. 
(5) The other reconciling solution is to help the friend in need, whilst trying to 
influence both the rule and the relationship so that the rule should not be 
violated; this also incorporates the universalist answer, but gives 
preference to the particularist. 
4.1.2 Commun i ta r i an i sm v Ind iv idua l ism 
The other universal dilemma which people face is if they prefer individual 
freedom and independence (individualism) or strong (and protective) ties 
within a group (communitarianism). In the first case people put "self in the 
center, whilst in the second case "common goals and objectives" hold that 
place. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 50) There is a wide-spread 
view that individualism is the product of modernization, whilst 
communitarianism is a sign of more traditional societies. The striking 
exceptions are the "Five Dragons": Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, South 
Korea, and Taiwan; which are all rather communitarian countries in their value 
orientation, whilst distinctly modernized. It is true that early modernized 
countries score high on individualism: US, UK, Scandinavia, Netherlands, 
Canada, Germany (the Protestant West). It is also true that liberal democracy 
is built on individualist value orientation. Dürkheim defined two form of 
communitarianism: mechanical solidarity, and organic solidarity. The more 
primitive form of communitarianism is that of mechanical solidarity, where the 
individual is dominated by the community. (Antigone) The latter form of 
communitarianism is a more sophisticated form of voluntary integration among 
sovereign beings, which he called organic solidarity. (Trompenaars, Hampden-
Turner, 1998: 56-57) I would offer one more interesting difference between 
communitarian and individualistic approaches: that of decision-making. In 
individualistic cultures majority voting is the most accepted mode. It accepts 
the possibility that some are against the decision. This is unimaginable in 
communitarian cultures: these spend more time on decisions and detailed 
consultations to achieve consensus. Without consensus there is no decision. 
Individualist societies support time-saving decisions, and do not tolerate long 
delays due to a lack of consensus as an acceptable alternative to the quick 
decision (either voted on or made by the leader/manager alone). 
I Individualism encourages individual freedom and responsibility. 
Nevertheless, nobody desires degeneration into self-centredness or forced 
compromise. This leads to communitarianism, which encourages individuals to 
work for consensus in the common interest of the group. To avoid conformism, 
"groupthink" or slow decision-making, individualism is encouraged 
One possible reconciliation is that of the voluntary association - as 
mentioned above. People from individual societies join voluntary associations 
and behave in a rather communitarian manner in these associations. It is 
probably only at work where they seek their own interest solely. 
Again we meet the five possible answers to the individualism vs. 
communitarianism dilemma: 
(1) One answer supports the individual, independence, competition, turnover, 
mobility, individual high performers, heroes without any respect for the 
surrounding group or organization, with the belief that the sum of individual 
optima is the social optimum. 
(2) One answer shows preference for the group, consensus, joint responsibility 
and co-operation over individual freedom and independence. 
(3) Опе answer is a compromise which is neither too individualistic (showing 
its negative part: selfishness) nor too communitarian (showing also the 
negative part: repression of the individual). 
(4) There is an answer which gives clear preference to individualism whilst 
incorporating communitarianism. 
(5) There is also an answer which supports collectivism but which includes 
communitarianism also. 
4.1.3 Af fect ive v Neutral Cul tures 
This dilemma deals with the fact that some cultures show their emotions 
overtly, while others hide them and behave in a more self-possessed manner. 
Neutral cultures are often labeled as cold and heartless, whilst affective 
cultures are labeled as uncontrolled, immature, or hot-tempered by the 
opposite camp. The amount of emotion we show is the result of convention, 
and members of a certain culture learn it during their socialization. 
The five answers to such dilemmas are as follows: 
(1) One answer is absolutely neutral, and rejects any kind of emotion. 
(2) One answer is emotional without considering the negative outcomes of 
showing emotions overtly: either it is very positive or it is very negative. 
(3) There is an answer which tries to compromise emotions and neutrality in a 
way that shows a little emotion but not too much. 
(4) There is a possible reconciliation, which starts from neutral ground, and 
keeps the long-term relationship in mind and so expresses emotion when it 
is more convenient for future development 
(5) The other possible reconciliation starts from emotional ground and shows 
emotions overtly, but by keeping the long-term relationship tries to stabilize 
relationships in the future. 
4.1.4 Specificity v Diffuseness 
One universal dilemma concerns whether people are able or willing to 
segregate their tasks and relationships into well-defined sectors or permit 
(even encourage) connections among different sectors of their life. For a 
diffuse-oriented person everything is connected with everything else, whilst for 
a specific-oriented person work and home, colleagues and family relationships 
are well separated. It is typical for diffuse persons to lose face, which is hardly 
understandable for specific persons. Losing face means damaging ones 
personal integrity by revealing something in public which should be private. 
Frequent specific advice is "Don't take it personally." when a diffuse person is 
complaining of being hurt, but it is not so easy to separate his or her 
personality from his or her proposal, result, idea etc. Specific people have no 
concept of considering the human being as a whole, whilst diffuse people are 
unable to concentrate on the business target alone and independently from 
other factors. ("Getting to Yes" advice is very specific.) 
I Negotiating with diffuse people is quite time-consuming in the specific 
sense. Diffuse people are interested in the whole personality of their business 
partner, whilst specific people would prefer to stick to the point, to be direct. 
Diffuse people concentrate on business when they know their business partner 
well, and trust them. Both approaches claim to save time. In a diffuse 
approach you are not trapped in a long-term relationship with a dishonest 
partner because you detect any unsavory aspects early. In a specific approach 
you do not waste time wining-and-dining a person who is not fully committed to 
the specifics of the deal. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 89) 
Diffuse and specific approaches might be termed high-context and low-
context cultures. High-context cultures are rich and subtle but carry a lot of 
baggage and may never really be comfortable for foreigners who are not fully 
assimilated. (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 90) Low-context cultures 
are more flexible, more adaptable, but less sophisticated in a diffuse sense. 
Reconciliation between these two ends is not as difficult as it may seem at 
first. One good specific point can be a basis for diffuse whole, or the diffuse 
whole can be a good basis for a good specific point. 
As the five answers: 
1) One answer is exclusively specific, concentrating on one point, precise, 
separate from "unconnected" points 
2) One answer is diffuse and excludes specificity: concentrating on long-term 
relationships in business deals, incorporating the whole system, circuitous, 
sometimes even ambiguous, and definitely not clearly targeted. 
(3) One answer tries to compromise between these two, but in a way in which 
neither is fully realized. 
(4) One answer gives preference to specificity, but incorporates diffusiveness 
in a way in which diffusiveness (e.g. the customer relationship) creates the 
basis for a specific measure (e.g. profitability). 
(5) The fifth answer is precisely the opposite: it reconciles these two values 
from the standpoint of diffusive preference, using specificity as the base for 
diffusiveness. 
4.1.5 Achievement v Ascription 
All societies give some members higher status than others; some societies 
accord status on the basis of recent achievement, whilst others ascribe it by 
virtue of age, class, family, gender, education etc. The former is called 
achieved status the latter is called ascribed status. Sometimes achievement 
cultures are called "doing cultures", while ascribed status cultures are called 
"being cultures". (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 102) Concerning 
education, it is not evident that this belongs to those attributes which involve 
ascribed status, but if we consider what Pierre Bourdieu said about formal 
education, namely that formal education rewards those patterns which could 
be learned at home, and in this way those children coming from good families 
have an obvious advantage at school, we must believe that education 
(especially at famous schools) does contributes to ascribed status. Education 
can be a sign of individual achievement in societies where school results are 
independent from the family background, but in other societies where good 
results from school are a logical outcome of being a descendant of a good 
family, education is a sign of ascribed status. 
Many Anglo-Saxons believe that ascribing status for reasons other than 
achievement is quite archaic and inappropriate to business. (Trompenaars, 
Hampden-Turner, 1998: 103) 
Achievement cultures reward people's individual performance, but this 
may lead to instability that comes from only valuing only the most recent 
Performance. Ascribing cultures respect people with great experience, which 
Provide them stability, but at the same time do not provide flexibility of 
adapting to the rapidly changing environment. 
The five answers to the achievement vs. ascription dilemma are: 
(1) Status should be derived from individual performance and achievement, 
and achievement is even more valuable when the achiever comes from a 
difficult family background. This is total achievement-orientation with no 
factor of ascription. 
(2) Status should be derived from the stable characteristics of an individual, 
e.g. age (more experience), education, or family, because this provides 
stability in society. This is total ascription-orientation with no element of 
achievement orientation. 
(3) The compromise answer is to avoid showing a clear preference for either 
the achieved or ascribed status. 
(4) Achievement and ascription can be reconciled in a way in which ascription 
receives preference, whilst achievement is incorporated in a way in which 
stable characteristics (such as experience, good connections and 
education in better schools) are valued since these reinforce performance 
and achievement In this way ascription is self-fulfilling. 
(5) One other possibility of reconciling achievement and ascription is to give 
preference to achievement in a way in which it is stressed that achieved 
status leads to ascribed status, and in this way achievement no longer 
opposes ascription. 
4.1.6 Time Orientation 
Time is a complex phenomenon, in one sense time is a never-ending cha.n of 
events- time is a circle: many events are periodically repeated. Unlike in the 
animal kingdom, man is aware of t.me and tries to control it. Time is an ,dea 
rather than an object and cultures deal with it differently. It is a social 
construct (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 121) Time-orientation can 
be categorized in two ways: (1) past-orientation, present-orientation and 
future-orientation; or (2) the sequential vs. synchronic understanding of time. 
According to the first categorization past-oriented cultures are mainly 
concerned about past, history, origin of family, tradition, ancestors, and 
everything is viewed in the context of tradit.on and history. Present-oriented 
cultures concentrate on the present and pleasures of the moment; plans are 
made but rarely executed; everything is viewed in terms of its contemporary 
impact and style. Future-oriented cultures talk much about prospects, future 
potential aspirations; they plan and make strategies enthusiastically; show 
great interest in youth; and exploit both present and past for future advantage. 
(Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 138) 
The other possible categorization is that of a dilemma situation: if a 
person thinks about time as if it were lineal or as if it were cyclical. The first 
approach is sequential, the second is synchronic (sometimes termed 
polychronic to emphasize the numerous things which can be done in parallel). 
Cultures which have a sequential time orientation organize their activities in a 
clear order (one thing at a time), schedule everything tightly (if something is 
late then the whole day runs late), and keep strictly to deadlines. Synchronic 
cultures are able to do many things in parallel, prefer to spend more time on a 
project when needed at the expense of the deadline; for them times of 
appointments and meetings are approximate, not precise. Synchronic people 
see sequential ones as aggressive and pushy, using customers as a stepping 
stone for personal advancement. At the same time sequential people see 
synchronic ones as lazy, unreliable, and immature. When the environment 
changes, sequential people are easily upset because of unforeseen events, 
whilst synchronic people adjust to the new environment more quickly. 
(Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1998: 123-125, 135) 
Possible reconciliations among the five answers to the synchronic and 
sequential time-orientation dilemma are: 
(1) One answer stresses the sequential solution without any respect for the 
synchronic one. This answer emphasizes the negative outcomes of 
synchronicity such as lateness. 
(2) One answer is synchronic excluding sequentialism, emphasizing the 
negative side of sequential orientation, such as rigidity (lack of flexibility), 
aggressiveness and so on. 
(3) A compromise is to try to combine the two different kinds of time-orientation 
without prioritizing either of them. 
(4) One reconciliation starts from the sequential point of view incorporating 
some of the synchronic ideas. 
(5) The last answer starts from the synchronic point of view, but also includes 
elements of sequential ideas, and in this way achieves a higher degree of 
effectiveness. 
4.1.7 Relationship with Nature 
The last dimension is the dilemma of people and their environment: whether 
human beings are to dominate and control nature and their environment or if 
human beings are part of the holistic whole which is nature, other people, fate 
etc. The former is called the inner-directed and the latter the outer-directed. 
Inner-directed people believe that they can and should control nature, and also 
be the master of their own fate. Outer-directed people live a life more 
integrated with nature, and subordinate themselves to greater external forces 
and natural laws. Paradoxically, outer-directed cultures tend to accept inner-
directed cultures' procedures as external forces. (Trompenaars, Hampden-
Turner, 1998: 141) The dilemma can be whether to force customers to buy 
what we produce (internal control) or to find out first what customers really 
what and provide them with those things (external control). Inner-directed 
people emphasize the selling of those things which they are good at, whilst 
they do not want to push products which are totally useless to customers, and 
so customers' needs should be discovered, and product supply should be 
accommodated to it (outer directiveness), but it is useless to be in a market 
which is absolutely outside their competence. 
The five different answers to this dilemma situation are as follows: 
(1) One answer gives priority to inner directiveness excluding external control. 
It emphasizes the positive outcomes of independent action, being the 
master of one's own fate, change and strategy. 
(2) One answer lies at the outer-directed side and excludes internal control. It 
accepts change coming from the environment (e.g. customer needs etc.) as 
external forces. This approach tends to avoid aggressive and pushy 
behavior. 
(3) The compromise combines outer and inner directiveness without prioritizing 
either of them. 
(4) One reconciliation answer starts from the outer-directed point of view 
stressing the positive side of controlled change and planned action, but 
incorporating outer-directiveness, so avoiding being pushy and aggressive. 
(5) The other reconciliation answer starts from the external point of view, 
mainly subordinating itself to external forces, but leaving open some parts 
for the human will, and, in this way, incorporating internal control. 
4.2 Results in Hungary 
The questionnaire was used at two companies operating in Hungary. One of 
them is a subsidiary of an American multi-national corporation where both 
Hungarians and foreigners are working together, and both Hungarians and 
foreigners filled out the questionnaire. I call this company F. The other 
company is partly owned by French investors (since 1992) and the majority 
owner is the local authority; its employees are all Hungarians, and the French 
owner is not involved in everyday operations. I call this company V 4 7 . I used 
the results of this company as the control group. There were 31 respondents 
from each company (62 in total) and the respondents belong to the top and 
middle management 4 8. At the American company there were eight American 
respondents and one British4 9, the others were Hungarian: at the other 
company all respondents were Hungarian. 
According to statistics they (a sample size of 31) are small samples, but 
•t is representative of the companies, because all but one of the top managers 
and the majority of middle managers from both companies completed the 
questionnaire. Although the sample cannot be considered representative for 
*з Both companies asked me not to mention their names in publications 
lr> the appendix the organizational charts of the two companies are shown and respondents are 
shown in these charts 
The British respondent is from Gibraltar, and he often says that he has much Spanish influence, 
whilst in the questionnaire he chose to define himself as British 
Hungary as whole (since only two companies were examined) it is, 
nevertheless, a good base for case study as the quantitative part. 
The questionnaires were completed anonymously. Each respondent 
received a number as identification, and this helped in sorting out the 
individual results, which they received after analyzing their response. It is not 
possible to identify from the database whose response was which and so 
answers were dealt with in complete confidence. Respondents received their 
individual results in a sealed envelope. Individual feedback forms included 
nine charts: the seven dimensions, and reconciling and compromise answers. 
Each chart involved three data: (1) the person's individual result, (2) the 
person's evaluation about his / her organization, and (3) the organizations 
averages. Each individual result form included explanations. 
The scoring system was simple. Each dimension was measured from 0 
to 100. Universalist, individualist, specific, neutral, achievement-oriented, 
sequential, and internal-control solutions received 100 points, particularist. 
communitarianist, diffuse, affective, ascription-oriented, synchronic, and 
external-oriented solutions 0 points: compromise solutions 50 points, 
reconciling answers (if on the universal, individualist, specific, neutral, 
achievement-oriented, sequential or internal-control side) 75 points; 
reconciling solutions giving preference to particularism, communitarianism, 
diffuse approach, affective behavior, ascription, synchronic time-orientation, or 
external control of the environment 25 points. The scoring system can be read 
in the next table. Since all answers measure values from two different axes, it 
can be summarized in a matrix. 
Values Reject Reconciliati Compromi Reconciliati Reject Values 
on se on 
Universalism 100 75 50 25 0 Particulanms 
'ndividualism 100 75 50 25 0 Communitarian 
Specific 100 75 50 25 0 Diffuse 
Neutral 100 75 50 25 0 Affective 
Achievement 100 75 50 25 0 Ascription 
Sequential 100 75 50 25 0 Synchronic 
Inner control 100 75 50 25 0 Outer control 
Table 4.1 The scoring system 
Each dimension can be measured from 0 to 100 points, and frequencies can 
be counted simply by means of the answer forms. 
In addition to the above-mentioned two approaches, respondents were 
asked to answer each questions (dilemma situations) in two ways: (1) from 
their own point of view, and (2) from that of other members of the organization. 
This means that the respondents should have been able to guess the others' 
answers in each dilemma situation. These answers are more interesting at the 
individual level 5 0, since individuals could see from the real results and from 
his/her results to what extent he/she knows his/her colleagues, and 
organization. 
4.2.1 The statistical method 
The aim of statistical analysis is to divide people into clusters and examine if 
there are significant differences in cultural characteristics among clusters. We 
make clusters according to type of companies: Hungarian or multinational, 
nationality, gender, age, education, functional areas, years spent abroad etc. 
The two sample are two small to apply mass sample statistics. The 
empirical deviation is not normal deviation, this is why we use Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon non-parametric when comparing the two groups. This probe 
, A- „H,,ai fppribacks which are shown in the appendices to this thesis " Every respondent received >nd v i d u a M ^ ^ c ^ w с • ^ ^ 
Individual feedbacks ^^^^Х^Ш colleagues and his/her evaluations of his/her 
dimensions, together with the average sec>e ^ ^ О Л е т т а situations), and, above all, the 
colleagues on the same basis (Daseo и c Q | | e a g u e s . r e c o n c i l i a t l o n a n d compromise 
individual's reconciliation and compromise . Naturally, everyone was given an oral and 
score, and his/her assessment of o t h e ^ JQn J a l s 0 t 0 b e f o u n d , n t h e a p p e n d , x ) In this 
written explanation of the data ^ " e P ^ ^ ( f ^ ^ ^ d | f f e r e n c e s 
way everyone was able to s e * ^ e ^ * J a v e r a g e r e s u l t s and. of course, he/she could learn to between his/her results and his/her colleagues <JV C у 
what extent his/her evaluation was accurate 
examines if the two samples show similar deviation. The result is a probability 
level: if the two sample is from similar deviation the result gives the proportion 
of differences. If the probability is lower than a certain defined number we 
consider the difference significant. Our significance level is 10 %. 
Groups according to age, education, and years spent abroad consist of 
small number of persons. For their analysis we applied Kruskal-Wallis non-
parametric probe, which is very similar method as the previous, but it can be 
applied to more than two groups comparison as well, and it builds on 
comparison of medians of examined groups. The applied significance level is 
10 percent here as well. 
We also examined if there is difference between individual values and 
individual perception of other people vales. In this case all 62 respondents 
could be considered as one group, and in this case mass sample probes could 
be applied. Our method was paired t-probe. (Hajdu et al. 1994; Hunyadi, 1997) 
We considered a difference significant it there was difference at 10 % 
significance level. We put significance level in every table, so it can be seen 
that in some cases more strict significance level also could be applied. (5 %, 2 
%, even 1 %) Those values which are written as 0.00 are of course only quasi 
zero, it means smaller value than 0.01. which means practically there is 
difference at any significance level. Some cases lack of significant difference is 
meaningful, and it is important to show, and we analyze all these cases in the 
text. The printed significant differences in bold. 
4.2.2 The Quantitative Results 
First let us examine whether the average individual's results differ from the 
average assessment by others over the whole sample. Then the differences 
between the two companies in cultural dimensions will be examined. After this 
the most important aspect of the aim of this research - nationality - will be 
analyzed from the point of view of whether this has an impact on cultural 
values, and in which dimensions the two nationalities differ. The other context 
data will be the cluster base, and the cultural values of the clusters will be 
compared. Finally we shall analyze the possible reconciliations and other 
forms of co-operation. 
4.2.2.1 Differences in average results - between those of the individual 
and those of the assessment of others' values 
I asked the respondents, when filling out the questionnaires, to answer the 
questions in the name of their colleagues in all 31 dilemma s ta t i ons also. In 
this way not only individual results but also those of the individual's evaluation 
of the perceived cultural values of the organization could be evaluated. In the 
following table we can read these results from the whole sample (both 
companies: 62 respondents). 
Cultural Type of evaluation 
dimensions 
Me others t value significance 
UNPA 45,8 59,6 -4,428 0,000 
INDCOL 37,0 41,0 -1,321 0,191 
SPDI 44,1 63,5 -6,041 0,000 
NEAF 49,9 60,0 -2,996 0,004 
ACHASC 55,2 64,7 -3,090 0,003 
SEQSYN 33,6 46,8 -2,990 0,004 
INTEXT 43,9 55,3 -4,253 0,000 
Table 4.2 Differences in average individual results and average results of 
assessments of others' values 
Abbreviations: 
U NPA: Index of universalism-particularism 
•NDCOL: Index of individualism-communitarianism 
SPDI: Index of specific-diffuse approach 
NEAF: Index of neutral-affective relationship 
ACHASC: Index of achievement-ascription 
SEQSYN Index of sequential-synchronic time-orientation 
INTEXT: Index of internal-external control of the environment 
Interestingly there are significant differences between the average individual 
results and the average results of the individual's assessments of others' 
values over the whole sample. This means that the respondents evaluate their 
colleagues differently from themselves. Even more interesting is that in every 
case respondents consider others' values higher than their own - namely that 
others are in general more universalist. more specific, more neutral, more 
achievement oriented, more sequential, more internal directed than they 
themselves. The above-mentioned dimensions differ significantly. In three of 
them (universalism-particularism. specific-diffuse approach, and internal-
external control of the environment) there are differences at practically all 
levels. There is only one dimension where the difference is not significant -
that of individualism vs. communitarianism. 
I examined (because of the abnormal distribution and half-sample size) by 
means of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test which cultural dimensions differ in 
the two companies. There were three significant differences (more precisely 
differences of differences): 
Cultural Type of Type of 
dimensions evaluation evaluation 
(Hungarian) (multi) 
me others difference me others difference 
INDCOL 36,8 45,8 -9.0 37,1 36,1 1,0 
NEAF 51,0 53.9 -2.9 48.9 66,1 -17,2 
SEQSYN 29,7 52,9 -23.2 37,6 40,7 -3,1 
Table 4.3 Differences in average individual results and average results of 
assessments of others' values at the two companies 
There was a significant difference in individualism-communitananism between 
the two companies' differences. At the multinational company respondents 
evaluated this dimension quite accurately: they consider themselves and 
others equally communitarian. It is important to note here that the multinational 
company bases itself very strongly on team-work, and within the whole 
organization the Hungarian subsidiary is very successful in this respect. So 
team-work, and this way communitarianism, is interlaced in this organization, 
and there is a consensus that the group interest takes precedence over that of 
the individual. At the Hungarian company the difference between average 
individual results and average results of assessments of others' values was 
tignificant, and so over the whole sample this difference was not significant. Ve can also see that in the neutral vs. affective dimension there is a greater 
consensus between the real and the perceived results, whilst at the 
multinational company people consider others more neutral that themselves. 
Finally in relation to time-orientation there is a greater consensus at the 
multinational company, where respondents are more synchronic than they 
believe the others to be. 
4.2.2.2 Comparison of the Multinational and Hungarian companies' 
results 
The first possible comparison is at company level. In this table I examine 
whether there are significant differences in cultural values between the 
Hungarian and the multinational (where both Hungarians and foreigners work) 
company. In this table all cultural values are shown. In the first part of the table 
the average of the "own" answers can be read, in the second part the 
evaluation of "others" results can be seen, and in the third part types of co­
operation 5 1 can be examined. Significant differences are printed in bold. 
Cultural Average 
dimensions significance 
F V 
UNPA1 43,1 48,6 0,317 
INDCOL1 37.2 36.8 0.597 
SPDI1 42,7 45,5 0,633 
NEAF1 48,9 51.0 0,623 
ACHASC1 58,0 52,3 0,366 
SEQSYN1 37,6 29,7 0,216 
INTEXT1 36,4 51,4 0,003 
UNPA2 58,4 60,8 0,533 
INDCOL2 36,2 45,8 0,103 
SPDI2 60,2 66,7 0,327 
NEAF2 66,1 53,9 0,049 
ACHASC2 66,7 62,7 0,569 
SEQSYN2 40,7 52,9 0,075 
INTEXT2 44,8 65,9 0,001 
1 These results will be analysed in more detail at the end of the chapter 
Recon 44,6 42,6 0,450 
Comprom 32.4 29,5 0,250 
Reject 23,0 27,8 0,088 
Table 4.4 Differences in cultural values at the two companies 
Abbreviations: 
F: multinational company 
V: Hungarian company 
NNN1: The average results of the , n ^ a l ^ 
NNN2: The average results of the evaluation* 
Recon: The proportion of reconciling answers 
Comprom: The proportion of comprom.s.ng answers 
Reject: The proportion of "rejecting" answers 
I M a n n Whitnev-Wilcoxon test are seen (significant In the table the result of nn-wnim y 
differences are in bold). 
• Ö C a t t h p two companies is in the first part of the The description of cultural values at the two r 
I inHiwiHual responses. Accordingly we can table These are the averages of i dividu l r  
• r ^ n t differences between the two companies state that there are no significant iff r  и 
• ,n -nniversalism vs. particularism" both companies except in one dimension. I  u iv rs lis™ w 
d 48.6). On the individualism vs. have medium scores (43.1 ana 
, K « t h averaaes are more communitarian (37.2 and communitarianism scale bot  r g  о 
.if ir *rale both are in the center (42.7 and 45.5). 36.8). On the diffuse v. specific sc l  o m с 
thpv are in the center 48.9 and 51). On the On the neutral vs. affective scale t ey r  
• й«п *rale both are in the center (58 and 52.3). In time-ach,evement vs. ascription sc l  t 
orientation both are rather synchronic (37.6 and 29.7). у 
^ . Hiffprpnce is the relationship with the nature. The 
where there ,s a s ^ c a n , * e - с е ( o ^ e n v j r o n m e n t . 
multinational company is outer-directea ^ í 
, i c i n the center of the scale 51.4). whilst the Hungarian company is in the ceme 
~ « n n t h P nprceived values whose index is We can find significant differences amo g t e per . o 
e i i r n r i c e that there is quite a difference between 2 in the table (NNN2). It is no surprise t 
individualism vs. communitarianism - analyzed in the previous tables (Table 
3.2 and 3.3) - and here the difference is almost significant (10.3%) The 
differences in the perceived neutral vs. affective and time-orientation 
dimensions are significant and the difference in relation to the nature 
dimension is significant - not only at the actual case (INTEXT1) but in the 
perceived case (INTEXT2) also. There is a difference in the actual case at a 
significance level of 3% and in the perceived case at a level of 1%.. 
4.2.2.3 Comparison of nationalities 
The most important discussion for the purpose of this thesis is the examination 
of national cultural differences. The next table presents the results of this 
examination. You can find Hungarian and Anglo-Saxon respondents in the 
following table. Among Hungarians there are employees of both companies' 
whilst among Anglo-Saxons (American and British5 2) the respondents are 
found in the multinational company only. 
Cultural Nationality Significance 
dimensions 
Anglo-Saxon Hungarian 
UNPA1 43,5 46,2 0,815 
INDCOL1 40,9 36,4 0,495 
SPDI1 55,0 42,5 0,087 
NEAF1 46.8 50,4 0,464 
ACHASC1 58,5 54,7 0,774 
SEQSYN1 35,3 33,4 0,601 
INTEXT1 33,7 45,4 0,186 
UNPA2 52,0 60,7 0,346 
The single British respondent is from Gibraltar; he defined himself as British and so we have to 
aspect this. 
INDC0L2 38.6 41.3 0,783 
SPDI2 72,0 62,2 0,316 
NEAF2 71,7 58.3 0.109 
ACHASC2 62.6 65,0 0.618 
SEQSYN2 61,3 44,7 0,143 
INTEXT2 49.7 56,2 0.426 
Recon 46,5 43,2 0,658 
Comprom 33,0 30.6 0,360 
Reject 20,5 26,1 0,103 
Table 4.5 Differences in cultural dimensions between the two 
nationalities (Anglo-Saxon and Hungarian) 
a t first alance In almost all cultural The table shows astonishing results t t gi o . 
„ . Mnnnarian respondents scored almost the same, dimensions Anglo-Saxon and Hu g i  i =>^ 
r c o k thp first Dart (NNN1) of the table, because The most interesting, of cou se, is t e Tirsi p n v 
o i H c t o The second part (NNN2) of the table, which is we can read here the real data, i n  u u Va v 
I a e nf mllpaaues is interesting only because we can about the perceived values of colleague*, » 
c r n r p , я г е verv close to each other and there are no see that the average sco es are very w 
•Ka ьа/г> rii inters The third part of the table is significant differences between the two clust r , n  w 
, . h i c t h p toDic of the last part of this chapter. Here the about co-operation, whic  is the topic ui ию к 
ö ; c that there are no significant differences between only interesting message is t t m r  rc im a 
/Artuallv we expect that co-operation skill is the two clusters in this respect. ( ct lly  
• «* «thpr variables This however, will be discussed not a question of culture but of ot er n rji b. 
later in more detail.) • 
__L . „ h p t W e e n the two nationalities in this sample is in The only significant difference betw en me 
r f t , . h /QPDI1) It means that the expatriates the specific vs. diffuse app oac  (bHun j 
I hare share common cultural values with (American and British) working er  n r  rn 
Hungarians The only difference lies ki the specific vs. diffuse approach where 
the expatriates are more specific (55) than the Hungarians (42.5) 
This finding is even more unexpected when we learn the cultural values of 
American and British respondents from the international database. (To have 
an even greater basis for comparison let us have the French cultural values as 
well) In the international database American cultural values are universalism. 
individualism, specific approach, affective behavior, achievement-orientation, 
sequential time-orientation, and internal control of the nature. British cultural 
values are very similar except in one dimension: they are more neutral. French 
cultural values are particularism, communitarianism, diffuse approach, 
moderately affective behavior, ascription, synchronic time-orientation, and 
external control of nature. 5 3 
Лупзагу_ USA, Great Britain France 
Medium Universalism particularism 
Communitarianism Individualist communitarianism 
Medium (slightly to the 
diffuse) 
Specific diffuse 
Medium Affective (US), neutral (GB) middle 
Medium (slightly towards 
achievement) 
Achievement ascription 
Synchronic Sequential synchronic 
Medium (external) Internal control external control 
Table 4.6 Cultural dimensions in Hungary, in US, in GB, and in France 
So our foreign respondents are rather more particularist (43.6) than the 
Hungarians (46.2). whilst in the international database both Americans and 
_ . our foreian respondents are rather more British are very universalist. O r f r ig  m w 
u , n „ o r i a n s Í36 4) while both Americans and British individualist (40.9) than Hu gari  (ÓO.*). « 
•„ thn intprnational database. In the specific vs. diffuse are typical individualists in e i e i l u  
_i u.mnarians are around the center (55 and 42.5), approach both foreigners and Hung i  
5з7 I T T uomnriPn-Turner do not publish exact data about their findings, but . Fons Trompenaars and Charles "ampaer Hampden-Turner, С , Trompenaars, F. f their all publications, they refer to these results ( 
while the difference is significant between the two clusters, but our Anglo-
Saxon respondents were no. as specific as they are in the international 
database Our foreign respondents are more emotional (46.8) than Hungarians 
(50.4) and both scores are around the middle. (Americans are affective ,n the 
international database.) Our foreign respondents are a little more achievement 
oriented (58.5) than the Hungarians (54.7), and they both score around the 
middle Also the Anglo-Saxon respondents do no. show their outstanding 
achievement orientation as they do in the international database. Our foreign 
respondents have definitely synchronic time-or,en«a.,on (35.3). whilst in the 
international database Anglo-Saxons have typically sequential t,me-
orientation. Finally our foreign respondents are more on the externa, control 
s,de (33 7) than the Hungarians (45.4), while Anglo-Saxon respondents are 
typically on the internal control side in the ,nternat,onal database. 
What does this all mean? The foreign respondents of our sun,ey do no, 
и r o i v/ahipq as in the international database, their represent the same cultural alues  
• f h o H.maarian values than to their traditional national scores are closer to the ung . c 
on я riimension-by-dimension basis, the values. If we read the data  а оипепыи. у 
л | я с а f n Hunaarian values and some even go expatriates' values are very close to g ri  o 
~.,«r it ic imDortant to re-emphasize that there beyond them. Above all, howeve , it is i p t t iu 
„ « e hehA /pen the two clusters except in one were no significant differences b twe n i  
dimension. 
•«~ W ail of this 7 One explanation is that our What might be the explanation for ll от nis u w 
- -fenjcar Anqlo-Saxons. In social sciences it is foreign respondents are not typical мпу.и 
и , ö tn arreDt individual differences. Cultural values, important to note that we have to cc pt i ai  
_oioritv nf American or British managers, are not which might be true for the maj rity of Агпепм 
, о mananers There is no such a thing as an true for all American and British g . 
T h 0 number of our foreign respondents was only 98 average in real life. e пигтюег ui 
A \N curh a small cluster individual differences Americans and 1 Briton, and in s c   wn n  
' T ^ ^ n a a r s F Hampden-Turner, C. (1998)) 
(1993), Trompenaars, F (1993). and Trompenaars, 
matter The limitation of the present research (not ouest.on.ng hundreds of 
expatriates) restrains us from either re.nforcing or rejecting this explanation. 
The other possible explanation is that of adap t ion . Expatriates having arnved 
to Hungary might have adapted themselves in respect of the values under 
tn those of their Hungarian colleagues, examination to their surroundings - o n u.
, г ^ м hw thP Drevious comparison: the quasi-lack of This hypothesis is reinforced by tne pr i  к 
rnmnanv To make a well-founded significant differences of the two types of co p y. 
. fnrihpr lonaitudinal examination would be decision about this hypothesis some fu t e  l gu u 
^««n ackPfi on arrival, some months after needed Expatriates should have bee  s ed  m d 
their arrival, and before their departure. Unfortunately this research did not 
make it poss.b.e to repeat the quest.onnaire, but the qualitative part of this 
, л Ь - cnmp nf the missinq information. The 
research 5 4 makes it possible to complete some от me гл.ъъ у 
к ь * pmprnes after this discussion and opens other exciting question which e e g  
possible future research agendas is: Whether it is typical of other expatriates 
to adapt to (heir environment, or whether it is more typical to adapt to each 
• ^.itnrp^ and to develop a common (integrated) other (host culture and guest culture) a t  u 
• , ,»inn hprause the multinational company was culture 5 5 This is especially interesti g bec s  m  
u M t M -пи the arriving expatriates created the a green-field investment in Hungary, and tne mv у 
. « . kind of mixed American-Hungarian culture was organizational culture, so a kina от 
, , „ е unHprtaken The questions concerning this expected before the research was undertaKen ч 
oncvA/Pred only through multi-company research. We issue could have been a swerea ошу » 
n o r a l , t a tement concerning multinational companies in cannot make any ge er l stateme t i, 
^ i o c W P can simply talk about the two Hungary, or Hungarian companies, we c  и у 
companies actually examined. 
55 T he qualitative part of this research is the next chapter of this thesis 
This question will be analyzed to some extent in the cultural co-operation sub-chapter 
t.2.2.4 Comparison of genders he questionnaire included some context data 5 6, which makes it possible to observe other clusterings than simply nationality and company-affinity In the 
following section we analyze whether gender has any impact on cultural values 
in the examined dimensions. I have simply highlighted those values which 
show significant differences, whilst emphasizing that those values which do 
not show significant differences still have important messages. 
Cultural Gender Significance 
dimension 
male Female 
INDCOL1 32,6 45,4 0,003 
Reject 27,5 21,9 0,015 
the two genders in the whole sample 
•n the whole sample there are only two dimensions where there are significant 
differences between the two genders: individualism vs. communitarianism and 
the "reject" type of answer. (Types of answer will be examined at the end of 
this chapter.) However, if we divide the whole sample into the two companies 
and examine gender differences in both places, some interesting things can be 
read. Let us look at the multinational company first. 
T 
I о fin out the context data was not compulsory to ensure anonymity So some respondents did not 
I H I out this section, because they were afraid that they could be identify by their context data It was 
m ° r e important for the purpose of the research to be sincere in answering the questions The two 
m a i n data (nationality and company-belongingness) were sure for each respondents. 
Cultural 
dimension 
gender significance 
male female 
INDCOL1 27,2 50,9 0,000 
SEQSYN1 27,9 51,0 0,014 
INTEXT1 31,9 42,7 0,050 
SPDI2 52,4 71,0 0,037 
INTEXT2 39,1 52,7 0,093 
Reject 26,1 18,8 0,018 
Table 4.8 Cultural dimensions showing significant differences between 
the two genders at the multinational company 
We can find significant differences in this way. The two genders differ in 
individualism v. communitarianism (INDCOL1) at any significance level. Men 
are more communitarian (27.2) than women (50.9) at this multinational 
company. There is also a significant difference in time-orientation (SEQSYN1). 
Men are more on the synchronic side (27.9), while women are in the center 
(51) at this multinational company. The difference in orientation to nature 
(INTEXT1) is significant also. Men are more outer-directed (31.9) than women 
(42.7) at this multinational company. The next two cultural dimensions which 
show significant differences concern the values ascribed to colleagues. 
Women see others more specifically (71) than do men (52.4), and men 
consider others more externally-oriented (39.1) than do women (52.7). The 
last dimension which shows significant differences (Reject) will be interesting 
at the end of this chapter. Let us examine now the Hungarian company: 
Cultural gender Significance 
dimensions 
male female 
ACHASC2 58,8 78,0 0,047 
I |Recon 35,5 0,043 | 
Table 4.9 Cultural dimensions showing significant differences between 
the two genders at the Hungarian company 
There are only two dimensions at the Hungarian company where there were 
significant differences between men and women and. interestingly, these 
differences are not among the main cultural values although one of them is the 
Perception of others' achievement vs. ascription (ACHASC2), the other being a 
fype of answer which will be analyzed later. 
4.2.2.5 Comparison of age groups 
The other possible clustering criteria are based on age groups. In the next 
table only those values are shown which have significant differences Other 
cultural values did not show significant differences when we clustered the 
whole sample (62 people) into age groups. 
Because there are more than two age groups, the Kruskal-Wallis non-
Parametric probe is used. (Two groups have been united into one, because 
°ne of the groups had only two respondents.) 
^CultTjfal 2 5 ^ 2 9 ^ 0 ^ 35^9 4f>49 50-59 Significance 
dimensions 
^SEQSYN2 4бТ5 Ä2fi^^^^^^^^ 56'7 
Т а Ы е Т т У с ы й ^ ^ differences among 
age groups in the whole sample 
There is only one cultural dimension which shows significant differences when 
Mustering into age groups, and it is the perceived sequential vs. synchronic 
time-orientation (SEQSYN2). It is true that this dimension has to do with time 
and age. The differences is close to the chosen significance level. 
4.2.2.6 Comparison of educational level 
The next context data which might be interesting is the educational level. The 
question is whether the educational level has an effect on cultural dimensions. 
Since this questionnaire has been used all over the world different educational 
systems could not affect the clustering and it should be interpreted in the same 
way. This is why context data is not about secondary education. B.A.I, MBA, 
and Ph.D. degrees etc., but rather about the number of years spent in school. 
In the British and American systems -12 years means secondary education (in 
case of 12 years, a hopefully completed secondary education), 13-14 means 
more than the basic secondary education, but less than a completed 
Bachelors degree, 15 means a (hopefully completed) Bachelors degree, 16-17 
means some form of Masters, and more means either a further Masters or a 
Ph.D. We should add that we are not sure about completed degrees. 16, 17, 
18 and more categories have been united into one, because there were only a 
few respondents in each. Only those cultural dimensions are highlighted which 
showed significant differences when divided into educational groups. 
Cultural -12 ys 13 ys 14 ys 15 ys 16 and Significance 
dimensions more ys 
ACHASC1 52,5 67,0 51,6 58,0 50,7 0,072 
NEAF2 45,8 45,3 58,4 67,2 61,8 0,100 
Table 4.11 Cultural dimension showing significant differences among 
educational groups in the whole sample 
There were, therefore, differences in the achievement vs. ascription dimension 
a n d in perceived neutral vs. affective behavior. The first can be easily 
e*plained, since achievement vs. ascription has much to do with education 
and neutrality is indifferent for education. 
4.2.2.7 Comparison of functional areas 
Finally let us consider functional area clusters. There were some functional 
areas which were not representative, e.g. there were only one respondent 
from the marketing area. We analyzed only those areas which have at least 
five respondents. The "Other" category was very popular, but this is the "area" 
about which we know nothing. We highlight only those areas which showed 
significant differences. 
Cultural HR Producti Finance Logistic General Other significa 
dimension on s mgmt nee 
INDCOL1 51,9 29,3 35,2 42,5 54,0 35,4 0,098 
ACHASC1 54,3 66,2 67,0 43,3 35,2 52,7 0,019 
SPDI2 73,8 58,4 71,0 45,6 55,4 69,2 0,086 
Table 4.12 Cultural dimensions showing significant differences among 
functional groups in the whole sample 
Hiff>rences in individualism vs. communitarianism There were significant difter b 
^rint inn ÍACHASC1), and in the perceived (INDCOL1) in achievement vs. ascriptio  (Аиима h 
. , q p n m The most individualistic people are in specific vs. diffuse approach (bHUizj. 
, с ч „ H MR Í51 9)- most communitarians are production general management (54) and H  (í>i »J. 
flnt w < ; ascription dimension finance (67) and people (29.3). In the achievement vs. ascnpno 
v ;
 o n t h e achievement side, and general production people (66.2) are un 
* . 9^ on the ascription side. In the perceived spec.f.c vs. management people (35.2) on me d=> к 
Hiff I u p Г 7 3 8Л and finance people (71) consider others the most diffuse dimension HR (73.ö) anu 
« enniP Í45 6) consider others the most diffuse among specific, and logistics p ople ( A D D ; 
other functional areas. 
We examined clustering according to other context data, but we did not find 
any significant differences. 
4.2.3 Analysis of Type of Answers 
Charles Hampden-Turner and Pons Trompenaars emphasize that there are no 
better or worse cultural values, all values have their advantages and 
disadvantages. The real question is whether people from different cultures are 
able to co-operate. The worst -solution" would be that members of two dist.net 
cultures adhere strictly to their original cultural values, and are no, able to 
incorporate the other party's cultural values. In the questionnaire these are the 
• . 4 « г о тыс means for example, the universalist answer rejecting (Reject) answers. This eans, iw о к 
. , • ь nr the individualist answer excluding excluding particularist thinking, o  a u c 
communitarian aspects, or the diffuse answer excluding specific approach etc. 
If both parties yield a little on their own values, compromise -s possible in a 
median way which means that neither cultural value is totally fulfilled. This are 
the compromise (Comprom) answers in the questionna.re. 
There are also reconciling answers (Recon) for each dilemma situation. 
гл « г nk/«vt nreference to certain values (e.g. universalism, One reconciling answer gives p t m i u c 
«oh neutral behavior achievement orientation, individualism, specific approac , D n iu , 
. or internal-control of the environment), while trying sequential time-orientation, i ternal cu u« 
to include the other extreme. The other reconciling answer gives preference to 
Cher values (e.g. particularism, communitarianism, diffuse approach, affective 
K.^nir time-orientation, or external-control of the behavior ascription, synchro ic  n m  
environment) whilst incorporating the Cher extreme. According to Charles 
Hampden-Turner this type of answer leads to a synergistic solution and a 
higher level of conflict resolution, because, whilst giving preference to certain 
values the Cher extreme is no. rejected bu, rather included. 
If someone answers the questionnaire randomly, without considering the 
answers, then 20 % of his/her answers would be of the compromise type, 40% 
the rejecting type, and 40% the reconciling type - since each dilemma situation 
has five answers: one compromise, two rejecting and two reconciling (See 
Figure 3.1). However, people do not choose answers at random: some type of 
answers are more appealing than others. So comparisons are interesting in 
this case also. Now we can examine the last three lines of the tables: the type 
of answer which we promised continuously this chapter. Before we start this let 
us have a look at the proportions of the different types of answer in the whole 
sample. 
Compromise 
(Comprom) 
Reconciling 
(Recon) 
Rejecting 
(Reject) 
All together 
28% 43% 29% 100% 
Table 4.13 Type of answers in the whole sample 
sing compromise might be explained in The relatively high proportion cnoo my 
• ^ o q p comDromise may show an unwillingness many ways. The tendency to choose pr  
m „ m m i s e answers tend to restate the question to make decisions, since co prom.se answe m n r r t m i c e 
. « « , When we look at the so-called compromise rather than give a solution.   
u • thPQP are the "answers" which emphasize the answers, it turns out that t ese r  m  
•„•lonc «in when vou do not want to find negative sides of both value orientati s So  у 
A . rnnitructive response, then you choose solutions and would rather avoid a co str ti v 
compromise It is somewhat like the "Don't know' answer. 
The other poss,ble reason for the high number of compromise answers 
, n n c w p r e inadequate for different people, and that could be that some situatio s er  m a u e 4 
, o r p the way to avoid the questions, (e.g. some compromise answers we e t  y 
^ r n h i p m s (e a • Who made the serious situations concerning production p oble .g.. 
I x n t ^ t to some finance people, and, for example, error-?) may be of no i teres  n 
и л ы nn interest for some first-line managers). The questions of strategy may hold o mt i 
.inh incidence of compromise is the th i rd possible explanation for the hig  i i  о 
„ o n яиегаае at neither end of each scale, possibility that our respondents are, on average, ai 
... a w a l u e orientation which is precisely the and they may not confronted with  value őriem* 
„••„ thev are not inclined either to choose one opposite of their own. Consequently t y r  i 
value and exclude the other or to reconcile the two values. 
o f K/nes of answer. (We show Let us now examine different clusters in terms of types of 
•г о o n c e r s in the table. It is easy to count the only compromise and reconciling answers in me 
o n r i ahnve all every quoted number rejecting answers from these two types, and above an, 
can be read in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.) 
Cluster Compromise (Comprom) Reconciliation (Recon) 
F average 32,4 44,6 
V average 29,5 42,6 
Hungarian average 30,6 43,2 
Anglo-Saxon average 33,0 46,5 
Table 4.14 Types of answer by company and nationality 
As we could see in the previous tables (Table 3.4 and Table 3.5) these 
differences are not significant. The only clustering which created significant 
differences in the proportion of different types of answer relates to gender. Let 
u * examine this data now. (We can read the same data in Table 4.7, Table 
4 8, and Table 4.9. Significant differences are printed in bold.) 
Type of gender significance 
answer 
male female 
Reconl 44,0 43,9 0,641 
Comprom 1 28,5 34,2 0,113 
Reject/! 27,5 21,9 0,015 
Recon2 42,3 47,7 0,335 
Comprom2 31,6 33,4 0,801 
Reject2 26,1 18,8 0,018 
Recon3 45,4 35,5 0,043 
СотрготЗ 25.8 35,8 0,151 
Reject3 28,7 28,7 0,907 
Table 4.15 Type of answer by gender 
Abbreviations: 
NIMN1: whole sample 
NNN2: multinational company 
NNN3: Hungarian company 
ders in the proportions of reconciling and 
The differences between the gen ^ ^ ^ w h o ) e s a m p l e a n d a t 
compromise-seeking answers o m 1 R e c o n 2 , a n d Comprom2). In 
the multinational company | R ^ n c o m p a n y men choose more 
the whole sample and at t ^ ^ g ^ 1 g 8 ) a n d t h e s e 
rejecting answers (27.5 an ^ ^ b M 
differences are significant. At t ^ ^ r t f l c a n t the women 
the two genders concernmg re ^ ^ | n o t n e r c a s e s the 
chose less reconciling answers (ЗЬ.э; 
types of answer move together. 
С education and func.iona. areas, differences ,n types of Concerning age, education, 
answer were not significant. 
4.2.3.1 Analysis of Individual Answers in Terms of Type of Answers 
Above all, these results are more interesting at the individual level. 
Compromise results vary from 13 to 53 in the sample. Inevitably those who try 
to avoid compromises score less than 20: eight respondents out of 62 chose 
"ess than 20% compromise. Let us examine the frequency at different 
intervals. 
'ntervals 20% or less 21-30 % 31-40% 41 % or 
more 
dumber of 
lesgondents 
10 24 16 12 
Table 4.16 Frequency of proportion of compromise answers 
• 53% This respondent has chosen The highest proportion of compromise was w * . н 
У „ ТИР same can be said about those scoring compromise solution intentionally. The sa e 
4 1 % or more. _ w n j c n s n o w s 
Reconciling answers vary from 10 to 71 m t 
. . . . _ c o r e s The lowest results were 10%, 12%, and huge differences in individual score  
™ н о п к must have avoided reconciling 27% in the first two case the respondents st 
_ n t n p r e n d 0 f the results appears even more answers intentionally. The other ena о 
™ i e have chosen reconciling answers to more interesting in that: some people have спи 
o f ten than 50% of the dilemmas. 
'ntervals 30% and 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61% and 
L less more 
dumber of 7 21 18 13 3 
Respondents 
Table 4.17 Frequency of proportion of reconciliation answers 
Reconciliation 130% and less 
131-40% 
141-50% 
151-60% 
161% and more 
30% 31- 41- 51- 61% 
and 40 % 50 % 60 % and 
less mor 
л „ Turner those who intentionally chose According to Charles Hampden- , n
„rwH at constructive problem-solving, because they reconciling answers, are good t tr e, к 
>»ir cautions in the cases when values are in are able to choose synergistic sol ti
conflict. 
4.4 Conclusion of the Chapter 
The mode, used in this chapter is empirically well tested, and contmuously 
developed one. This model uses not only d.mensions to measure culture, but 
I* ranture the dynamism of cross-cultural co­at the same time it tries to c pt r  m  у 
• ^ result of the questionnaire has shown that there operation. Interestingly the r lt от m  ч 
^ hetween expatriates and Hungarian employees, was no consistent difference b * 
research and of the international database, Comparing results of this field n u
u rharies Hampden-Turner and Fons Trompenaars, which is maintained by Chari 
shows that our Anglo-Saxon respondents scored closer to Hungarians than to 
other Anglo-Saxons in the database. More elaborate exam.nat.on of th,s 
Phenomenon will be investigated in the following chapter, which apphes 
qualitative methodology, and concentrates only expatriates work and life In 
Hungary. 
5 . Qualitative R e s e a r c h Findings 
This chapter deals with qualitative research findings. The "Grounded Theory-
method is used in order to analyze the data which I collected during my 
fieldwork. Firstly, the method will be presented and then the findings from the 
interviews. I feel it essential to show the qualitative method in more detail than 
the quantitative method, because qualitative methods are not as well know as 
quantitative methods, and, in particular, the "Grounded Theory" method is not 
a part of the Ph.D. program at the University of Pécs. I carried out the 
qualitative research at the same multinational company where managers filled 
out the questionnaire analyzed in the previous chapter. I conducted interviews 
only with expatriates whilst I used other information from different sources 
(informal talks with subordinates and colleagues of my interviewees, 
observation of their behavior at work and during parties). The purpose of my 
interviews was to complete the research findings of the questionnaire, and to 
obtain such information which could not be extracted by a simple 
questionnaire. I wanted to find out if expatriates saw any differences between 
themselves and Hungarians and, if so, what kinds of difference. In order to 
develop this I asked them about their life in Hungary - about how they saw 
their life and work here. 
5.1 "Grounded Theory" Method 
The "Grounded Theory" method is a kind of qualitative research method which 
does not use statistical or any other means of quantification. This includes 
non-mathematical analytical procedures which result in findings from data 
gathered by various means such as observations, interviews, documents, 
books, video-tapes etc. This method is used mainly in the field of social and 
behavioral sciences. The research objects can be organizations, groups, and 
individuals. 
The major steps in grounded theory are (1) data gathering, (2) analytical 
or interpretative procedures, and (3) written or verbal reports. The core of the 
method is the analytical or interpretative procedure, which is actually the 
accurate description of gathered data. On the one hand the collected data 
should be reduced - in other words, selected for the purposes of study - and 
on the other hand it should be interpreted - which means that sense should be 
made of the observed and collected information, thereby constructing a theory 
A grounded theory is one inductively derived from the study of a 
Phenomenon of interest and further studied. Data collection, analysis, and 
theory stand in a reciprocal relationship to each other. This means that the 
researcher should not start with a theory and collect data in order to prove the 
theory - but rather the opposite: he should start with the data collected and 
build the theory from that. It uses a systematic set of procedures to develop 
and inductively derive the grounded theory about a specific phenomenon. 
A well-structured, grounded theory should meet four core criteria: 
(1) It should fit that substantive area, carefully induced from diverse 
data. 
(2) Since it represents reality, it should be comprehensible and make 
sense. 
(3) It should be sufficiently abstract, since it is a theory and not merely 
text or data. At the same time it should include sufficient variation to make it 
applicable to a variety of contexts related to the studied phenomenon. 
(4) It should provide control in relation to action toward the 
Phenomenon. 
The grounded theory method was originally developed by two 
sociologists: Barney Glaser and Anselm Stauss. I am going to use the Anselm 
Strauss and Juliet Cobit textbook on qualitative research and grounded theory. 
, The Crounded Theory - h o d requ.es b o , -
— Т " ' Г t o ^ - - 1 — s . especaily developed to ensure these two requirem ™ 
those who are using quantitative ) s ю ^ ^ „ «ena 
qualitative research can be scient,. ^ c o m p a t i b i l i t y . generalizability, 
should be met: significance, theory- ^ p r o c e d u r e s 
reproducibility, precision, rigor, and venficat.on 
ensure the above mentioned criteria, r e p r o d u c t , o n of data - e.g. 
quotations from interv.ews - but d 9 ^ ^ ^ fcy 
and so in this way data are mterpre . ^ ^ 
means of statements of relafions ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s u m m a n e s o f 
These may be conceptualizations о . ^ ^ G r o u n d e d T h e 0 1 7 method 
words directly taken from the data. » ^ ^ l M 2 ) 
is not mere description, but theory. { 
•нпН , s based on coding procedures: (1) open The grounded theory met od ^ ^ № e 
coding; (2) axial coding; and ш ^ conceptualized, and put back 
operations by which data are broken ^ c o d i n g t n e y m u s t use 
together in a new way. ^ e n ^ s e n s , i v i t y . creativity is needed to find 
their creative capabilities and tneo s e n s l t l v i t y is needed for abstract, 
out new things from the data, and theoret.ca 
theoretically well-based models. 
5-1.1 Open Coding 
o f data analysis in grounded theory building. 
Open coding is the starting step c a t e g o n z J n g 0 f phenomena through close 
°Pen coding means the naming and ca ^ ^ ^ d o s e | y 
rw=> яге broken mi<-> 
examination of data. Data * cimilarities and differences, and 
examined. For this data must compared for 
— — asKed about Ы 2Z*SX- - e P - e Ihe bas,c 
C — ^ Г Г Р ^ ^ . « . * .ас , ,abe,s units o,analys,s,n grounded heorvP ^ D u r i n g 
o, discrete happenings, 6 ' a n d n a m e s are given to each 
conceptualization data are do У s ( a n d for o r r e p r e s e n ( , 
discrete incident, idea, or event; these a 
Phenomenon. r e s earcher comes up with dozens of Ounng conceptualization the r s . r c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
conceptual labels, these must ^ ^ ^ w ^ ( o fte 
categories. The process of grouping ^ c a t e g o r i e s also must have 
same phenomena is called c ^ 9 0 " * " 1 ^ ^ p r o c e s s , a n d usually the 
names. Naming the categories .s a ^  ^ ^ a n d - ^ 
researcher's own invention, whic ^ s o m e ^ ^ c o m e 
same time, logically related to the d i s a d v a n t a g e . namely that these 
from the literature, but these have on ^ r e s e a r c h e r should maintain the 
names are defined by someone else, an ^ ^ c a ( e g 0 ( y w h i c n may not be 
general meaning of the existing name ^ ^ r e s e a r c h e r ' s . One other 
based on exactly the same ° Ь * е ™ а М ' ^ ^ u s e d b y informants themselves, 
source of names is the words and p ras ^ ^ 
it A "in vivo" codes, nicy 
and these names are called ^ ^ r e s e a r c h e r n a s to 
since they adhere to the data. From t e s e ^ ^ ^ ^ n a m e i s t n a t N 
provide names for every ca tego^ The 
should be memorable, suggest у r a teaories, these categories 
u нас names tor me ^«>i a 
When the researcher ha ^ ^ Q f № e c a t e g o n e s , 
must be developed. Researcner ^ ^ ^ characteristics or attributes of a 
which can be dimensioned. Properties n r o D e r t v along a continuum. 
* locations ОТ d P ' w k J 
category. Dimensions represen j m p o r t a n t t 0 recognize and develop 
Properties and dimensions are ^ ^ ^ relationships between 
systematically, because they form ^ n a s s e v e r a ! general properties, 
categories and sub-categories. Each ca ^ occurrence of a 
. e n v / p r a continuum, ш » a and each property varies over d 
« m f i i P Several of these profiles can be category a separate dimensional profile,, bevera. и 
- r i _ _ Himpnsional profile represents the specific grouped to produce a pattern. The dimensional и 
properties of a phenomenon under a given set of cond.t.ons. 
•« enhance theoretical sensitivity in open There are certain techniques to enhance theo 
. .haiipnae their own assumptions, and should look coding. Researchers must challenge шеи и 
• n h r a { ; e and sentence must be analyzed and beyond the literature. Each word, phrase ana se 
. ÍKIO mpaninas The method of doing this questions should be raised about possible meanings. 1 
.«rric nhrases and sentences which is to scan the document, return to any words, phrases 
are important or of interest, and to list all possible meanings. 
~ ~ ЯГР used Making comparisons is For further analysis comparisons are usea. 
essential to identifying and c a t e g o r y concepts There are " « * ~ 
help researchers to break through assumptions and 
t e n s i o n s . These are: (1) .he ^ 
and (4^ "waving the red flag comparison (3) "far-out" comparison, and (4) wd у 
involves turning the concept ups.de down, to 
The ••Fl.p-flop" ^ r ^ J , t n i n k about the concepts as 
* * * , h e very opposite. T ^ * ^ . n Q t 
"highly or "по, a, air. Ш M g e - ^ ^ 
descriptively - about the data to genera^ p 
~ - " d , o , h i n k a b o u , 9 e 7 t : : ; : n m p a r , s o n 0 , . 0 o r « . 
Systema„c companson ,s t h e clos ^ ^ ^ 
Phenomena. Quest.ons should be as ^ ^ 
theoretical explanafion will be mo _ _ 
researcher away from the normal way 
insights into the problem may have emerge^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, „ the "far-out" ^ P 8 " 8 0 " 
concept and compare ' - " J researcher to find properties and 
has no similarities with this. This allows 
dimensions which he/she has not though, about. 
u ^ iton" also moves the researcher beyond his/her taKen •Waving the red flag also m ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ o f t e n 
for-granted assumptions. Assump ^ 
People do not consider questioning them. 
••• e »n pertain words and phrases, such as always , involves becoming sensitiv  to certain woru к 
к that wav " "Everyone knows that s the way it "never", "It could not possibly be that way. , t ve у 
is done", "There is no need for discussions" etc. These ^ 
must be questioned- Under what conditions^ H o w s his s , e о e 
if never is NOT maintained'' What are tne maintained? What happens if never 
, a r o j c never to take anything for grantea. consequences? The analytic .ssue he e is r t 
The open coding stage ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
categor,es or hypothesis Т т Г ^ " ^ a — t o know 
to be considered provisional. They tunc о ^ ^ ^ 
what to look for. Techniques are u s d ^ ^ 
techniques may be used again and again during 
(Strauss, Corbin, 1990: 57-95) 
5.1.2 Axial Coding 
hereby data are put back together in a 
Axial coding is the set of procedures J ^ * ^ . ^ b e t w e e n c a t e g o r i e s . This 
new way after open coding, by m * k , ^ j n v o l v J n g c o n d i t i o n s , context, action 
is done by utilizing coding para , g m Q p e n c o d J n g f r a c t u r e s the data, 
/interactional strategies and consequences.^ process, axial coding 
axial coding puts it together. Open coding is i f y i n g a category 
i « o Y i a l coding the t o c u s ю 
h an integrative process. ' * » w N c h g i v e r,se to ft the context ( i t , 
(Phenomenon) in terms of tne К о ГыегГ the action/ interactional 
/hirh they are imDeaueu, 
specific set of properties) in wn.u a n d t h e c o n sequences 
strategies which are handled, managed, came 
of those strategies. The p a r a d e m o d - ü « « ~ 
CONTEXT: the specific set of properties 
conditions 
phenomenon action / interaction Conse­
category strategies quences 
Figure 5.1 The paradigm model 
• • , t n u euhcateqories to a category in a set of The researcher should link subcategun 
. conditions phenomenon, context, intervening relationships denoting causal conditions, и 
ii n a ] Q t r a t e a i e s and consequences. Unless making conditions, action / interactional strategies, я 
л** thporv analysis lacks density and precision, use of this model, the grounded theory anaiy 
During this stage the researcher builds up the theory. 
i o r c tn the events or incidents which lead to the Causal conditions refers to the evem 
л , _ o f a phenomenon. A single causal condition rarely occurrence or development of a pnenu 
n c i ronditions or antecedent conditions as they produces a phenomenon. Causal conditions, и 
nftpn oo.nted to in the data by terms such as. are sometimes called, are often pointea 
A context represents the specific set of properties that pertains to a A context rep o r t Q a 
Phenomenon- that is, the location ui 
1 Л П Я 1 ranae Context, at the same time, is also the Phenomenon along a dimensional range, 
nomenon a.o g / j n t e r a c t l o n s t r a t e g i e s are 
Particular set of conditions within which n h ( i n n m p n n n 
«.it and respond to a specific phenomenon, taken to manaae handle, carry out, ana геьуи 
to manage, a | c o n t e x t p e r t a i n i n g t 0 a 
Intervening conditions are the Druau 
intervening facilitate or constrain the action / 
Phenomenon, c o n d ^ o n s ^ ^ ^ 1 п с Ы е ; 
.n.eraCiona, s.ra.egies w,h,n a ^ ^ ^ 
time, space, culture, economic status, 
and individual biography. interactional oriented 
The Grounded Theory methoa is * 
. .. n , i n teraction has certain properties. First, it is method of theory-building. Action / interact 
типе it ran be studied in terms of sequences, of a processual, evolving nature. Thus it can i n t p r a r t i o n 
~ r *,те Second the action / interaction or in terms of movement, or change over time. Second. 
* I п л а ! oriented done for some reason - in about which we speak is purposeful, goal-or.enteo, 
response to or to manage a phenomenon. n h p n o m e n o n 
i n response to or to manage a phenomenon Actions/interactions taken in response то. 
~~-,o c These might not be always have certain consequences or outcomes. These 
• „ноп There may be consequences to people, predictable or what was intended. There m у 
m a u h p events or happenings. They can De Places, or things. Consequences may be eve c o n s e q u e n c e s 
actua, or potential, happen in the present и ч п £ ^ ^ 
of one se, of actions may become ^^ШШШШШ „ 
intervening ones) ^ , n s t j | | a n o t h e r s e q u e n c e 
sequence - or even part of ^ ^ M e M a t o n e pom, ,n „me 
Therefore what are consequences of action 
may become part of the conditions , r ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The linxing and ^ve lopme . о - ^ 
procedures, namely the asKing of ues .J 
The actual process of axial cod ;ng ( o u r d l s t i n c t a n a l y 1 l c 
is complex because the analysis. ^ , h e n y p 0 t h e t i c a l r e | a t , n g of 
steps, almost simultaneous^. The ^ ^ ^ o f , h e 
subcategories to a category by mea ^ p ) ^ v e f j f | c a t i o n o f t h o s e 
relationships between them an < P s e a r c h ^ ^ p r Q p e r t , e s o f 
hypothesises against actual da.a^( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ { 4 ) 
categories and subcategories, a ^ p h e n o m e n a , b y comparing each 
the beginning of exploration о fcy c p m p a r j n g 
catego^ and its subcategory C o r b j n ^ 
dimensional locations of instances of data, (b 
5.1.3 Selective Coding 
is not very different from axial coding, it is 
The selective coding procedure n a l y s j s selective coding is. in 
simply done at a higher, more abstract, 
n o 
.nrp rateaory systematically relating it to 
* the process of seiecting , n c a ,egones wh,ch 
other categories, va l i da te those relat.o s P 
need further r e f i n e m e n t ; J ^ J ' ^ ^ ^ " ( 1 , l e a f i n g the story 
line. (2) relating the subsidiär categories u n u ^ ^ ^ 
of paradigm, (3) relating categones ^ ^ ^ ^ 
relationships against the data, and (5) Wng 
further development and refinement ^ ^ . ^ ^ o f , d e s c r i p t l v e s t o r y 
Explicating the story line is ^ № e ( o | | o w i n g 
about the central phenomenon of s u у. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
questions: "What about this area of sxuy ^ ^ ^ .( ^ 
most important?" Here only a few sen ^ ^ approached 
only a general descriptive overview. The s. * 
• p to the core phenomenon, 
analytically, a name should be give ^ d e v e | o p e d , n t h e same way as the 
The chosen core category s ou ^ ^ . ^ . ^ 
other categories: it should have P r o p e J®^  g r e i d e nt. f .ed, the next 
properties. Once the properties of the co^ t h e m s u b s , d i a r y 
step is to relate the other categories о ^ ^ ( 1 ) щ s n o u | d f | t a n d 
categories. The criteria to choose a core c a ^ ^ ^ encompass 
describe the phenomenon, and W 
and relate to the other categories. ^ category is done by means 
Again, the relating of categories *° consequences. During axial 
of the paradigm - conditions, conte , ^ ^ Q f c o n c e p t u a ) 
coding one begins to notice certai d i s c 0 v e r e d . This gives the theory 
relationships, which should be now u У 
specificity. t h e d a t a completes its grounding. During 
Validating ones theory agams w n e t h e r the elements of the 
*u * к 0 rpsearcher examine 
tne validation process tne геьс ^ ^ necessarily in every single case 
theory fit in general and in most cas ^ selective coding, 
exactly). Validation should be done rep categories and fill in any 
Finally the researcher can then go back 
orv tn aive conceptual density to the theory, as missing detail. This is necessary < o , v e ^ ^ ^ 
well as to add increased conceptual specitic.ty. 
. . KP used in lockstep sequential order. (Strauss, selective coding are not to be usea in w 
Corbin, 1990: 116-142) 
5.2 Field interviews 5 7 
this research anonymously. This is the 
The company wanted to participate in ^ ^ ^ j n d u d e d 
same American multinational production ^ ^ ^ ^ 
in the quantitative research It was a g r ^ ^ ^ w a s | a u n c h e d | n 
started its operation in 1992. ^ c Q m p o n e n t s i n a t o w n 0 n e 
1990 in Hungary in two locations, и ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
hour's drive from the capital, Budapest, an r g t e s o n l y o n t n e 
invoicing etc in the capital, in Budapest. My case 
Production plant. 1 5 0 o f f | C e workers and 1000 
The plant employs а ^ ; 0 ^ ^ 1 д а , о п n i n e expatriates worked for 
Production workers. At the time от У ^ ^ ^ American Six of 
this plant, one of them Gibraltar.an Britis m a n a g e r n u m a n 
them work in managerial positions, pan ^ m a n a g e r a n d two product 
resources manager, purchasing an^ ^ d e p a r t m e n t , as compensation 
managers. One other works for a v a j l a b | e f o r 
Hp«;ian engineers. 01л ^ 
specialis,5», and there are two des m a n a g e r . a n d one of the 
interview. (The plant manager, the p 
design engineers could not answer my ques,ons.) 
. „ P r , o S Colloquim. Warwick in 1999 After the 
sTT" subject of discussion in fcw é s u n d e r № e m l e o f 
This part of the thesis was the SUDJ G a z d a s ä g Vá/Иа/юм m u k o d o amenka. 
conference it was published ^ ^ ^ e g e k vizsgálata egy Magyarosz g Multinational 
"Kultúrák között, együttműködő ^ ^ i - C u l t u r a l C ^ ^ ^ publication ,n Mon.ka 
multinacionális vállalatnál' (Analysis 0т у е г $ ю П o f tne analysis k a s a c n a p t e r 
Company Operating in Hungary Л*Jp re n . £ u r 0 p e a r ) ^ n a ^ 
Kosteras and Mihaela Kelemen s C ' ^ t H u n g a r i a n s and Expattiates t o 
Wied of "Cross-Cultural С о т р а г вю " ^ е е ^ ^ manager to №*gant and ^ h r 
5 8 She came with her husband, who • ^ a P P „ t n e r e w a s a possibility 
stay at home as a housewife, and so tney 
oik/ cinre I worked for the same company I know most of them personally, s.nce wor 
^ , , i t to keep an objective distance from the data This means that it is more difficult to Keep 
„ , n r o harkaround information about tnem. i 
However, a. the same „ т е I ^ ^ o ^ s and co-workers ,h,nk 
saw t h e m dunng worK. Also - a n y company-
about their work, leadersh.p style, and thetr P 
specific procedures and abbreviafions make more 
absolute outsider. expatriates see their life 
The aim of m y — s was t o u t how ^ ^ 
and work in Hongary I was interes ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 
d, fferences and difficulties they face w ^ | ^ ^ p r e p a r e d 
used semi-structured interviews, whic, ^ ^ ^ 
or further information was needed. Interv.e 
• ws it turned out that expatriates find the 
After analyzing the interv.e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ a problem^ 
/anguage bamer the biggest problem, о ^ ^ ^ ^ Hungarian. Of 
Hungarians do not speak English, an ^ ^ ^ j t ^ a 
course Hungarians who work in ^ m g n y Q f № e 
• » h o vA/orkinq language i - 1 a 
requirement for the job - the wo * i n s t r u c t i o n s and procedures are 
shopfloor workers do not speak Eng is ^ ^ ^ E n g ) i s n e j t p e r 
given/written in Hungarian), and o r d ' ^ ( s ^ T n e r e a r e n o t many countries 
e. g. shop assistants, clerks, postal * ^  | a n g u a g e s , and Hungary is 
of the world where ordinary peop e P ^ ^ working environment is 
definitely not among those. As e x p a t r ' a t e S d iff 1 Culties in everyday issues, 
of home but they та^е ui more or less the same as at home, v 
mostly because of the language Ь а Г П е Г ^ ^ е j s p r o blemat ic, because there 
As one interviewee mentioned, an { ^ g Q s n o p p i n g 
in Enolish m n u i У ' ' 
are almost "no written signs in a ^ "visually understand" what 
there are no written labels in ^ E n g l l s h m e n u . 
they buy. In many restaurants y o u o o n ^ 
dePartment. 
Ы л т , w o r k but still the language barrier is There are fewer problems wo , ^ ^ 
present, interviewees mentioned — ^ ' „ , h e l a n g u a g e . . . 
respondent sa,d "I am not aware °< ™ ^ o n , h e fl00, , j u s t m a k e 
A ^ ^ ^ l ^ * ^ . 0 n e o f t h e p r o d u c t 
decisions PeoDle do not like who makes decision* 
deasions. People c o m m u n i c a t e with shop-floor workers. I 
managers mentioned: "I am no. аЫе ^ ^ j s 
have to depend on my engineers, and ^ ^ ^ 
Altered." The flrs, respondent a l s o j - ^ C h a l l e n g i n g because o, the 
much the same as at home, but it is more 
l a n g ü a 9 e " h m P one of the interviewee said that "Here 
On the subiec, of returnmg = ^ ^ . for e x a m p l e a w o m a n 
if I do not wan, to understand. I do ( ^ h Q m e 
Veiling ,n the street. I have a a r o u n d m e , m y m e n t a l 
I will understand everything, there will be a lot 
peace will go away." ^ s Q u r c e s o f t h e j r p r o b l e m . why 
If the language barrier ,s one ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( q 
did they not start to learn ^ s 0 t h e y w e r e not reluctant, 
study Hungarian, and most of the Р ^ ^ ^ ^ и | е х р е с Ы 
They mentioned that learning Hung^ ^ ^ ^ „ { ^ ^ ^ 
learning Hungarian to be easier. ^ ^ ^ ( q ^ 
hard enough." One of the respondent, с r » ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a n y ^ a n 
Hungarian. Management meetings are ^ ^ E n g l i sh . so for their work 
English-speaker is present everything goes ^ ^ ^ ^ appropriate 
they d 0 no, need Hungerte* WW ^ ^ e o w e r t e n t 
Hungarian knowledge which т а к ^ ^ ^ ^ ( e m p o r a r y „ „ 
They also mentioned that their^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ 
understandable that you do not w o f | j ( e Q n e 
ч ,.,hirh VOU Will nOt Use IUI 
(the Hungarian language), wnio i a r f here: I spend a year here, and 
of them mentioned "Everything is so ^ g 
go home." (design engineer). Managersi P ^ ^ ^ 
assignment, which is also quite temporary comp 
Interestingly, one manager did not mention any problems connected 
with language and communication; and in general he did not find it a problem, 
that he does not speak Hungarian, because everybody he talks with speaks 
English. His wife arranges day-to-day issues and she learned Hungarian very 
happily. (One manager also mentioned that his wife learns Hungarian, and 
they enjoy going to restaurants where there is no English menu, so that she 
can practice her Hungarian.) The manager, who does not perceive language 
as a barrier, is from Gibraltar, and he (and his wife) are bi-langual, speaking 
English and Spanish as a native. He is more involved with Hungarians than 
the other expatriates; he goes out to eat lunch with his Hungarian 
subordinates, and arranges parties for his engineers etc He does not find it a 
Problem to "force his people to speak English", whilst another manager 
mentioned that "We go out to the cafeteria separately (Hungarians and 
English-speakers), because I do not want to force my people to speak English 
during lunch." 
It made me think that the real source of problems ,s not the language, it 
is just the surface The Gibraltarian manager said "I did not think that I would 
'ike Hungary so much." He also mentioned - in connection with h.s best 
experience - "I found friendship here, I feel comfortable with people, I have 
many things in common with Hungarians." He does not fee. frustrated when he 
cannot communicate with people in the street and he asks his engineers to 
help him when he is confronted with the language barrier. In h.s immed.ate 
surrounding everybody speaks English. 
| о п т , Я Л л harrier is not the real source of the This is why I believe the language Damet m 
Problem, it is just a perception. I tried to find out what was the difference 
between one respondent (the Gibraltarian product manager) and the other 
r a . „ т а П я п р г often mentioned trust. He said he respondents. The Gibraltarian manager ouen 
t r i l . . . . ... fee) more liberated here in what I am 
trusted Hungarians, as he adds I reei 
. „ - n o ( J r o I would be in trouble in the UK, but here saying. I can be rude to my engineers, i wouiu 
•о ко я ioke I have a good relationship with People understand what I mean to be а рке. у 
. „ „»r f that "vou do not know how much you my engineers." In contrast he menttoned that you 
can trust Americans." "Hungarian 
He adds as one ot ^ ^J^JZ Amencans perceive. As 
people obey Americans." It ,s И the « * - V ^ ^ , 
one American w a r e com.ng and going. We are 
no status for expatriates. We do no. matte ^ ^ ^ 
not part of the social structure. It is hard to see wne 
happy w i t h us." Why might she perceive this? ^ ^ ^ ^ 
She explained tha, ^£^2* her arrival: "I came from a 
organizational level, as a, h o r n , S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m e 
good friendship, supportive relations P, ^ ^ ^ 
my boss was ,azy» we did no, have a s a e ^ ^ ^ 
Hungarian plan, as a nos«e enwronmenf. It is d i t t o 
this kind of first impression. ^ a j n , e c h n i c a l f i e l d s 
Whilst professional ^ P * ™ * ^ w j ( h H R people's professional 
foreign HR specialists are no ^ H u n g a r i a n s a r e no. well educated 
background in this plant. They e i . g n Q ( a | | o f t h o s e working in this 
m HR issues, which is ^ e L i in their college or university-
plant studied Human Resources м « ^ T o ш o n e A m e r i c a n H R 
they do not know some theories о ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f o | | o w _ 
specialist's opinion about H u ^ a ™ ^ a n d t h e y are less experienced 
up is needed, people are less о ^ ^ e n v J r o n m e n t b e t t e r t h a n 
in HRM.»« Hungarians think that tn У , a n c e s a n d p e o p t e i s 
Americans, and their knowledge of Hunga 
J « . k , „ d o f ( a , S S K га , , « р . o, onager. , e d,d not s.rongly s u p e r s N . 
Г 2 It is obvious that she feels so, ^ ^RZ\e\ó She ,s much more prepared in HRM theories 
emphasis, and she is doing a PhD Ш the н к м 
than any of her colleagues 
I . * ™ , of Human Resource n e r a l knowledge 01 
equally as valuable as a ge knowledge does not help 
Management. This mutual disregard of eac 
to build constructive co-operation. d i f f e r e n t time-conception As one 
I A further difficulty resides m a ^ a p p r e c J a t i o n of deadlines. 
American manager puts it "There is no ^ ^ e v e r y t h i n g takes much 
there is a /ack of a sense of urgency ^ ^ d g a | ^ , h e j s s u e s h e 
longer here, because her subordinates ^ ^ ^ d e a d | l n e s so much, 
gives immediately, and in general they о л ^ ^ e n g | n e e r a | S Q 
Above all. people go home earlier than in g n d A m e r i c a n s . As 
mentioned the difference in timing betwee^ ^ ^ h Q u r s h e f e 
she explains "Timing is different: American ^ ^ ^ ^ , d Q n Q ( 
people go home earlier" But she a ^ ^ d i t f e r e n c e b e t w e e n 
understand how, but everything gets done ^ ^ ^ ^ a s 
Americans and many other cultures, w . ^ d o № | n g s o n e 
sequential and synchronic We-concep ю * ^ a p p o l n t m e n t s are highly 
after the other in a sequence; dead i ^ ^ ^ ^ a n d s a v e d . 
regarded, time is seen as money - w n * ^ ( , m e t n e y c a n do 
While synchronic people are not * ° d e a d l l n e s and appointments as 
different tasks at the same time, an г 
merely approximate. Americans and many other 
The other typical difference beW ^ ^ v e f y s p e c i f i c , a n d 
cultures is the diffuse vs. specific ^ a f e m o r e d i f f u S e - for them 
separate work and private life clearly. Hu g ^ a s „ A m e r i c a n 
many things are interconnected. One ( ^ d Q „ n e r e . There ,s a 
People go home without knowing each ^ ^ m y p e Q p l e . s p e r s o n a l 
kind of community spirit. I have to ^ a l s 0 mentioned "You know, 
issues. I had to adapt." The „ m , W e go out to a barbecue. 
Americans do not talk about work in th ^ w o r k , i s good about 
and I am the only one who wants ^ & ^ ^ e x a m p | e , , t e „ t hem, 
Americans. When I go out with my J ^ ^ s a m e a s , S ay it a, worK. 
^hen something comes to my mm -
h-ch way we do it. but you have to be aware of Actually it does not matter wh.ch w у ^ H u n g a r i a n s here." 
their style. I adapted more to Americans ^ ^ manager also says that 
The other issue here is ^ ^ J ^ w j v e s d o things together. You 
"We 6 3 have got close to each other: M a n a ^ a r [ q y Q U „ 0 n e other manager 
are more dependent on others who are sirni ^ ^ ^ ^ o p 
also states "You are more dependent o n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ A n Q t n e r 
international assignment either d i v o r c e ^ 9 s t J c k m o r e together." About Mends 
respondent also said about his family:' e s ^ ^ ^ ^ international 
they mainly said that they are together wi ^ r e | a t J o n s h i p s with locals. One 
employees here. Just a few of them deveйорео^ ^ m e n t l 0 n e d loneliness 
even mentioned a gap between them an j n d e p e n d e n c e e g . -| am on my 
in Hungary ("You realize you are alone. ). an ^  ^ ^ ^ | have to do 
own." She also added "I am more respo ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , w o u l d 
Paper-work, e.g. tax papers, visas etc. 
^ e d help." p r e s p o n d e n t defined as "Hungary is 
The next problem area is " h a t ^ ^ ( a c k o f service. Most of them 
not a /and of convenience." He mean ^ ^ officials6 4 are not 
complained about this. Stores close eary. ^ ^ ^ E n g ) i s n m e n u s , 
helpful, Hungarians are less customer-ft>c ^ ^ ^ ш ^ a r e 
and many service providers try to chea ^ ^ fc ^ H u n g a r y I S 
foreigners. It is not an appealing feature ^ ^ ^ ^ M a n y 
much as aic 
n ot a consumer society as 
complaints concern this. 
main concepts and their relationships are summarized in Figure 5.2. 
ь, expatriates. t h j _ s d o n e in the post office", which seems to be 
u n e of them mentioned that "there is many more от у { q a v Q i d { h e p Q S t o f f l c e s w h e n | t | $ 
complicated for an outsider. One of them even mentioné 
M°ssibie." 
TRUST 
LANGUAGE BARRIER 
intellectual filter 
INTERDEPENDENCE 
work 
environment is 
much the same 
except: 
-time conception 
-diffuse vs. 
specific appr. 
similar to your family, 
friends 
LAND OF 
CONVENIENCE 
stores 
post offices 
restaurants 
" G Ä ^ W i m ^ c Ä l s " 
' loneliness 
not part of the social 
structure 
««t» and their relationships f igure 5.2. The main concepts ana 
bad for foreigners? Do foreigners just suffer here? 
But is Hungary so bad to ^ ^ p e r e T n e y 
Definitely not. They mentioned ma у ^  ^ ^ ( w a n t t Q g e e 
mainly mentioned culture. E.g. ' e nJ°J ^ ^ e x p a t r i a t e you have to open 
more places, meet other people. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Yourself." One American mentioné ^ cufturee. It is not far 
, . • _ times tor inciii i w 
operas, and the short driving tim ^ ^ w o n d e r f u l places to see One 
to drive to Austria, Italy or Prague. ^ ^ ^ Michelangelo's David in 
respondent mentioned "I am happy mentioned good weather, the 
Florence, where we drove last w e e k ^ ( T h o u g h s o m e mentioned that 
Picturesque landscape, nice wine, goo Hungarians are more easy-
they hate the food here.) They also mentioned t 
r British The Gibral tar^ manager ш n than Americans or Bntis ^ m Q r n i n g going and party-liking than n because it las« 
• . e ramD meetmgb , said that he really enjoys ca p _ 
People would go home а И О т ^ t h e c o s m o ^ 
One other manager t o - * ^ ^ „ ^ 
Budapest,when I asked about theP h e „ 0 uld neve ^ 
be is f , m a small town from a m o ng » 
this mixture of oultures, he ha a l s 0 metinned ^ ^ 
with whom they have dinner. A n o t h e ^ ^ „ h 0 a *o 
friends there are a Belgian an SP ^ ^ ^ f o u n d 
Hunger The finance manage ^ j s s e s as ^ 
experience when he was . « * - ^ ministers a ^ 
of a large American corporation. ^ H e s a l d , wou 
future of American multinationals I ^ ^ ^ 
that in the US" all of them men ) o r 
On the subiect o, ^ ^ T p e * o, the 
all, you cannot drive everywhere ^ ^ _ g n d , n ^ „ 
oars and so people sometimes i ^ ^ ^ a parK^P ^  ^ ^ 
dies streets are narrow, ana j v e|y than Amer > ^ Q f ( h e 
Hungarians seem to drive more agg ^  ^ womenj-e ^ ^ ^ ^ 
of them mentioned there . a d a p t e d t 0 the loo ^ ^ p g y 
respondents also mentioné h ^ ^ d r ^ ^ ^ h e 
drives more crazily here; he says ^ w h 0 w a s 
l j c e pave no i« the fine easily, and the po» ^ E n g l a n d . n u m b e r o f dogs Puts it,", would have lost mV b O Q f ^ .elude 
Further examples of m ^  ^ ^ „noktng ^ ^ ^ s a j d 
barking, pollution, and the num ^ ( h e nights, ^ ^ ^ l Q n g 
them are annoyed by dogs ba ^ a n d ( h e y are 
seems that every Hungarian has ^ , ^ S ? £ y " « -
Managere, middle managernenU a n d they ^  ° a S well T l * 
d|scuss all the problems of the are* ^ t e a r nbu»a 
Meetings is not only problem-sow a. 
cially are present Ш the b.gger ct.es, 
They all bark." Pollution and dust e s p e ^ e b e c g u s e o f 0 l d power plants 
mainly because of old cars, and, of C ° U ^ . m p o s s J b l e t 0 f.nd restaurants and 
About smoking it is also true that it is а 1 т ° ^ и г а 1 ) у a n n o y i n g for non-smokers. 
Pubs which are not totally smoky, wh.ch .s n ^ ^ ^ s o m e w n e r e 
When I asked about the d.fference ^ ^ ^ m e t a p n o r . 
and living and working somewhere, one о ^ ^ ^ ^ w n e n y o u 
"When you are a tourist somewhere you s ^ ^ „ ^ r e s p o n d e n t 
live somewhere you see the morning dress ^ ^ ^ ) n d e p e n d e n t a n d 
also said. "I would recommend those о m ^ a s s i g n m e n t , because 
emotionally intelligent to come ne 
"People are not evil here." 
, , t n e s e colorful examples' When 
Wha, was my purpose in listing а о ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a n n o y i n g 
you talk about dogs barking during the nig ^ m a y n Q , n a v e a really 
- as one of the biggest problems in Hungary ^ ^ „ n 0 , t n e 
fundamental misunderstanding of the с 
same for all expatriates. x p a t r ia tes which we defined as 
What similarities can we find am ^ ^ ^ What ,s 
one culture to contrast with H u n f l * * * ^ „ s m a „ t o w n ,n the USA, now 
common between a male manager ^ by neighbors from all over 
staying in Budapest, in a capital city, « * j m p o r t a n t , and a female 
the world, negotiating with ministers ^ ^ m o v , n g rom 
subordinate - an MBA V * HR « ^ . ^ о р * " county where nobody 
New York to a country town in an E*» ^ ^ e v e r y d a y 
except her colleagues speaks English ^ ( h i n g s a m o n g them 
different from those at home. ^ J ^ e n . a t i o n metaphor ,s especa.ly 
than similarities - which is why 
U s e f u l here. 
How could we st\\\ talk about "we" and "us"? There are some common 
f e a t ü r e s within the two cultures. There are two language groups: English-
P u b * i t h partying. 
o n e group has its relatives speakers and those who just learned English Also ^ ^ 
and connections thousands of miles away ^ ^ B u , 
from at home where they grew up, and the ^ ^ v s w o m e n . 
the two cultures could have been defined ^ v s c o m r a c t 0 r s . 
office employees vs. production workers. U n d e r s t a n d i n g these groups 
party-people vs. those who dislike part.es ^ ^ m y q u e s t l 0 r i S 
Martin's differentiation perspective is very ^ ^ ^ s e p a r a t e c u l ( u r e s . 
about expatriates and Hungarians f o r c e w h i c n might lie beneath the 
they also forced me to formulate those diffe ^ q ( d ( f ( e r e n c e , 
surface; in this way my interview 
and in this way also strengthened stereoty ^ ^ a n d r e i n f o r c e s a 
The integration perspective combine ^ s h a r e d m e an ,ngs . 
community spirit among people work>ng< Я ^ ^ ^ t h e r e a r e 
where questions may be the same but p e r s p e c t w e , s 
тьв nnlv problem wu> common fracture lines. The on у v ^ - o n 
that it hides the complexity of the organ. 
5.3 Conclusion of the Chapter 
. examine a green-field investment in 
The purpose of the whole study was «> ^ ^ ^ g p f j v a t e e d ftnn In 
Hungary, which might show a different I ^ T h i s 
this case also expatriates and l 0 C a ' S e g n d m o r e multinational compares 
specially timely, because in the future m " ^ w l l l b e 
. . . e i t P S |П HLiny / 
a r e expected to open new sites 
typical - no longer privatization. t 0 c o m e to our c o u n t r y 
Many people expected Weste " • ^ е 
bringing capital and know-how in ^ p Q s s l b l e c o n f i ,c«s and cultural 
service firms. At that time nobody 
differences. My study is about t h i s ^ ^ ^ d j f f e r e n c e s . though no. very 
What we learned is that t 
str iates and Hungarians. These differences 
fundamental ones, between expau ^ ^ ^ ^ However, differences 
cause problems mainly in everyday life an ^ d i s t a n c e between 
are perceived by individuals variously. s ° ™ * ^ t g | k a b o u t ^ 0 distinct 
"us" and "them" than do others - but we e in. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
cultures, which are not able to co-opera e c o m m 0 n culture which 
did not put any effort into establ.shing an i n t e g r a l 
incorporates both parties. 
6. Conc lus ion 
l r M h e complexity of culture .n management. 
This dissertation has tried to explore ^ ^ d j f f e r e n t j n s i g h t s 
The different perspectives on culture have ^ ^ g c o n e r e n t 
T h i Q is why it 
into the same phenomenon, mis ^ ^ b e u n d e r s t 0 0 d as a root 
conclusion from this fragmented whole, u metaphor of human 
he seen as « iww» 
metaphor of organizations, or it can ^ m a n y n e w a s p e c t s 
existence. Joanne Martin's three perspec ivee ^ ^ ^ b e 
of culture, and what we saw as "no-culture T h i s helps us to 
r Hiffprentiation pers>Hc 
understood as fragmentation or dine p h e n o m e n o n , but at the same time 
understand the sophisticated nature of the ^ ^ . ^ | a b e l w h i c h may lose 
it widens the concept of culture into an all-en 
its initial attraction. s t a r t s w j t h clarification of some 
This is why this dissertation ^ o r g a n i z a t l 0 n s . Positivism, 
epistemological approaches to manager* ^ ^ j n f l u e n t j a | 
critical realism, and P**"00*™*™ ^ C Onsequently . in the filed of 
epistemologies in the filed of social s c , e ^ ^ a p p r o a c h e s provide valuable 
"the organization". All three ^ ^ j ^ a p p r o a c h e s give different bases 
insights to organizations, and these 
for an investigation into culture. t h e m e s i n c e 1 9 8 0 ' s among 
"Culture" as such has been а Р ^ ^ ^ o r g a n i z a t . o n a l literature 
management scholars, and the huge P ^ ^ ^ organization". This 
became a kind of panacea for all of i ^ ^ ^ „ c u l t u r e | i t e r a t u r e " 
"organizational culture" literature is 4U ^ c Q n c e n t r a t e d exclusively on that 
which I have used in respect of this ^ ^ ^ ^ o p c r o s s . c u l t u r a l 
"culture literature" within managemen ^ ^ ^ interesting topic 
management. Cross-cultural m a n a 9 ^ a n d organizational life. More and 
since globalization is present in our ev ^ ) o c a t J o n s | n w h i c h 
more multinational companies open n ^ e s t a b ) j s h c o n s t r u c t l v e 
niltural issuer they have to deal with cross-cun 
Plates My chapter about cu.ture tr.es to 
co-operation between locals and expatna • c r o s s . c u l t u r a l literature from 
continue the logic of previous chapter, exa ^ ^ s j m i l a r 
different points of view. Some q u o t e d ^ ^ b u t a t t h e 
epistemological background (e.g. Hofste e ^ p e r s p e c t i v e s a s well - e.g. 
same time I also wanted to open u p 
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Appendices 
• * - ~ r , o i thporv into four distinctive 
Mary Jo Hatoh clusterizes organizational theory I 
. . . , „ . „ m r e t a t i v e . and postmodern. She places 
theory-makers in the following order: 
1900's- 1950's-
CLASSICAL MODERN 
A d a m Smith (1776) Herbert Simon 
(1945, 1958) 
K a r l Marx (1876) Talcott Parsons 
(1954) 
Emile Dürkheim Alfred Gouldner 
(1893) (1954) 
F W . Taylor (1911) James Match 
(1958) 
H e n r i Fayol(1919) Melville Dalton 
M a * Weber (1924) 
(1959) 
Ludwig von 
Bertalanffy(l968) 
t e s t e r Barnard 
(1934) 
1990s-
POSTMODERN 
Michel Foucault 
(1972, 1973) 
Charles Jenks 
(1977) 
1980's-
SYMBOLIC 
INTERPRETATIVE 
Alfred Schutz 
(1932) 
Philip Selznlck 
(1948) 
Peter Berger (1966) Jaques Derhda 
(1978, 1980) 
Thomas Luckman 
(1966) 
Clifford Geertz 
(1973) 
Erving Goffman 
(1971) 
William Foote 
Whyte (1943) 
Paul Ricour (1981) 
Vladimir Propp 
(1828) 
Roland Barthes 
(1972) 
Ferdinand de 
Saussure (1959) 
Kernem Burke 
(1954) 
Mikhail Bakhtin 
(1981) 
Jean-Francois 
Lyotard (1984) 
Richard Rotry 
(1989) 
Jean 
Baudrillard 
(1988) 
S °urce: Hatch, 1997:5 
Differences in multiple perspectives in organization 
Perspective Subject/Focus 
Method Result 
Classical - the effects of 
organization on 
society 
- management of 
the organization 
. observation and 
historical analysis 
. personal 
reflection on 
experience 
- typologies and 
theoretical 
frameworks 
- prescription for 
management 
practice 
Modern - organization 
through ..objective" 
measures 
. descriptive 
measures 
. correlation among 
standardized 
measures 
- comparative 
studies 
. multivariate 
statistical analysis 
. narrative texts 
s Vmbol ic-
l n t erpretat ive 
- the organization 
through 
..subjective" 
perceptions 
. participant 
observation 
. ethnographic 
interviewing 
such as case 
studies and 
organizational 
ethnographies 
- reflexivity and 
p °s tmodern 
S °urce: Hatch, 
- organization 
theory and 
theorizing practices 
1997:49 
TdécőnstructTon 
. critique of 
theorizing practices 
reflexive accounts 
Clegg's description of modernity and postmodernity 
Modernity 
Postmodernity 
^ s s ] o n goals, strategies and^rnlű^Kt^ns 
specialization 
2- functional alignments 
bureaucracy 
hierarchy 
3- Coordination and control 
Dis-empowerment 
in organizations 
around organizations 
laissez-faire 
4 ^ o ~ u n t a b i l i t y and role^fTela^tionships 
Extra-organizational 
skill formation 
inflexible 
5 " bann ing and communicating 
short-term techniques 
6 ^ e t a i i o n of per fo rmanTe7nd7ew a r d 
individualized 
• leadership 
mistrust 
Source: ciegg, 1990: 203 
diffusion 
democracy 
market 
empowerment 
industry policy 
intra-organizational 
flexible 
long-term techniques 
collectivized 
trust 
Sample 
jl1 ^spondents i n t h e organization chart. 
R e s Pondents' positions are in italics in the org 
Közgyűlés 
Könyvvizsgáló 
Jogtanácsos 
Vállalati titkárság 
Műszaki igazgató • 
Vízellátási osztály 
КwhMMlM fl7rm 
Szennyvízkezelési oszt. 
L Szennyvíztisztító telep 
Szolgáltatási osztály 
Autópark 
Automatizálás 
Automatika 
Gépészet 
Vilamossáe 
Közmű 
Környezetvéd. és 
minffség-ellenffrzés 
Gondnokság 
Biztonságtechnikus 
Vállalkozási oszt 
Felügyelő bizottság 
Igazgatóság J 
Vezérigazgató 
. Belső ellenőr 
Gazdasági igazgató 
Pü. és Számvit. Oszt. 
L- Anyaggazdálkodás 
Controlling iroda 
Ért És admin. igazgató 
Értékesítési oszt. 
Kinnlevőség-kezelő 
csop. 
Informatikai oszt 
Kommunikációs iroda 
Humán Erőforrás 
Szivattyú üzem 
Vlzmírö üzem 
pj respondents: 
'ant manager respondent 
formation and communication. 1 геьу 
ersonnel: 5 respondents 
nnance: 4 respondents 
p^terials: 2 respondents 
aciiities; 2 respondents 
p h a s i n g and STA: 2 respondents 
r°duction: 14 respondents 

Тк „f the Questionnaire 
h e English and the Hungarian Versions ot 
_ f f ~ - - - ^ ^ ^ ° Ä behave wttWr .t. 
^ ^ ^ ^ S S S ^ ^ S Í " S e t your own v.ew о, J o ; 
*Perience in your life. Some are o f У ° " m a t i v e s Q«*n 1 0 5 w W t you • * * 
a r * concerned with describing the characte a l t e m ^ 6 T h e n also 
* each, y o u a r e a s k e d to select o ^ ^ l g W to beh b y a n y 
f « wouldreact or behave (not h o w y o n o r g a r i i s a t . o n . . ^  try not 
^ most common or usual answer к. yo в ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ are no right or wrong ^ ^ q ^ ^ ^ ^ 
lLrevi0US or nthPr answers VOU QU^SLO. 
His | a " r ) 45 m / , d r i v e n by a close friend, and he hits a pedestrian. You know he was going at least 
sav e ^rsays tht ? 6 r h o u r , n a n a r e a o f t n e c i t v w h e r e t n e m a x i m u m i s ( 5 0 k m / n 0 30 miles per hour. 
^ y°ür f n - e n d " a t you testify under oath that his speed was only'(50km/hr) 30 miles per hour, it may 
°m serious consequences. There are no other witnesses. 
' 
c. 
ler nour in an a . c * - - . h j s s p e d ^ ^ ' ' - ^ 5 . 
f you testify under oath ! ^ ^ а г е п о other itness 
— 4iena trom serious consequences. -7£~fnyself before the 
you act in thiscase?______^ 
"ThlrTis a general ob l i g iSoTT to te^ ^ г о Г П m e . b u t , o w e my mend an 
court. Nor should any real friend expect tm ^ ^ , w l l l d 0 so. 
There is a genera, ob.igation to te" * J , j j p p o r t I can organise ^ ^ o f s t r a n g e r s 
explanation and all the social and financia ^ ^ [ q d e s e r t h l m 
My Wend in trouble always comes first. I am ^ ^ ^ ^ ю f i n d i n o u r 
based on some abstract principle. ^ t e s t i mony, У е 1 
МУ friend in trouble gets my ^ ^ ü ^ ' ^ a l l o w e d speed and say that it was friendship the strength that allows us botn ^ ^ t h e a „ 0 wea 
"will testify that my friend was going a » ^ ~ ~ ~ Z Z Z ^ b T Z _ ^ 
difficult to read the s p e e d o m e t e r ^ — TTnisatiorrwoujdansj^ 
I • T ^ s ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z ^ 
Question 1 (my a n s w e r ) ^ ^ ^ '^J^ 
^ e l c ^ i ^ 
bothering about individual credit. . n H p D e ndent ly and wn 
A iob which anows everybody to w o * o f g a n i s a t i o n . bu, where teams 
Performance without dilution. m S to WiP 
A iob where eve^body w o * I « - r e c o g n i t i o n , out where credit 
^courage, stimulate, reward and ce le% ^ t i y . for pe* ^ 
A job which allows e ^ b o d ^ o ^ L ^ ^ ^ a n d avoids 
a n d acclaim come from the team ana и- ^ ^ o v e r r n . gh t y 
A Job which controls both the excesse ^ 
^ ° ^ П % Ш 1 0 ^ 
> ^ e s t i o n 2 (my a n s w e r K ^ - ^ ^ ^ 
' i°n 3. The best work environment * Tinfíüe7ices]ö^ 
^eUSvTdSfferent opinions л о ^ ^ ^ ^ т п ^ ^ i s a / t o n ' 
Ü ^ o f № e s e e / t e m e f i v e s b e s f d e s c r i b e s ™ » « Н ^ 
— — — — -—— _ -i л л г о п ! t í l 6 W a y У 
b. 
c. 
е. 
* these alternatives b st d crib s the work env^__ - г - ^ Г ь о ш within and outside 01 
__ . . н"ассерТthe w y you d l c ' 
People you work with know you personally an 
'he organisation. ^ n o t y o u r f r j ends. 
Colleagues respect the work you do, even if they a r ^ t Q j m p r o v e job performance 
Colleagues know you personally and use this wider " ^ ^ ^ w h j | e d j s r e g a r d i n g others 
Colleagues take some private circumstances into corn ^ ^ ^ ^ { q h e | p y Q u ,„ 
T he people you work with respect the work you 
Private matters. . iuuvi • ; j.j 
JSJgt ion 3 (my a l ^ e ^ Z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
estion 4 In situations where you feel " ^ ^ a d o P ^ _ _ _ _ _ — r f ^ s f ó T i é ^ ^ ' 
^ ' c h offne f o l l o w i n g b e h a v i o u r s a r e ) * ^ m a 6 m u n i ca ted 
,. _ e n that о>"1 Express yourself in moderation э « ^ л п р П , r  y Trs lf i  r ti  so t t only s o m e * ^ - ^ p u r p o s e a n d b l o c k s 
Keep it t 0 y o u r s e l f . Expressing upset open 
communication. D e t t e r time and place ю ~ y 
Keep it to yourself initially, so that you can m 
were " b r , n i V < ; 1 
Express it openly. The heart hasjtsown 
(my answer )^ 
- J J ^ ^ S - W h a t is important? 
^ernosti 
most important thing in life is: — ^ e s T h i ^ y y 0 " Г , n f w o r k 
sense of being. s o t h a t you can also ^ ^ t h l S throug 
getting enough work accompli* ^ ^ e s s e n t i a l l y yo . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
discover who you really a r e a 
accomplishment. 
Ö J ? e « C O m p ' i s h e d w h a t w o r k h a s t 0 b e d 0 n e " 0 t 0 i V ' n 9 ^ У t 0 i m p r a C t i C a ' i d e a s o f s e , f -
- Í , S c °ver who you really are and act true to this, even if the world regards you as unsuccessful, 
• T, "/ould answer) ^ ^SHgstion S (my answer}: 
based on the research of Dr Charlese Htmpden-Tumtr and Dr Fons Trompenn 
С ^ / о Т Г н ^ ^ 
V b ^ - L L T " to speed up latecomers 
you am a n a 9er of a wholesale distributor of fashion cloth 
* ahnirf jate deliveries to the store 
sea up l a w w " " " _—ГТ^ыгю 
^ ^ ^ ^ - e e ^ J ^ Ä 
> are getting v e r y worried about late deliveries to to ^ d e ) j v e r y date 
r f d goods must be delivered within a ^ £ * ^ , i n e s . 
b u t fashion houses seem unable to respond to deaa 
Y o u are in the middle 
Which of 
• in the middle. 
* the following actions would most appealtoj^ r^rM^^ 
7 -T : ^r f^űsésare not gooo и j | ( m f o r m t h e m 0 f 
EipTaTn to the stores tha t^ r e i t i v T f p ^ ^ t n e y are running late, 
entitled to know when supplies are due, ev 
revised delivery times. ... _ H l o distribute these. You w,.l be less ag.ie 
c. 
entitled t  know when supplies are due, ev 
rev s delivery times. o u p e e d t 0 distribute these You will be less agile 
Ask for the goods two or three weeks before you 
and contemporary but more reliable. 
C. i_. а:, .л fact" 
and conte porary but ore re.iao.e. g o o d «те-кеерепз. t h a n 
Explain to stores that creative f shior, houses a ^ ^ t h e s e s o m e t , m e 
quality and their flair, stores must acc v 
a m Í C Í P a t e d - и v a premium for on-time - - ^ Д Я - А Й 
Tell the fashion houses that you w.11 Р Д • b o t h of these, stores 
keeping to re-scheduled promises, but ^ 
S ° d ° y 0 U " a cost your stores cannot aff £ The ^ ^ 
Tell the fashion houses that lateness *»<»*>efieSs and is automat.caiiy 
are willing to pay reduces with every day « 
one day after the due date. - ^ ^ m V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a n S W 6 r ' " 
w ? ° ^ T h e journalist and b ^ d f ó o T 0 " ^ f r ^ T ^ e d restaurants. A close 
VcnT^r . iHTweeklyreview on n e w у к 
f n e n ^ J ^ n ^ a ^ You have eaten there 
r estan r y o u r s h a s sunk all her savings in a new resta 
4oJ Í S П 0 9 0 0 d -
w°iJldyouact in this case? 
1 1 is no good. 
"o" you act in this case? She is worth more to 
'would praise the restaurant for my friend's sake an 
than articles about meals. w o u ( d p r o m J S e to return after early teething 
1 would have to write a truthful review but inи . f r j e n d 
'roub.es' were over In that interval. I would coach ^ ^ ^ M 
1 would make my criticisms as mild as poss.ble • " ^ ^ | Q m y n e w s p a p e r and my readers to 
1 would write a truthful review period. I have an ^ r e s p o n s i b l e . 
P r e i s e professional judgement. My fnend .s ^ ^ f ^ s n e n e e d s t 0 d 0 , 0 get 
' would postpone my review while I took time o ^ ^ re^w^ 
19ood review. After she improves, iwnn___ . ^ ^ p ^ T ^ i d answer) * — 
fron 7 (my a n s w e r ) : ^ — J S ^ ^ 
a 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . u.mrwlín-Tumer and Dr Fons Tromptnaar* 
b ^ r j h e r e s ^ ^ 
tiőn 8. Ways of w o r k i n g " _________ -z^7Zul Í№>^^ — 
One way is to work as an individual on my o* , performance of all 
as possible, with no one depending on me. ^ ^ ^ r e s p o n s i b l e for the pe 
Another is to work in a team * J * " j - contributing. member has a say in members and keeps them participating ana ^ ы е а с П mem 
Another is to work in a team. j joduoe new initiatives. ^ ^ ^ 
decisions, can count on others and can in ^ r e s p o n s ib i l . ty 
Another way is to make sure t n a ^ ' n d ' V v ' e r emphasised- w j l h i n a t e a m 
balanced, so that neither one becomes ove ^ b e m y own boss, bu. to 
A fifth is to work as an M№^™o1 my ideas-
validation for my views and ^ ^ ^ Z ^ r ^ T , 
^S^igfion 8 (my answer):^, 
m v boss at work only. Since he's been unlucky, i «»• 
P a i n t e d Professionally. 
I win к . K „ C C t« mv boss Both my family and I depend on his 
oon' h e P h i m Paint the house, because my boss .s my w j | | | Q O k a f t e r u s j n | ( j m 
g°°d will and instruction. Unless we take care of his neeu 
aspect is indivisible 
I tum not because I am obliged to. It is my time but I 
will help p a t n t n i s h o u s e because I choose to n g n d j n g n e m e r g e n C y y 0 u k n o w 
2 J Q'adly donate it, because these circumstances are excep 
"ho your real friends are 
. a i n t or ask to help my boss at some future time. On 
win offer to donate some money or some paint, о, s h o w i n g g o o d ш 
t f l l s coming weekend I have other plans which I intena to ™ y. 
9 w e e K e n a 1 n a v e
 e n a r e t i m e i outside of the work place to my boss 
if i<: unfair ant 
I do 
He 
• donate some money o r j j - , j n t e n d t 0 keep w . ^ 
weekend I have other plan time.outs.dof thewo P ^ 
. why I should contnbuteMJД"» 9 ^ m a u l h onty . 
is my b ss at work only a d shou - - ^ - ^ 1 ^ « ^ 
not see 
is y boss át ork only and shou.u - r ^ ^ y T -
«ven to ask me. _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ T w ^ d answer) 
-p- , •—níőVothers in my »** 
Question 9 (my a n s w e r ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ — 
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vou are quite pleased wtth the resui o y o u r i,Keiy1 
' c°mmunicated clear signs of apprecia" d ü r i n g d / n n e r ^ Г о Т о ^ й Т ь ^ * 5 , 
Professionally and personally. f y 0 U v v o u ^ - ^ ^ v ^ r k e d 0 ^ t u a l respect 
Hich of fhe fo,,owino mosf o l o s e ^ e ^ ^ , f l e d í o n and 
^ ^ Ь А » .ore аЫ ^ n e i t h e r o v e r d o 
details and signed the contract, у e f T l 0 t l 0 n s . 
overtly. r g n t l y show some P°s ^ b u S 1 ness 
» U ^ Ä * JUSt 5' ^  ^ f - ^ ^ ^ way , .ej - 3 
You would Keep the *~Jg&£ ** ° ° «ca 
panne, Affection jJJJ ^ > o - ^ d how J-jb-
Ä » Ä ^ a S t Have e j S ^ ^ 
You would clearly e x p r e ß j ^ J - l " 
your possible business p a r t n ^ ^ г г ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I even if they o b s t r u r t p ^ e s ^ 
Uaa5a=_Question 10 ( r n y _ a n J ^ ^ 8 ! g g ^ ° g 5 g g g ^ 
O/'C/) 
° n 11. The respect a person geßdepeno^_____ _ ^ - - ~ - - 1 Г - а ^ Г ^ 5^^^ , s t e w 
! h e potential which the company, ^ . í l ^ h i c h rnaKesyo u r f u t u r e ' ^ „ аЫе handicap or 
Seated, not so much what you accomp l i ^ ^ o v e r c o m e ^ ^ ^ 
tne actual performance of that person a t * ^ h a r d w o r k an e x p e c t a t ,ons about 
s°cial disadvantage with sufficient determ ^ ^ ^ | e a d t 0 esca 
5 е actual performance of that P^X^seWes. , „erson Motivated by their faith. 
h |s/her potential which in turn then fulfill g e e ,„ t h at person. 
t"e potential of the company, ^ 0 % S fulfills ^ ' n a c t ' ° . , n t h e job. You must 
^Pport and encouragement his/her potent ^ ^ ^ 
both that person's potential as es te ted У t h e m W ^ l ^ ^ g ^ ^ -
t r e a t people with respect, but a l s o c h a ^ _ _ ^ 
tjpn 11 (my a n s w e r ^ — J ^ = = ^ 
"'ted Notion s 1998 
Question 12. Speed or Timing? •^sbTwprő^^ ' 
some managers were arguing about the best w 
when these were needed. v / e v V ? ____ r ^ g r t i c ^ o ^ a t you can out 
H f^ch of me folding best describesyo^ 
^ ~ ^ s l ^ ^ **" ~ D o i n 9 » » taster resuUs ,n c o l ^ o , accept that sometimes projects are ^ t , m e 5 . ^ 
•Just-in-time-to customers is the Key tos 
exhaustion, rushed work. 
'J st-i -ti 1 t  c st rs i  tn  кеу .« 
exhaustion, rushed work. time-to-market. The faster jobs are done 
"t is crucial to speed up operations and shorten11 e ^ { h e r e l a y r a c e . 
- one r you can pass the baton to f « . ^ ^ й — 
it is crucial to speed up operations and *^  orten t h ^ ^  t a | k m g a n d re.atmg 
tighter schedules and faster delivenes waste m o r e p r o c e s s e s overiap 
. -harter cycle um«». 
'Just-in-time' to customers is the key to snon ^ 
simultaneously the more time saved. 
:ion 12 (my answer):**. 
d | f i c u l t Í t h a t h e is in pretty good shape, but you 
и 1 1 1 0 diagnose. ' , 
* act in this case? ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ 
^ t h e l i ^ ^ both obligat-on, 
t i t l e d to special consideration. Somehow i m h e a n h . T h a i : s w y 
< — record any doubts of questions < contract 
Mula tó , A good friend would see ini • < > ^ d ; ^ J ^ ^ S t m ask 
' r e c o r d any doubts or questions I h *e ^ o f h.s 
2'Pulates, but I'd go beyond this to help У , N A V E 
t 0 b e i r ,sured. h n t h inSurance and ^ b e t h a t 
Ш support a persona, friend 
generally positive health is good enu a o f m y d o u b t s 
4 must 
His  
certain. —•мни. to know 1 1 1 et him m 5 U I 
1 must support a personal friend who n e e - s ^ l < ^ ^ ^ 
a r e justified. After we'd m a d e s u r j * * ^ ^ 
13 (m\ 
The 
Option 14. Who m a o T í f ^ ^ ^ 
l^rted upside down and as а г е 5 и ! Ч Ш е plant director about whicn 
T h e cost of this is high. You have askea x v ^ a p Q ] o g i s e d . 
amazed when the director cla.med not a n d t h e w h 0 l e group 
o n t P r i responsibility he toia у who,e workgroup has a c « P , d r e s p ^ ^ ^ Ä ^ 
wonder what you should ao 
э ' е work group has accepicu .w-,.-
nder what you should do. T " l ^ r l S e l Ä d T Ä r l h e groups protection 
You need to insist on knowing who the си'Р™ w 
and serious errors of this kind may be repea . ^ r e s p o n s J b | e . Its members know, better 
You can leave the culprit to be s u P e ^ i s e n d 0 7 n eeded°more support. 
than you, whether the culprit let them down d e c j d e P e r h a p s D O t h 
и k.« hoir) responsible is u | n i w 
Whether a group or individual should & P™e (riddle vtay. 
should be made to share the blame, LOOK responsible. The group has more power 
You can leave the culprit to be s u P e ™ f . d d 0 ^ «• 
to control that individual than you have so ^ ^ ( q p u n j s h { h e j n d J v j d t J a i but to 
You need to insist on knowing who the culpnt was ^ 
discover what is happening in t h e ^ e a n r ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i d j n l w e r ) a, 
QUjs"tion 14 (my a n s w e r j ^ ^ J Q ^ E ^ 9 - — 
fvourorg***0"' 
К one о, „ese tfve 
S a ; t : I P - task — . he leans too 
problems as these arise. He acts t e helper and 
Л good manager is ^ g^~*"m or she sets g o * P — - a . allocates 
far in either direction, h.s/her d o n e . не or 
Л goo, manager is а ^ £ , # 5 * 0 - - " ° o a l , da,a. -asKs and p e ^ a n c * 
A good manager pays « J * * ^ . . He/she sets goals, pro 
Part of these improving process ^ ^ d one._ H e . n u 0 U S flow. 
A nnnrt тапяпйГ ÍS Э рвГ50П WhO^  
9 S f c s ' measures resu/fs and let* „ 
p a ^°° d /"anager pays c/ose attention to work flow that y v — . 
 i i  proces es. 
t a s ?°° d manager is a person who gets the job done. He/she sets goals, provides data, allocates 
^^neasures results, yet all become aligned in a continuous now. 
others in my organisatipn would answer) " c S i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.Question 15 (my answer^ 
игр 
based on the research of Dr Charlese Hampden-tumer and Dr font Tromp+nur* 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - — - — - - - — » _ » _ _ _ _ _ , 
I i n 9 you feel very insulted because your business counterpart lo\ú you your proposal was crazy 
winy you jeei very insuueu ucw"- -
you reacf? ---•""^саи^ёПг!^^ seen as a sign or 
1 would not show that they had hurtVinsuKed me 
weakness and would make me more vulnerable m e s s a g e , h e 
• itaH <?n that my counter?3,1 y . emotional upset in the 
I would show clearly that I was insulted so tna ^  ^ c o n l r o | . e v e n greater em 
clarity of my message would allow me to о 
"Лиге .. . . . . .relationship This would allow me to future 
, c p t h a t would spoil our relationsn P j { г д ( п е г 
' would not show that I was hurt because toat wo e n t м he mightea, 
'«er tell my counterpart how much I was hurtJ* o u f b u S i n e S s relat-o P 
show my emotions when there is more chance xo ^ ^ ^ ^ h e | p b u t n e i t her does 
1 would show my upset in a controlled manner. h l r t i n e s s 
swallowing your emotions. , m v ^ e r p a r t got the message If business 
' wou,d show clearty that I was insulted so tha ™ e ^ r j h e ^ ^ 
Partners cannot behave ^ 2 ! ! ! ! ^ . . Г ^ М ^ ! ^ ^ " 
!stion 17, 
>~o7ie 
^ ^ V o ^ n e n ; are they difterer 
^^befollowing statements do you find most convincing ?, 
women are different from men and must be accorded special attention and respect Not unt,i they 
C O n S)ut /o" S W ' " № e y S U f p n S e т е П a n d W ° m e n a , ' k e ^ a c c 0 m p ' ' S f , m e n , S a n d d l s , m c , | v e 
the"? 0 m u s t b e 9iven equal opportunities with men to accomplish the same tasks and be treated 
pr*j*Sdway- ,n the pasi-different freatmeni has a,ways 0 ,nfenor and 
t^en must be given equaJ opportunities with men to accomplish the same tasks art be treated 
JJJ seme way. Yet their resulting contributions may well prove to be different and this d,versity 
ust be valued. 
Women • orded special attention and re: 
they ' —"vvwa traps 
must be given еч и е " ~ r r - . . . ie way. Yet their resulting contnbution* 
' valued. , , fecial attention and respect To assume 
. b e accorded specie <» t r a p s t n e m in to man­
nen are different from men and must be a e n t n u s j a s m and success P 
'hey can play masculine 'games' with the 
^ade cultures. . ^ u a | , 0 them, and in other respects d.fferen 
a c men and equal w championing whether 
w °men are in some respects the samei as men w h j c n c o m e s from 
a nd also equal We must avoid the urn 
sameness or difference excU^vely^ ^-^p^f^ZTZ^ answer) * — 
S e ^ 
— — ~ e d a i the top of the 
Question 18. Top down or Ь * ™ ^ ^ - ^ ^ emerge from the 
^ ^ a T l e l ^ locally, or whethe 
corporation and cascaded down to & e ' m s p ^ h the customer. 
9fass roots and from successful interlace ^ ^ ^ ^ c h ' ő T m e ^ 
^ch0f the following best describesyo^ initiatives by 
No one d e a l i n l ^ h l ^ ^ strategy 
s t r a t e g y . 
Ь. T o ье a .eader is to J j H * „ w h l C h o f t hese 
intelligence we can mobilise, w о ^ ^ j s to find out w ^ 
.mplementation. a s t r a tegy о sort ^ ,„ a b s t r a c t 
c No one dealing with customersis* D e v l S i n g ou 
strategies work, which don t^  ana a | j d e p e n d s o n 
downwards only spreads confusion^ b o t t o m up 
* ho too down anu information and Some strategies need о be t o p , n e e x p e n s e in t | ) e s e и 
projeo. or partioular Strategiei* ^ it to subordinates 
T o be a ieader a — f t " ' 
intelligence we can тот»» 
Cllítfimor noeH 
е. 
intelligence we can mobilise, w V - - — - p w ^ w e T T * . 
customer need. ^~---^^m^^^^B^=' 
- -^z— 
Question 18 (my answer}^^—• 
However, such rigid terms are too oni rrivPred bv it We 
mutuality have the flexibility to survive. ^ g n d t h e l e g a | system covered by 
A contract is a function of both the underlying ^^ement of ortginal intent. 
snou.d split the difference. H is ^ ^ c t , then terms must be 
A contract symbolises the undertyje s p i r i t of that со 
Where circumstances transform had nsen ^ 
^negotiated to preserve the relat.onsh.p ^ { e m i S the w o ^ ^ 
A contract is a contract. It ^ n s £ J ^ ^ W l however, cons 
would not be crying, nor should they. _ -
terms would help offset their l o s s e s ^ _ _ _ Z*nisation would a n s w e r ) » — 
" 'Zhers in m^S^^^ 
« . _ fhow om^^^^^^ 
^Question 19 (my ansv^^^^^1 
^ ^ ^ ^ I «. HampdcnjumerjalPi f<»» Trompenaars 
^ ^ h ^ a ^ ^ o f rnore creativil© 
Y°ur organisation is emphasising the i m P o r t a n C * ? Г ^ ^ Г с Т е ^ ^ ^ 
can you enhance f h e p e r f o r ^ ^ support » * • « " 
— —-—i^tosuPP0 1 я culture oi ^ 
motivate members of the team c r e a t i n g ^ t n e 
other. The real leverage comes ^ ^ c r e a t i v l l y 
P e r S ° n S - m to value their own .nd Q f s u g g e st ions. 
motivate members of the tearr to g e ,n,t.at ^ ^ n d . 
group never to dampen enthus.asm, o f , a S est ^ ^ m | d d l e g r 0 u 
motivate members to be K ^ « Я any ."nd use 
nor discouraging lest ideas dry up a encou^e »rjd ^ w l l l i n g to tolerate 
motivate members of the team l ° S ^ 0 s how-off i e a m s n 0 u l d act 
other.. The real scarcity is not thos ^ ^ c h a m p , o n o f 
constructively. t h e i r own ^ f o f i m p, ementat-o ^ 
motivate members of the teamAo ^ a test ^ ^ Г Г 
as a sounding board, a construct ^ T ^ w o u l d answer) 
originality. _ ^ 
- a auunaing ооага, a w i w — 
g l 3 l i t y - - ^ 7 — ^ n ^ d answer)^, 
ihow others m my « » 
Question 20 (my answer) :*—__\ = = = = ====»^^ 
^ Ж ^ Г ^ ^ and tools wh.ch 
^ o n j a n l s a M o n l s ^ a T y P ^ a r . Tas^s, jobs. w a y 
intelligent connections w i t h o n a a n d k „, an a n ( j p a , d ,or 
are defined based on people s pot fUnct 0 a „ d ^ { q m e a C h other 
An organisation is a syste - rk .ng Ä 
are hired to fulfill these but not ^ , re,at.ons P ^ t a s k s i n t 0 wh.cr 
the tasks they perform. It » p i e * * ^ shared^ ^ a n d ,nd 
An organisation is a Q ^ r & o W n 0 t 
Effectiveness depends on thos d the 
labours are applied. j a , a n d p a ^ 1 a n d ne.ther sho ^ a y p e o p l e 
each other. Change in either rforrn tun1 a n d owe m w r,ose 
An organisation is a s y s t e J ^ A ' S ^ I * * 8 
are híed to fulfill these fundions a r e des-9 T ^ ^ r l ^ -
the tasks they perform. ^ a e d . — - ~ " ^ ^ i s a t i o n w ° i i ^ ' 
depends on the r e l a t i o n s h ^ 0 ^ ^ 
( h o w j t f ^ * * * * " ^ 
. ^ Q u e s t i o n 21 ( j n y r a n s w e r ) ^ ^ ^ 
b. 
the elder, despite the latter's expend^. ••-
Phasing out the elder staff. ^ W e n e e d n 0 ( J u S t 
The senior gave more years and more loyaiiy- w n e d t 0 l e a v e behind a legacy and nurture 
but coaches and judges of achievements, peopie 
excellence in others organisation. If you threaten to displace 
The senior gave more years and more 1°У а^ 1 0 l e s ( } J rivalSi not pupils and cease to mentor 
him/her with younger people, then he/she win :> 
them and develop their talents. performance within their age range It 
seniority does not prevent managers being, promoted J ^ ^ [ f y | 0 c o m b m e Ш п t h e s e 
follows that seniority and ability are partly conv 
approaches in any promotion policy. ^ { h e m o s l o b j e ct ive. fairest and up-
Performance in the job is the only important to mentor youngeroeople so let 
to-date since challenges are constantly changing,Д 
't be 'performance' we value and reward. 
it be 'performance' we v a U j e j j n o r ^ ~\^r^n ^ n u l d answer) * — 
^ frowotoersjn™l2l2^ 
J3i Question 22 (my a n s w e r ) - * ^ ^ ^ 
^________---r- n - a7^uTcker delivery 
by using a customer focused po» _ 
""eulUnts disagreed. ^ . - - - - - - А Г а п а ^ п ^ г Г г к о и г д а to 
* * * p o S / t o n , c,osesttoy^ schedule too and change 
A pull strategy is best J jc juse ^ < ^ cost, eic. 
converge upon the customer о e S 0 f spe customer » a j c h a n g e h l S 
their minds about the relative ao ^ ^ p h e r ^ ^ o m e r may. 
A push strategy is best b £ ^ * e d f n « * ^ are calculable ^ ^ ( o 
costs, quality and t h e ° П 9 7»he customer heps u s £ 
mind, but then the costs for alt en g* $ q * № . С ^ t h e i r r e q u ^ 
A combination of push ^ J ^ ^ * * " " " a n d » Ä you do I h 
push our products and we tell the p p , e r ^ y 0 U p r o m 
A push strategy is best, b e ^ f % e d in M a n d permits resources to 
coSs, quality f n d s p e c k s » f f $ y o u r r e c o ^ ^ J U ' i i and pushing hard 
time, then you cannot be faun ^ c u s t o m e r j j £ „ w h e n 
A pull strategy is best, because в T h c U s t o T j ^ f r 
converge upon the customerо> e x p e ^ ^ - ^ ^ w c 
may aet him too early and ai 
Notion^  'uuuriS 
Question 24. Freedom o r S o c i a l C o n t r ^ ^ f r e e dom or to confer 
^ Ä p of managers venwmito**^™™" W° * 
benefits upon their social environments. ^ ^ ^ orJentation? 
^nich of the following opiruons^ on someone else's 
" I work for increaled l re ido7n~a^^ s o c i a , control. 
favours and to free myself as far as possible ^ ^ w h e r e , s u c c e e d m t h l S . 
I work principally to benefit ^ ^ n d e n c e I o t h e r s ^ 
they gladly grant me all tne r r e e u ^ ^ ( c a n m a k e mysei. 
I work for increased freedom fonf J^ tTy ?n my own ways. 
my own terms and contribute to soc.eiy ^ ^ a n d m y ^mpany, P 
.work principally to ^ i S & ^ ^ ' T Z ^ ^ «™«* me selfishness and much prefer .t to being f a m i | y ..company) 
Sometimes it means ^ ^ - f i c e does not lead 
Frequently it means that sen » r n T ^ i w e r ) * 
opposite is also true. —- = - m\i Of 
Question 24 (my ans_yer]___ 
^veTal managers w r e l i ^ u s s i r ^ c l o s e 
of the successful enterprise. _ _ - - - - - - 7 - i r Ä s 7 w 7 t h whom one 
^ioh alternative is c/osesf to У о и Г ^ ^ ^ not the competitive 
must compete in order to succeeo. A t t e m p t s b y m a j o r 
should be allowed to dominate. s u c c e s s f u l e ^ o m y ^ ^ 
Competition is the collusion against one ^ t h j s m v 0 | v e s 
parties to co-operate usually end n 0 m о 
Competition is the supreme e d a , m m 8 k e s 
serving customers better than our / j £ g p e * 0 " 3 ' interests 
Co-operating ^ and competing for self-
companies fiercely competitive e v a | u e . r _ 
advanc*mentissenous^y^^ 
Question 25 (riry^answerj:^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ —• page 13 
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Que; t o manage change ? , 
convince people that change is inevitably and irresisuu у 
0 r be trampled by the energy of rivals. _ ^ o r g a n j s a t J o n w , ih an lasting purpose 
search for and discover key continuities in our work• j v e p e rf 0rmance 
and legacy has no fear of change but exceeds у ^ performance, through wh.ch 
convince people that change is inevitably anci irresisti у 
w e learn to express our purpose and lasting les* J- | f ^ o r g anisation changes too 
convince people that as everything changes^ ^ t u r e s internally. 
slowly it loses touch with customers, too fast ana ^ o r g a n J S a t ion with a lasting sense of .ts 
search for and discover key continuities in o u r ^ * u r r y . 
finds tranquility, while all aroundjjhaseji --—r^^^ ^ 
y^r^!^79 b e s t describes your view of the value of feedback regarding business operations 
^dback ic—j r ' 
'O correct о V , t a ' ' w e 0 3 0 measure deviation from our strategy, reduce this systematically 
P e e d r e r r o r s and by zeroing in, retain initiative. 
°Ur orin?nJ,S v i t a l s o 'hat we can listen to our customers, advance their aims, and adapt to chance 
'У'па/ course 
0 r trance v , i a ' so that we can measure deviation from our strategy, and either conect our aim 
F e e ^ f 0 r m t h e strategy itself. 
danced th V í t a í S 0 m a f w e can listen to our customers and discover how their aims couia be 
^ a through transforming our own. 
changeQback i s v i t a l because we can use it in different ways in different situations, either to 
Marginally or to totally re-orient ourselves. 
-*bors in my organisation would answer) 
Iback is vital because we ^ o U r s e l v e s . ^ ^ _ _ _ _ - - - - — 
ie marginally or to t o t a l r y ^ o n ^ ^ 
7; Thow thersj^j: 
=5Hl s 4[o j i27Jmy_^^ 
J n i t * lNorio ns 1998 
Question 28 What kind of^taUiS? ^ e i s ^ a l i T o ^ ^ 
There are different grounds for *<wrtiW&™*ffie social system. 
doing or on what qualities are attributed to him/her у 
Which of the following is closest to yorrownvi^^ seniority. 
— ^ T ^ ^ T w n T h T ^ Í 2 S ^ Ä Ä ^JSSO„Mi« i n you and expects of 
age, position and their level оf r e s p ^ w h a t t h e corporat 
achievement and leadership performance Yet 
y o u . h.allv accomp i e u - л „ , a „ r i h u i e allowing 
m m * * * * * * , s h e d n i s * e , p n a n c e v , 
, „ has actually « ^ J ^ l n e n t attribute, allo^ng 
Status is a matter o f ^ 5 ™ ^ ™ ^ Г over time this deserved reputation^ ^ m o r e a c n ieveme T h e m Q r e r e c e n t , h e 
•« hp rpnewed and enaDn 
• Status is a atter of wh at tn* - t h e penwn .« ;j occur 
over time this deserved reputedif m o r e aChieveme ^ | h e 
success to be renewed and enabling
 o f
t f u r n t challenges. Ach.evement ,s 
A successful track record is the onlylej f * „ « ^ S ^ u n d . 
• «ho hptter and tne »• ^mes from a i>"' _ _ l k . . r ^ „ ^ н о л . seniority, 
 t  b e r e n e e u « . . . . « a t p source v . , „rri к the only legitimate sou , c n a nen őri у r e ( e v a n t „ , s w. k r o u n d . 
achievement the bett r . I toeJd°ua, comes from a humbe ^ 
especially significant when the indiv o f employees t o o c c a s J o n o r 
F Status should inhere within t h e ^ ^ А ^ - " í f m 0 S t ^ ^ 
age. position and the leve of£g>ns ^ j n t n n S l C wort 
just because of recent success _ e n t attributes Some people 
accomplishments). j t o f a n employee s p e ^ ^ ^ ^ a n d o t h e r s 
e Success at work is sometimes; not oW rt. others 
transform their reputation by accomp ^ 
^ show them. ггтТГТгГп 
^ Question 28 (my_answer]^. 
= = = = = = = = = = * S = = = Ä = S i ^ ^ r^théT^prőfitability or ongoing 
Q u e s t .on29.TheRoleofFeedba<* w e r e t n e Ы5х way of 
^keholder relationships, most especially 
Monitoring organisational effectiveness. ^ a f / o / ^ j ^ПО^Гаь5л corporate 
^ ^ e M o v w ^ out of a relationship. 
^ " F e e d b a c k ^ t ^ ^ o s e ^ g ^ ^ 
effectiveness. Its value e g ^ u s ^ ^ p n m e i n d i c a t 0 r s of 
not what is staked or contnbuted r e| a t,onsn 
A combination of V « * * * ^ . „ o f corporate ^^»Z£££ effectiveness of the onjemseW ^ ^ ? ^ n o n of a ^ { h e v a l u e of all act.v 
Profitability or shareholder ^ Ы д и 0 о 5 measure, 
distills in one precise and
 T , M E L Y SГ the quality of these 
o^r.stakeholders. relationships e ^ j e ^ 1 Q рз у profits, the q 
Feedback within close c g o m ^ g e n e r a t e the e f f e c ( i veness, because it 
effectiveness. Because cu» . j | j t y . f corporate ei business 
relationships anticipates p r o f é i ^ e n o n ^ ^ w o r k s f 0 r capita 
Profitability or shareholder v a l u e i g u 0 U S measu . ^ - j -
proclaims in one precise and ^ - r ^ i s ^ ^ answer, — 
exists to enrich individual own 
Question 29 (my ar 
(how < 
« г 
И — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ _ „ | ш ) , п Тппгг"_ "г F o n s Trompenaars 
A ^ c Ä ^ ^ form of the contract 
^learning for key services. According to tne s p e c l f i e d . 
this i n . . : . - . : — ' ч m 0 0 f the minimum financier 
вд о consultant, a poienuei - t h e stanoaiu 
gleaming for key services. According to tne s p e c l f i e d 
К invitation doesn't meet the minimum finánca 
I ^ a r would you do in this situation ? 
wu'" у — 1 — : 
;—^T innn térni corporate effectiveness .s to go for the 
Sign the contract. The best way to gam long term 
develoDment of relationships with customers.. 
P P relationship means payment .s requ.red for 
Get out of the relationship with the client. A busine» 
services rendered ^ ^ r e | a t j 0 n s n i p W ( t n c ( i e n t s . „ е п 
Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose, в » у 
in cases where you earn less. ^ ^ defined by a process of continuing 
Continue to negotiate. Better customer re^tions^ips^ o r g a n J $ a t J o n j n c ( u d ( n g j n c o m e . 
interaction. Through this, you will gam from ^ a s k j n g f Q r ^ 
Try to find a deal that is between what your Cent and your 
business, requires compromise^____ ^nTsTtion would answer) * 
"Question 30 (my a n s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L ^ L 
yil^ onSI^ Projectscheduling g o n e . m a n year budget and one person 
a i o ^ e managing two similar projects for which you have 
v , / / ^ a t e r/j/s oersor? to the pro\ects^____ - — — - r " ^ B j n the second half of the 
T^Hthen work on pruje^ 
—- managing two s i m i w i — 
ocated _ _ _ _ _ • 
""rt'ofthe year w 
Finish project A in the first pan { h e e x c j t e r n e n t of project 
У е а Г - n e both projects in Parage'-
Take the full year to manage ^ a n d i n l e r a c l l 0 „ 
management even if it is stressful economies throug^ ^  ^ 
Manage both projects in PJjf- ^ p l e t e both before в ^ ^ c o m p I e | e d 
between both projects to attempt rience gamed m oro 
Start project A and take advantage о ^ ^ ^ ^ | o ^ d o n e j n t h e 
before the end of the year. ^ g e e w n e t he r proj* 
I would start to manage projetíI A an j ^ j o ^ ^ 
tetter stages of c o ^ e ^ 
Question 31 (my ansv^^^^^^—=*s==s===" 
Notions^ 
SECTION IV: CONTEXTDATA 
7 __ _, K I I "^iHTvvTiTh^us give you and 
ail such data is captured -— aTe^sTioTToTtime I 
You are free to skip parts of this section ^ á ] c a t e d previously 
your group more constructive f " e e d b a c * n " _______ 
anonymously and is^_oJ____2___--L-^^ 
!jgti0" 1 - W " a t h 6 0 o r o v e r 
Question 2. What is your age group? 3 5 . 3 9 , t^J3_J___ 
a. less than 2 0 > _ 2 _ _ 2 _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ 
- . « , « n r i « « b . 1 l y e a r S l c l J — 
I years or more 
с 12 d 
a . 1 0 y e a r s o r l e s s _ r ^ m ^ r ^ ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 1 ^ Г 5 Г Т 5 ^ ^ 1 
Q ^ s l i o T T Ä ^ ^ 
•— T^Tariufacturing, С Л 1 " 
a.human resources, b.manu 
g.technical, 
a.human resources, b.manu computing, m other 
g. technical, r a , m a n a g ^ r n e n ^ 
h. administrative, i - ' ° 9 i s _ _ _ _ _ f ? ! - ^ ^ 
•— -rrzT^ness of you' ü » r r - _ ^ ^ C l o t h i n g , g с a.Academic, b . Ä ^ a c e ^ k . n g ^ d , G o v e r nment , m.Hea 
h.Construction, i.Electronics, j - 0 0 • V e h i c les s Petroleum Refining 
equipment ^ q.Mining. r - M o o r ^ x.Soaps/Cosmet.cs 
o.Management Consuitmg, P-M > i s h i n g / P nn t i ng , w . R u b £ P 
t.Pharmaceuticals, u.Photograph-c. j j ^ ^ • 
y.Telecommunicafion^zTe^iles, 
^ ^ m a t kind of work *y°^Z--Tr-7Zi ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • I am not a manager and I wo* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e i n an office. 
I am not a manager and I do not work m< 
1 a manager of people who are not manag ^ _____________ 
^ m a n a g e r of at least o n e _ o t h e ^ _ ^ ' ^ s e c r e , a r y . non-graduate 
^ Ж ^ ^ d ( g r aduateaccountant,awyer 
S k for which normally no h-ghJJ ' e v e isrequ.red (gradu 
antant etc) a first line manager ^ p r o f e 5 s iona l tram 
J j * for which normally some ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ( u n s k i l , e d or sem,-
• " 
e s t i °n 7. if you answered 'c' in question 6 r e q _ j r e d (^skilled or semi-
4°e? f 0 r » h i <» normally no vocational training ban on-th С Г' ars of vocational training * Wired (s.lled worker. techn,aan. 
4 - о f o r w n i c h normally up to four years of voce 
7*orl?duate engineer, nurse etc) e t C ) 
< ^ o r which some (graduate e n g " i e e _ : _ ^ 
(c> Unit Notions 1998 
Question 8: How many years have you lived abroa ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a. 0 or very l i t t l e ^ - 3 y e < ^ — 
Question 9: What is your religion ? f c h r i s t i a n 
g.Buddhist, h.lslam. | > « п а ^ 6 и п ^ ^ 
^ ^ n f Kjrth but for some people 
Question 10. Your nationality ш b e your country о 
Wba, „ y o u r n a t i o n * ? « e c u - Ш I -
Spending on their childhood and later у ^ ^ dependingl  T U P — 
*ease indicate the с о и Ш т ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 
r^TföTánsvveTto^^ summary sheets provided 
Thank you for e r s 0 n the sumrri у ^ 
p . t h e d a t e of the workshop and аИо и ь е г ^ , „ y 0 u r response 
P |ease, enter your name, the date oi fi|e. к е т . , 
otherwise we cannot prepare your perso 
.Confidentially. . " 
United Notions 1998 
Situation 
1.) The car and the pedgstoan, 
2 j Jobs in your orgardzation. 
p . ) What is important? 
6.) How to speed up ja^comers 
2J The Journalist andbadfogj 
JLjWays of worl 
i.-) Painting the house_ 
Л0-) Expressing emotionsjjyerüy. 
j l ) The respect the person 
12 J Speed or Ti 
Insurance andJiejdth_ 
serious 
УСТ 
Щ Who made 
Щ A"good 
error? 
Í I - ) Women: are th 
Bottom 
^Letter 
f ^ l j b e quality of work 
g ^ i e C p n c e p t of Co 
j ^ P u g h o r p u l l ? 
ij^llrpedom or Social Contribution^ 
h^äCompetiuon or Cooperation" 
^ l i j o w to manage change9 
^ i T j i e value of Feedback 
^IJ^hatkbd of status? 
g ^ I h e R o l e of Feedback 
j ^ - I I > g contract 
^ ^ P r o j e c t schedi 
Context Data 
of work 
^ N u m b e r of ye 
ylRgligion 
^ N a t i o n a l ! 
« 
Normák és értékek 
1 «ncüvel Ön az üzleti életben találkozhat. 
••адш. ivias Keraesc 
hogyan viselkedne. evében" hogyan viselkedne Ön az 
alternatívak közül a saját megítélése mi lenne a leggy 
viselkedésnek), másrészt mit gondol, 
legelfogadottabb, viselkedési forma. _ m c g e l ö z ö kérdeseire 
Amikor válaszol a kérdésekre, pr 
Nincs jó vagy rossz válasz. Anukor 
adott feleleteitől függetlenül dönteni. 
1 oost Biztosan rúdja, hogy a 
1. Az autós és a gyalogos Л е л Л Ь ^ ^ ^ Л ^ ^ ^ Л 1 а е в Р ^ 
% közeli barátjával egy k ^ j ^ c r f v * * * ^ íogy az autó nem men' 
barátja legalább 70 km/órás eskü ^ ^ у с Ш menekül meg. Az 
sebesség. Az ügyvédje azt * ^?g* t í» 
gyorsabban, mint 50 km/óra, акког 
esetnek nincs más 
szemtanuja. J- „ A bíróság előtt nem iog 
l Mmdenkinek k ö t e l e s s é g e e l tőlem ^ ^ j , ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^núskodni. Ezt egy ^ b f ^ t a n ú k é n t ^ ^ m i n d e n anyag» es erko 
b- Mindenkinek kötelessége, ho©. ^ d o k o l o m пей, idegenekből 
o v i v a l a barátomnak, hogy ezt meg* ^ ^pulo, .deg 
^gadok, amit csak tudok. f o n t o sabb. b a n próbálnám c ; A bajbajutott barát mindennel fonto ^ ^ o g a t n t ^ _ d o t L Azonb^P ^ fontosabb. ^
, и ; * 1 _ , , _ l ö t L Azonban próbált 
J Т ь ф ^ о П b a r á t » « S * 1 Í - - o n f T h e t e n 
aíló bíróság előtt inkább . b ^ ^ o g a t m ^ « ^ ^ 1 de nem lehet 
*• A bajbajutott barátomat f ^ 7 b a r á t s á g u ^ ш е Ш a megeng 
Meggyőzni, hogy erősítse i n e g u g ^ ^ g y o r s a b 
e- Azt fogom vallani, hogy a °<" 
JÓI U t _ : 1 X -R< 
3. A legjobb munkakörnyezet munkakörnyezet hogyan befolyásolja 
Az embereknek különböző véleményük van arról hogy 
a. Olyan emberekkel dolgozom, akik szeme;y ^ 
vagyok, mind a szervezeten belül, nund. ^ barátok 
b lko l légák elismerik a munkárnat, m e g ^ S p c s o l a t jó hatassa! van a 
с A kollégák személyesen ismernek, es ^ 
munkateljesítményre. _ , v p £ y v é n i problémára, de nem minden ese 
d- A kollégáim tekintettel vannak nehany egyem p 
ezt el tőlük , l o o z o m , elismerik a munkámat, ezért az egyem 
e- Azok az emberek, akikkel együtt dolgo^m, eus 
Problémáim megoldásában is segítem man«,. 
4- Felháborodás kimutatása a ^n^J^m5bb Önre? ^ ^ b a n . 
Az alábbi viselkedések közül melyik ahg* £ ^ *& része kerül a 
a- Nyíltan kimutatom a, rivef^ £ m ki, így « * * * * * * " * ^ 
b- A felháborodásomat visszafogottan . e l m e k kimutatásának és 
Színre. , n f f l a t H m C s semmi értelme az erzeim 
с Magamban tartom a 
felháborodáson^. - s j ( J 5 t 
ráadása kornmunikációt is ^ ^ o d á s o r n a t , hogy kesobb kedve 
d- Kezdetben magamban tartom а шги» g ^ funkciója, amit 
^ j a k kimutatására. ^ n t n Az érzelmeknek is meg 
e- Nyíltan kimutatom a f e M b o r o c ^ o m ^ . 
facionálisan nem nagyon lehet megmar 
5 . M i , f . „ t o s 7 ., я ь ^ » * " * * * * * " 1 
^ alábbiak közül melyik válasz auij önmagam _ . 
^ életben a legfontosabb dolo& hogy m e g v a l o s ^ ^ n r e is maradjon .dorn es 
J- a munkárnat elvégezzem, ^ f ^ o z , hogy * m u n k a n „ . 
b- épp elégendő munkát végezzek el ahn ^ t e l j c s í t m e n y c m által 
f az^Trntkát, amit el kell ^ S ^ ^ ^ S ^ f e d j e m , még ha a világ 
f°8lalkozni, mert ennek sernrm & * ^ ь ennek megtel 
e; felfedezzem, hogy ki vagyok valójában, 
e k özben sikertelennek is könyvel ei-
ч 
6. Hogyan lehet a késéseket ^küszöbölni. 
Ön egydivatáru nagykereskedelmi « i f « ^ nem tudja tartani az igert hatandoke. 
M o s ó b a n nagyoTaggasztják a k é s e d e l m e ^ ^ h e t n e k egy hémél többe, az «ett 
kiskereskedőkig A divatiparban a ^ . ^ T b b pontosságot követelnek, de a drvathaz 
s z á m t á , i i d ő P o n t h o z k ^ e s t A ^ 
(tervező), úgy látszik, nem képes enneK megi 
Ön e két fél között áll. . „^и^аЪЬ Önnek? . h a l i r i ( i 5 s 
Az alábbiak közül melyik lépés a / ^ S v divatházaknak nem ? ^ ^ ™ 1 Г 
a. Elmagyarázom a kiskereskedőknek, hogy ^ ^ a szalütmany, meg ha késik 
munka, de a kiskereskedőknek mdmuk keli, n _ j • 
É r t S m őket az átütemezett határidőről 
b. Két-három héttel azelőtt ^ e l O T h ^ b í Z ó leszek, mert be tudom tartam 
leszek olyan gyors és naprakész, azonD ^ tudják a határidőket 
batáridőket. . h n 0 V a kreatív clrvathazak nem ^ № е к уа^ы^цк 
с Elmagyarázom a ^ ^ Ä ^ ^ S clörcjclczrck. 
betartani. На jó minőséget és egyem darabo t a r ^ nrm 
*ell azt a kockázatot, hogy a s z á ^ » ^ f o k é r t , ^ ^ X T L k e r e s k e d ö k 
4 A divatházaknak prémiumot ígérek a pontos ^ ^ m e g f e l e l m , akkor 
átütemezett határidők betartásáért, de rw maguknak a 
Jogosan állnak el a vásárlástól, ЩУ «ив- pereskedők nem enge; a z a z 
^Megmondom a drvatházaicnak, hatandó иШ п а р т о ! ^ ^ 
késekből származó költségeket. Az щеп ^ feemi, es nap 
*hit még hajlandó vagyok és ők is hajlandó 
autornatikusan lemondjuk a rendelési 
t meg újonnan null 
J Az újságíró és a rossz ebéd t e c i kkeket jelen e ^ j t e n i e , hogy új 
On újságíró egy olyan újságnál, a m * * £ ^ a n n ^ ^ ^ e g e l é g e d v e . 
permekről. Egy közeli barátjának epp ш ^ egyáltalán nem 
;Jennct nyisson. Ön ott ebédelt, de j z i u e l t e k i n t e n é k mindenféle negaüv 
^Rvei» v ö e t o A . ebben az ^rftoffl J ^ . ^ S T 
a- Elismeréssel írnék az étteremroU bara ^ u jsagcö^ ^ a z étterem mar 
j e g y z é s t ő l . A barátom ffl«i^.^ a barátomnak, hogy jobb 
J; Őszinte leírást adnék az e « f ^ f o z b e n ÖÚeteinunel segit« 
^őt te a "gyermekbetegségeit". 1 4 * 0 * « e s megemlítenem, hogy az 
le§ven az étterem kritikusan íme* az , , 
C- A lehető legenyhébb formában, de kn ^ fc o ^ i m n a ^ l 
peremnek van jövője. 
p , « l tartozom a / " J - f e l n 5 t t e m b e r e s e 
f • Őszinte cikket írnék az é « «emrobь ^ е и п Ь е п . A bar 
Чк>ЪЬ szakmai tudást várják el tőlem ^ s * c r t U 
^do skodn i . _ ^ e l h a l ^ z t a n á m e g y ^ ^ ^ j o l e t t , megtrnam a cikket. 
• ^ e m írnám meg a cikket, ^ f ^ t á n az étterem t«y «* 
b é g e m m e l az éttermet feljavítani- M> 
8. Együttműködés és önállóság а unkaheh>ére > * oSító tó/ * * vJoXTnZ^ főnöke, saját belátásomra van 
a. A munkahelyemen önállóan dolgozom, e n y ^ 
bízva, hogy meddig megyek el, és senki^петВД f d d 5 s s e g e t „Ы е п csoporttag 
b. Csoportban dolgozunk, ahol a C S 0 P ° " p 7 ö J s z t ö n z i a miirikát. м«701а_а 
teljesítményéért és ez tart minket össze, *^°b]ém^t, de mindenkinek van beleszólása 
с Csoportban dolgozunk, közösen oldjuxm g _^ ú j d o l g o k a t . « в Л к . п 7 0 п а п 
a döntésekbe, számíthat a többiekre, f elkötelezettség kiegyensúlyozottan 
d. Nálunk az egyéni kezdeményezések es a csop 
biztosított és e j y i sincs túlhangsúfyozv, . ^ Г о п о к е , de az otíe.etme, a 
e- A munkahelyemen önállóan dolgozom, en vagy 
csoport véleményezi és minősíti. 
9. Házfestés , 
A legutóbbi nagy viharban egy v f f l á m _ ^ | ^ segítenének:ne 
most a beosztottai között önkénteseke ke* j_ ^ ^ g o n d o s , 
következő hétvégén. Családtagokat is szivei 
bUégáival beszélget az esetről. meeitéléséhez? 
tietyik vélemény áll a legközelebb azUn ^ b a d i d 5 m b e n , a m 
* xr__ _í u » miért kellene a sajat«* k_ Ш е 1 , 
^ é g á j v a l 
   z Ö  megítéléséhez?
% látom be, hogy  ját szabadidőmben ^ munkahelyen Шйм 
^ökömnek segienem. ő csak a munkahelyemen főnök. Mrvel szerencsétlenül jatt, szívese 
a<JaIcozom a javára, hogy szakemberekkel mdja rendbe hozatni a hazar 
* » az ő jóabratától és instrukcióitól függünk. № ím * f ° 8 
^ é b e s W A r o n ő j £ ____ * z t e l e ^ ^ azt 
^bTl™ f ° g 0 k m e r t ™ k f f T " T m e r X S ^ e k a körülmények, és bajban 
^maJok, amit akarok, és én szívesen áldozok erre, mert lavci« 
Фа meg az ember, hogy kik az igazi barátai. m e g k é rem a főnököm, hogy 
f e l a j á n l o k némi pénzt vagy festéket a ^ ^ ^ t v e i m ^ 
^ s s e n más időpontot a s c ^ í n ^ j * * mert mar vannaK terv 
énére igyekszem pozitív ^ ^ ^ [ ^ H i á t szabadidőmben, munkahelyen kívül a 
* i N e m ertem, hogy miért kellene segítenem a - . ___а a befolyását 
másra 
^ « b m e L ő esik a munkahelyen a 1 5 s z a l ) -
V e s z t e n i . Hogy juthat egyáltalán eszébe úyet kenu. 
< 
10. Érzelmek nyílt kifejezése háromszor találkoztak és Ön eddig nagyon 
Egy tárgyalófelével fontos üzletről <«Щ^У%£№Л> vacsora lesz. Eddtg meg nem 
elégedett az eredményekkel.
 А ° ^ * А А ^ p a r t n e r e lesz a jövőben. 
М ^ Ш а ш Ь * * * * * * - * ' V a részleteke, és 
Г л ~ 1 visszafogottan £ £ £ £ 
aláirtuk a szerződést, akkor ^ и Ь Ь Ю ^ ° и mutatok. Nem fogom az érzelmemet teljesen 
с A vacsora racionális és «W» J J ? S keverednie. Soha. ^ kapcsolatba 
soha nem szabad a szakmai erve* * u ~ ^ egyeüen mooj-, « a. J 
logikusan 
d. Kifejezem pozitív érzelmeimé 3 ^ ^ o s s z o n legyünk. A többi ebből g» 
kerüljünk, hogy legalább érzelmileg egy kedvelcm a 
következik. - r e ^eztem a tárgyalásokat es , етгсШк а 
e- Nem rejtem véka a * * f * ^ 3 Ä ^ 1 5 
bendő üzletfelemet. Nagyon f o l ] t o ; * * k is a szakmai megtömöm 
felszínre kerüljenek, még ha ezek útköznek is 
U . Mitől függ az ember ^me^Lze\ebb az Ön f/f^ft társaságom milyen 
* alábbiak hLd melyik állítás ^ ^ n , а Г о п о к о т ^ ^ ^ ^ с 1 е 1 0 с п , 
A megbecsültség attól függ, hogy a vaüa* - éberek; " ^ ^ ^ n , 
Potenciált lát bennem. Engem is így * ^jyen lehetősége* ™ elkötelezettséggel, 
hogy mit teljesítettem eddig, № ^ e 3 e d n i , akkor még jobban 
b. A megbecsültség a tényleges m ^ ^ z e t e m b ö , ki tudok emelkedni, 
s2orgaJornxnal és kitartással a hátrányos „ t anu még magasabb elvárásokhoz 
Megbecsülnek. ,^atelÍesítrnényemtol rug& 
c- A megbecsültség a tényleges b a r á t i társaságom milyen 
vezet, éTígy a l e g j o b b a k a t Ь ° ^ * 3 ^ а Я о о № « ^ l e h e t 5 v é ) h o g y C za 
d- A megbecsültség attól függ, h ° í f j ^ t á s u k és segítségük 
Potenciált lát bennem. A támogatásuk, munkateljesítményem 
Potenciál valóra váljon. . ^ látnak b e n n e m ^ ^ k e z e l n i , d e ugyanakkor 
Mind a szunnyadó potencia! armtrnj m e ^ecsm 
befolyásolja a m e g b e c s ü t s é g e m e t . ^ ^ , képesseged-
kihívások elé kell állítani, hogy megm 
^Gyorsaság vagy időzítés? termékeket gyorsabban piacra 
^ehany menedzser arról vitatkozik, hogy miképp lehetne а гелпекске ы 
amikor piaci igény mutatkozik rájuk. 
válasz áll a legközelebb az Ön fejéhez? ^ д gyakorlatban 
JJJ*. Ha mindent gyorsabban csinálunk, az bpkodashoz, kimerui 
c . ^ , с л w á s lerövidítsük a termék piacrajutási idejét. 
* legfontosabb, hogy termelést felgyorsítsuk es lerovi ^ ^ a 
> e l gyorsabban végezzük el a munkát, annál hamarabb юву 
d ant terméket, megelőzve a versenytársainkat ^hamarabbi piacra jutás. Az idő pénz. 
: , д legalapvetőbb dolog a működés felgyorsítása es 4 ш c s c v r r c s z é s r c ^ 
^ a szoros határidők és a gyors szállítások ellen van, az tol SOK 
^der t féb "bpcsokttartásra". _ . t p r m e l é s i ciklust, így gyorsabban lehet a 
f f t JUST-IN-TIME' rendszerrel le lehet rövidíteni1 a term - . ^ ^ o s a n futtatunk, annál 
^asztóhoz eljutni. Minél több folyamatot összebpcsolunK 
0 0 időt taJcarítunk meg. 
13. Д 
(V biztosítás és az esészsée 
A b ^ . b i z t o s í t ó í á r e a ^ g o r v o s f Egy közeli barátját vizsgálja meg, aki biztosítást szeremé kötni. 
C ? * C l é S J'° egész^gnek örvend, azonban az Ön diagnózisában vannak hzomialan 
C í ' A b ^ t o ^ & T z a l b á f y , hogy nem kómek biztosítást rossz egészség, 
5 t*n^ÍSelkedne Ö n ebben az esetben? S e í 1 ? a 2 2 a J a biztosítótársaságnak, hogy a szakravénekelesem megbzhato legyen, ezért 
^ 2 0 m 3 b a r á t o m ^ g é r S n l i , hogy egyem' elbánásban reszelem. Valahogy e k* 
, J e W . 2 o í t * e J I megtalábom az egyensúlyt , . f . . 
tenem b f l a S n egészségévej kapcsolatban minden olyan dolgot, апипшп 
4 V a«nak- Ел ^ ^ L i U e n . Etorio barát ezt megért,. Ha nem, akkor talán 
^ csat " h í 1 к е Л П , е 2 П Т - jum barátomnak is tartozom azzal, hogy az 
S S ^ C 2 Í ^ е ] б 2 8 2 е г 2 0 ^ 0 6 S S d í kétségeim vannak. Ezen túl 
> H b J f Г . b P«olatban feltárok minden olyan dolgot, ami ота * Ь ÜSS? l b a r á t 0 m n ^ h 0 g y ^ к 0 А о З ь а л hogy biztosítást 
s z ü k s é 2 e ^ 3 K * » * 1 * is feltárom elölte. 
Az ember soha 
^Pen kieJégítő állapotban van, aim megfelelő а идо* 
^«rmdnia, hogy milyen az 
-Ala hoQV 
b a r á t ° m a t támogatnom kefl, ^ e k ^ l o d n a 
4 ^ g i állapota és vajon a kétségeim W ^ 
^ é g e s , akkor próbálok neki biztosítást 
14. K i követte el a súlyos hibát? = t ^ p e n e z t vizsgálja. Egy alkatrészi 
Valamelyik beosztottja súlyos hibát követe" eles Un ^  _ ^ & .... f d k c U d o l g 
fordítva szereltek be, így egy egész sorozatoue M e g kérdezte az üzemvezetőt, hogy ki 
ezeket. Mindennek nagyon magas költségeiг^ппаю . a z l ^ hogy nem tudja, 
követte el a hibát, azonban б - az On ^ " g ^ J és az egész csoport bocsánatot 
Az egész csoport vállalja a felelősséget, mondja az 
kért 
M r " , в я « ön ebben az esetben? b u n ö s > ^ b e n elbújik a csoport védelme mögé 
a. Feltéüenül meg kell tudnom, hogy й 
és újabb hasonlóan súlyos hibák ^ ^ f ^ az a lényeg hogy a, cnoport£гф es 
b. Nem baj, hogy én nem Ца к , mint én, hogy a bunos lejaratja-e a 
felelősséget vállal érte. A csoporttagok joooai m i n dkett6nek 
csoportofvagy támogatásra van szüksége. у д о я - f e l e l 5sseget. Talán mindkettőnek 
С Nehéz eldönteni, hogy az e g y e n . k o z é p U _ t . ш ф 
osztoznia kell a felelősségben. М ^ Г ^ a b unös, az a 1 « ? ^ й_® J ^ L . n e m kell a 
d. Nem baj, hogy én nem ^ ^ ^ Ь befolyása van, nunt az egyénnek, ig> 
felelősséget vállal érte. A csoportnak nagy 
kettőt szembeállítani egymással. . b u n ö s > n e m is azért, nogy 
e- Feltéüenül meg kell tudnom hogy и ^ f d y f t a cs0portban. 
megbüntessem, hanem tudnom kell, nu_y 
15. A " j ó " menedzser - ^^дпак arról, hogy ki a jc>™™ c d 2 S C T 
Az embereknek különböző d k c p z f or Ön ^ " ^ t j t megoldani a felmerülő 
* а Д О ; & ^ J h ^ » ^ « ^ ^ a b e o s z t ó ^ S m s ^ ó 
a- A jó menedzser folyamatosan iránija, egyleladat ^ 
Problémákat úgy viselkedik, mint egy 4 * & . feIadat-oszto kozott 
b. A j ó menedzser valahol a f ^ f ^ k o n y s á g sínyü meg s z é t o s Z l j a a 
^ y b a n túlságosan elmozdul azt a b ^ 
c- A jó menedzser elvégezteti a felad* ^ e m b e r e k - f ^ ^ ^ aminek a 
^ládátokat, méri az eredményeket es ^ о г у а т а * ^ ^ ^ a részei. 
«• A jó menedzser figyelmet ^ és a l ^ f ^ t biztosít, szétosztja a 
^Ucituzés, a d a t b i z t o s í t ^ folyamatba kell 
e- A jó menedzser elvégezteti а ^ ш mindezt egy oss 
adatokat, méri az eredményeket, * 
fen He.-»-,:„ 
16. Az idétlen javaslat w l a üzletfele idéüennek rrünősítenc a 
Úgy érzi, hogy egy üzleti tárgyalison megsértettek, mrv 
javaslatát. 
Hogyan reagálna? e z z e l felfedném a gyengeségemet és a 
a. Nem mutatnám ki, hogy megbántottak, men 
későbbiekben még kiszolgáltatottabb l ^ f V l e & e n a z üzletfelemnek kétsége^  
b. Egyértelműen kimutatnám, hogy ^ f ^ S - л a z érzelmeit, akkor kesöbb nagyobb 
Meggyőződésem, hogy ha az 
sértésből fakadó feltóborodást ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a kapcsoltunkat Kesobb 
с Nem mutatnám ki, hogy ^ t o t t ^ ^ W ^ a megjegyzésével, jgy talán tanul 
megmondanám az üzletfelemnek, hogy Г ^ ^ о т van valami esély arra, hogy ezáltal az 
belőle. Inkább akkor mutatom ki az érzelmeiméi, 
üzleti kapcsolataimat javíthatom. á h n r o d á s o m a t . Nem hiszem, hogy az érzelmi kitörések 
d. Visszafogottan, de kimutatnám a , f eiBborodá^mat. 
segítenének, de az sem segít, ha m ^ ^ ^ r S S T ^ ^ 3 2 ü z , c t f e , e m n C k ^ 
e- Egyértelműen kmutatnám, hogy m e & . . ^ a felelősséget. 
üzletember nem tud viselkedni, akkor vállalja en 
. m i n t a férfiak? 
17. Nőlc különbözőek vagy " ^ f K , , ^ ^ e i n e k Ha megfelelő 
Mefyikérvelést találja * ' ' ^ í , ^ ^ ^ A nők különbözőek a férfiaktol, e z e r t ^ ^ ^ megfeleloen uja 
tisztelettel és m e g b e c s m é s s e l k e z ^ ^ ^ h ^ ugyanazokat a feladatokat 
mutatnak feL amivel szintén Ь » Щ ^ * £ g , ^ t a n i arra, hogy 
b. A nőknek a férfiakkal módon kell k « * ^ ^ 
Végezzék, és a férfiakkal ^ Ä y « volt ^ ^ ^ z o k a t a feladatokat 
Megkülönböztető elbánás veguU покпек ^ j i o g y ^ ^ a 
c* A nőknek a férfiakkal ^ módon ^ ^ r S e l n i kell. 
i g é z z é k , és a férfiakkal teljeacnm^ ^ a lculonbsegek^ k H a 
Hozzájárulásuk eredménye lehet b * * ^ Reimet es a ftrfias 4 l l á g b a n , 
d- A nők különbözőek a f ^ 0 ^ S és sikerrel tudnak reszt 
feltételezzük, hogy ugyanolyan e*e_ ^ ^ a férfiak, de 
akkor leragadnak a férfiak által l e t r e ^ t tekmtetben a z o n b ^ ^ ^ ^ c l k c r ü J c n £ l ö . 
A nők néhány tekintetben » f f ° S e t végletes megítélés igazsága 
Minden tekintetben egyenrangúak. Jv 
CS 18. Top down vagy Bottom up? Fentről lefele c s u c s á n k c l ] k é s z i t c n i 
Néhány tapasztalt vezető azon vitatkozik, bogy as stratégiának alulról keU 
azt lefeíé eLgadtatni és helyileg ^ « o m u p ) ^ 
erednie, ahol a szervezet ténylegesen t a № № v é k m é n y é ú 
Az alábbiak közül melyik állítás írja le stratégiája. A stratégia késátöknek az a 
a. Aki a vevőkkel foglalkozik, annak van v a ^ > ы е к о п у а п , és a bizonyosan sikeres 
feladata, hogy kitalálják, melyik stratégia s z e k o m b i n á h / a létre kell hozni a lehető 
kezdeményezésekből a legjobbakat kiválasztva es osszeKo 
legjobb stratégiát. Ugföbb stratégaalkotó. Minden 
b. Vezetőnek lenni azt jelenti, hogy az: emoer ^ ^ m o z g a t n i h o g y a lehető 
tapasztalatunkat, információnkat és mdasiinicai п. в rf ^ f o g a d t a t n i é s aa szigorúan végre 
leginnovatívabb stratégiát hozzuk létre, amit azuu 
kell hajtatni. i^i iven stratégiája. Az a feladatunk, hogy 
c. Aki a vevőkkel foglalkozik, annak van ^ ^ f 1 ^ ^ Ha elvontan fogalmazzuk meg 
kitaláljuk, melyik stratégia működik es mejyucn щ> ^ a z етеатепуе. 
a stratégiát és lefelé erőltetjük, akkor annak csakо ^ { щ d o w n ) ^ 
d. Néhlny stratégiát felülről kell l é t r e é s stratégiai kérdéstől függ. 
alulról kell felépíteni (bottom up). Ezazadon P j s f f a t é g a a l k o t ó . Mmden 
e. Vezetőnek lenni azt jelenti, hogy az етЫ* *W m o z g a t o Í 5 ^ t kell etrehoznunk, ami. 
tapasztaltunkat, információnkat es ^ ш ^ т * ^ 
az alkalmazottak megtöltenék tarkómmal, arm 
Ahelyett, hogy a világpiaci ^  * ^ е 1 ш е . A vevő faxon jelezte az ^ ^ 
világpiaci árnál 3 dollárral többet ke№e ^ ^ mondata ezvoi 
tolunk, hogy пи, az Ónok uj f T „ p k ő t ó e i t . " Az ABC Banya 
szerződési feltételek megnövekedett icoiu** 
heves vitát folytatott erről a helyzetro. ^ ш a 
°« álláspontot támogatja feltételébe 
a- A szerződés az szerződés. E ^ s £ ? v o l n a , ^ ^ ^ n y c r M . Ennyi. 
Vüágpiaci ár emelkedett volna, mi nem Megvoluz aiKu szándékának 
Meti bpcsolatról beszélnek? Mffi^étoP- A 1 S ^ o ^ k e n y e k ' és nem felelnek 
• A szerződés megtestesíti az f f ^ m e r e v fi^J^^pdó kapcsolatok elég 
őszinte megnyilvánulása. Azonban az ц у ^ ^ k ő l c s o n O S megen 
^eg az állandóan változó környezem m isrészt a jogi rendszer része. A 
,%umasak a túléléshez. . e t i Kapcsolat alapja, m*» 
f A szerződés egyrészt a kiala№»и ^ f d e k s z á ndekanak 
költségnövekedést egyenlő * * ^ ? ^ Ы alapját- A «cn: k ö r u l rncnyei 
J A s ^ ő d é s megtestesíti az ^ £ \ e Z d e t i k « ^ ^ kapcsolat ne szenvedjen W m e g n y i r S a J r l a a ^ ^ Щ ^ ^ MegváJtoznak akkor a feltételeket újra К f e I t ételeket magában foglal. Ha a 
csorbát ^.vienti, amilyen f e " e l c l * keUene most. Mi 
J A^zerződés az szeges . « ü * t i 
^%piaci ár emelkedett volna, n u * * ^ arrunek 
bonban fontolóra veszünk egy maso 
p a ^erünket a veszteségeiért. 
20. A munka minősége loitatásban vesznek részt. Vállalata nagy hangsúlyt 
On tíz ember menedzsere, akik innovatív kutatásban ve 
fektet a kreativitásra. , . 
Hogyan javítaná a csoportja teljesítményét. ^^^^ bátorítsák egymást és próbálják meg a 
a. A csoporttagokat arra Ъ Ш п & Л , , e h e t ^ termékeny légkört 
kreativitás minden szikráját egymásból с ю - • ^ а л Ъ е г с к építő támogatást 
létrehozni, ha olyan kultúrát sikerül kialakítani, amiben 
kapnak egymástól. ^ékeliék egymás egyéniségét, kreativitását, és arra 
b. A csoporttagokat arra biztatnám, hogy ene J & n e c\ a kezdeményezéseket 
inteném a csoportot, hogy soha ne fojtsa* ei 
és a javaslatokat n a k e l 5 оГуап ötletekkel, amik nem javítják a 
с Arra biztatnám az embereket, hogy ne: aüjana*. ^ h o g y a 2 o t ] e t c k n c ^ ф а п а к 
termékek vagy termelés minőséget, azonban ngy 
ki ' . Meg kell találni a középutat t á t T 1 o eassák, bátorítsak egymást és próbálják meg a 
d. A csoporttagokat arra biztatnám ffig™^ abból az cmbatípusM^^ ab a 
kreativitás niinden szikráját « ^ ° * újdonságokat kezeim es epito módon 
semmire felvág, hanem azokból, akik xept» 
alblmazni. . ^ ékel jék egymás egyéniségét kreatmtasat. A 
e. A csoporttagokat arra biztatnám, hogy « ^ L ^ p i t ö kritikával kell elme a 
csopor tnak^ kell vbelkednie, ^ J ^ ^ Z eredeti ötletek kerulhemek ki. 
megvalósíthatóságot le kell eUenönznie, es csa* 
21. Szervezetfelfogás M b & ön felfogását a s z e ^ * ő ! ? s z c r Vezcten 
a. A szervezet emberek egy ^ Р^ - П а п п а к egymással- A fcbdatok, rn 
Ье1Ш m i n d e d 
az eszközök, amire a vásárlónak szükség ^ h ^ S e t a fiiiikdókat 
b- A szervezet egy olyan V ^ í ^ ^ ^ f ^ S S ^ ahogy ezeket a 
hatékonyan el lehessen végezni.Azem e s aszerint.°f szökséges. 
ellássák a gépek és egyéb *««^% rgySsal és akik 
feladatokat ellátják. Jó, ha kedven*: egy k ^ top*°»™ e t e k e n és az egyéni 
С A szervezet az emberek egy c s ö p ö g ^ ^ t o k t o l függ, nem a res 
együtt dolgoznak. A hatékonyság e g y ü n k c f l é m i c 
feladatokon múlik. & z t technikai rendszer ^ s __ b a d elnyomnia 
d- A szervezet egyrészt t t e » J * 2 í a másikat is, es egyun 
bármelyikben változás történik, az funkciókat és feladatokat 
a másikat . ^ amit arra terveztek, hogy e z e k e t a ^ c o k a t 
e- A szervezet egy olyan | ^ ?^/embereket azért ^ s ^ _ g^etik őket, ahogyan ezeket a 
hatékonyan el lehessen végezni.Azeffl egével esugy^ ^ alkossanak, anunek 
ellássák a gépek és h 0 & ^ 
feladatokat ellátják. Azonban e ^ * V g L 
a nnmősége a kialakult kapcsobtoKtoi 
22. Menedzserek ; / 1 Д в е Ь Ь komolyabb tapasztalatai vannak a 
Két embernek van e s é l y e A « * » 
szervezet különböző területein es t o b " » ^ » - j t o t t , szervezetnél eddigi rövid 
fiatalabb, ambiciózusabb és kiemelkedő teljesítményi ny j 
tartózkodása alatt. . , ~у0/дй>ОЛ? 
Melyik állítással ért egyet az előléptetéssel каре ^ e g y e t l e n f o n t o s kritériuma. Ha a 
a. Az adott munkakörben való teljestoneny 3 2 J ^ o r á b b i tapasztalata ellenére, akkor minden 
fiatalabb jobban teljesített, mint az idősebb rmn munkatársakat fokozatosan 
ok meg van arra, hogy a fiatalabbat léptessek elo es az időse 
kivonják. . , o i a l i £ ást mutatott a szervezet felé. Nemcsak azokra 
b. Az idősebbnek több éve van es nagyoOD J U J * " ^ ^ l e d z 5 k é n t , a fiatalokat 
van szűkségünk, akik jól teljesítenek, hanem a . ' n y o m o t a életében, 
abban, hogy a tehetségük kibontakozzék^es ^ ^ т Ш Ш a szervezet felé. Ha azzal 
c. Az idősebbnek több éve van és nagyobt»lojaii ^ fiatalabban a riválisát fogja latra, 
fenyegetik, hogy egy fiatabbb emberre^eük ^ ^ a b b a n > h o g y a fiatalabb tehetsege 
nem egy tanítványát, és nem fogja többe tannaiu 
kibontakozzék. h o g y a teljesítmény alapján léptessünk elorc 
d. A rangidősség még nem ment meg ^ ^ ^ é g és a képesség majdnem mindig 
embereket a maguk korkategónajaban- wuvw e ] 5 l é p t e t é s eseteben. együtt jár, meg kell próbálnunk 3
 k e t t ^ f ^ ö l é p t e t é s egyeden fontos kn*«uma. 
e. Az adott munkakörben való ^ « Г ^ ь ь és a legkorszerűbb, mivel a kihívások 
ugyanakkor ez a lego 
bjektívabb, adni, ezért legyen a ' t e l j esem az, 
állandóan változnak. Fontos a fiatalabbaknak tana 
amit értékelünk és jutalmazunk. 
amit értékelünk és jutalmazuiuv. 
23. Push agy puli? „agyobb vásárlóieljgedWjjjs* f ^ ^ ^ á r 
Néhány tanácsadó arról vitatkozik, nogy w gtnié0SVal lehet elerm v 
határidőket csak a vásárlóra k o f ^ J e g y e t 
elavult Néhány tanácsadó ezzel n legkózelebb? _ u j a b b ^ ^ 5 , 
« f a r t p a// « Ö \ r S e z lehe lé teszi a vevő szamara, h o g y ^ 
a. A "puli" stratégia a legjobb mivel e ^ e r B « ™ ^ ^ ^ « ,/hető leggyorsabb 
határozzon meg, és lehetőséget b^os* lehet l ^ g y ^ . ^ ^ ^ 
osszuk el. A vevők későbbre is kerne k 6 l t s e g « « w « ^ , - r e m c g á i iapodon 
számtás. l e g j o b b m m ő s é g v á g y i g 
b. A "push" stratégia a legjobb, mert ^ e C ^ c i ó h o z к о * ^ 
határidőhöz, költséghez, m m ö f g h ^ ^ költségek^ te^eüx^ ^ 
megváltoztathatja a véleményét de fl legjobb armK n e m ( u d u n k m e g f d c l n j 
C - A "posh" és "pull" strategy komi * * ^ j e k o Z t a t j U k a vevőt, 
mikor ne "nyomjuk" a termeket, e> ^ c ] - r e m c gállapodon 
аг elvárásainak. . . ^ nmid . ^ V n ^ ^ 
d- A "push" stratégia a l e g J 0 ^ , " ? ^ é s s p e e i f i k a « 0 ^ ^ , ^ a datok magukért 
határidőhöz, költséghez, т * ° * ^ е Л * £S hibáztatni, es a mui 
megfelelően viselkedik, akkor nem ie h o g y u j a b b hatandoi 
beszélnek , e 7 lehetővé teszi a vevő feényemck megfelelően 
I A stratégia a legjobb e e r ő ^ e t f ü k a termékbe; akkor 
határozzon meg és **> * к Й £ Г 
osszuk el. A vevő dönti el W ^ e n ü l magas költségen 
e setleg túl korán kerül hozza szuKses 
24. Szabadság vagy a vagy a 
Menedzserek egy csoportja arról vitatkozik, vajon c& 
jólétéhez való hozzájárulás vezérli-e f * ™ ^ ^ 
Az alábbi vélemények melyike all Ónhoz leg ze ^ ^ j ó a k a r a t a l ó l & a 
a. Azért dolgozom, hogy szabad es független legyem 
társadalom a legkevésbé sem korlátozzon. m érdekeinek szem clőn tartásával 
b. Elsősorban a családom, a munkahely^агашт h o g y s z a b a d & ш ^ е п i c g v e k . 
dolgozom. Ha ez sikerül, akkor ok lehetővé ^ m . t c h c s s e r n értékessé 
c. Nagyobb szabadság és függedenseg 3 jólétéhez 
magam mások számára, é_járulhassaKnc^_ ^ ^ s z e m e jön tartásával 
d. Elsősorban a családom, a m u n ^ f / ^ ч о к ö n z 5 érdekeinek kiszolgálásánál sokkal 
dolgozom, amit az önző érdekeknél, illetve mások onz 
többre tartok. t / m l ^ t o k , család, cég) érdekeit szem előtt tartom. 
e. Mind saját magam, mind a környezetem l k k e I 1 aikalnuzkodnia. Az 
Néha ez önfeláldozást jelent, míg m á s k o r ^ I r c d m é n y X de ennek az ellentéte к «az 
áldozathozatal gyakran nem hozza meg a iov 
25. Verseny vagy együttműködés? ^ „működés vagy az éles verseny az ami 
Néhány menedzser arról vitatkozik, hogy a szo * r 
másokkal versenyezni kell^sikerer legm_gasabbra. Ha 
euka, sem a verseny "f1^!^ vállalatnál a ^ « ^ ^ ^ 
b. Minden sikeres gazdaságban vagy m ű k ö d l ú egy másikkal, акког 
bármelyik befolyásos ^ ^ t T é S v e t s é g e k e t alakítana e ^ ^ b b r ^ rnivel 
hogy mások • v e ^ T é 3 * - k ö » szofeálják. 
с Minden sikeres gazdaságban vagy versenytársak, es így a 
ezáltal jobban szolgálják ki a i ^ g j ^ értékű, ^ ^ t d e k e k L 
d. Az érdekcsoportok együt to iűködése^ s z e r n ben, es ezáltal az egyem 
versenyképesebbé teszik a vállaiato SZemélyes rivalizálás és versengés 
teljesülnek. ^Undése kiemelkedő f ^ J ? k ö d é s szempontjából. 
e- Az érdekcsoportok együttműködése ^ ы е к о п у mukodes 
a saját előmenetel érdekében rendkivui 
26. Változáskezelés 
Van valami változatlan az állandó változás ^nyében? 
A változáskezelésben egy vállalatnál az a legfontosabb, hogy 
л vdiiozasKezeiesDcn ^ a i a n v e ( ö és elkeriiUietetlen, ha teljesíteni akarunk 
a. meggyőzzük az ^ с к ^ ^ ^ Т ы М különben eftaposnak a riválisok. 
Jobbaknak kell lennünk, ki kell ^ e ^ , ^ 0 f k á b a n . Azoknak a szervezeteknek, 
b. megkeressük és felfedezzük a lényegi ^ ^í^^t0^ól m e r t kiemelkedő amelyeknek tartós céljaik és örökségük van, nem kell teimux vai 
teljesítményükkel felülmúlják ^ ^ . ^ ^ 5 és efcerűlhetetlen, ha teljesíteni akarunk, 
с meggyőzzük az embereket, hogy 3 ^XS^juttatni és örökségünket átadni, 
és ezen keresztül tanuljuk meg celjainKat K U C J ^ ^ j - ^ d o n k é p p c n ц ^ а ^ marad. 
d. meggyőzzük az embereket, hogy mmden, ш vcvöivd, ha viszont túl gyorsan. 
Ha egy szervezet túl lassan vált, akkor elvesző a kapcsolatai 
akkor belül töredezik darabjaira. M I .„Akácot a munkában. Az olyan szervezet, amely 
e. megkeressük és felfedezzük a l é n y e g i з и з п а ^ . k 6 r u I ö t t c kapkodnak, mert üldözve érzik 
hosszú távon gondolkodik, nyugodt lehet, míg m*>u 
magukat. 
27. A visszacsatolás értéke . , , tevékenységet illető а 
Az alábbiak közül melyik állítással ert leginkább egy 
visszacsatolás értékét tekintve? ^ e z z e l mdjuk mérm^ stratégiától való elterest, 
a. A visszacsatolás alapvető fontosságú, теп _ ^ Ш е Г у е mcgszüntc№etünk, 
amelyet a hibák kijavítasásval módszeresen «okkentnemna, 
és így a kezdeményező készségünk ™^™{ o d a Ыипк figyelni a fogyasztók igényeire, 
b. A visszacsatolás alapvető fontosságú,*J^^ésdiikct hozzáigazíthatjuk a változásokhoz, 
elérhetővé tehetjük céljaikat, ületve ^ e d e t i ^ e J ш ф и к mérni a stratégiától való elterest, es 
с A visszacsatolás alapvető fontosságú, meri ^ a strategy 
vagy meg tudjuk változtatni a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s m e r h e t j ü k a fogyasztok «genyat, es 
d. Átcsatolás alapvető ^ S e ^ c f j a i k T 1 saját céljaink f ^ ^ . . . 
Icitalálhatjuk, hogy miképp ^ ^ J ^ e l különbözőképpen lehet hasznaim 
e. Mmden^szacsatolás alapvető ^ ^ ^ t á s á h o z , vagy teljes irányváltáshoz, 
különböző helyzetekben, vagy apró dolgom 
io-rt az. hogy milyen sikeres ab 
29. A visszacsatolás szerepe nyereségesség vagy a tevékenységben 
MenedTserek és nénzüevi elemzők azt vitatják, hogy a nyereségese «ej j б ivieneazserex es pénzügyi и и ш vállalat - közötti kapcsolatok milyensegc-e a 
érintett csoportok -különösen az ügyfelek es a valiaiat KOZUI ^ 
szervezeti hatékonyság legjobb fokmérője. 
áflfofc áll^еШ^Оп^Ш^ hatékonyság legjobb fokmérője. A 
a. A szoros vev^pcsolaton£bh hogy milyen előnyök származnak a 
kapcsolat maga képvisel erteket. А ргошии gWetünk be 
kapcsolatból, nem az, hogy mi Í0T%^^lZbmációja a szervezet hatékonyságának 
b. A nyereségesség és a szoros vevokapcsolat Jcomraiw j 
legfőbb fokmérője. ^ hatékonyság legjobb kritériuma, 
c. A nyereségesség vagyis a reszvenyeseK n f f ^  ^ ^ ^ р о П о к tevékenysége 
mivel ezzel precízen és egyértelműen merhető, nogy 
életképes és értékes-e. . t I i s a vállalat hatékonyság legjobb fokmérője. 
d. A szoros vevőkapcsolaton belüli VXSSZ**»«*» s z u k seges pénzösszegek, a velük való 
Mivel a vevőktől származnak a nyereség kifizetésen 
kapcsolat minősége előrejelzi a nyereségesség b ( é k o n y s á g l e g j o b b kritériuma, mert 
e. nyereségesség vagyis a részvényesf ^  _ o z M hogy a munkavégzés célja a 
alátámasztja azt a pontos és egyértelmű megna ^ р с кШ . 
tőketermelés, az üzleti tevékenység célja pedig az egyem gy 
30. A szerződés „ _ ,_ h h ^ s z ó l ó szerződést ajánl, amely a 
Egy potenciális ügyfele tanácsadóként ^ J ^ S ^ és tanulást foglalna magába. A 
kulcsfontosságú szolgáltatások terén való ^ ^ ^ о г о » legalacsonyabb pénzügy, 
szerződés alapértelmezése nem felel meg 
feltételeknek 
Afö / < ш Ö« a A * * * * * " ' . , v á I l a l a l i hatékonyságot az ügyfélkapcsolatok javítása 
a. Aláírnám a szerződést. A hosszú tavuvallaian 
befolyásolja leginkább. - ^ é l l e l . Az üzleti kapcsolat azt jeleni, hogy az 
e. Meg kell találni a lehető legjobb K O Z C F 
kompromisszumra van szűks^e-
ö n « Л * " " * » « mirnäknek kel) dolgoznia. Az 
tervezést és a külső tervezést végrehajtani-
da tó / ^ ^ ^ ^ « ' ^ / ^ ^ ^ ь а , - , hogy a hibákat hosszabb ideig 
a. На egymás után végezzük el а k e ' / ^ ^ az összehangolás 
tart utólag korrigálni. Ha párhuzamosan 
lassítja a folyamatot. Valami középutat kell.w . ^ ^  e l 6 b b jusson a fogyasztóhoz 
b. Mindkét mérnöknek gyorsabban kell egeaii és ellenőrizni, majd a külső tervezést. 
Mindenesetre a szerkezeti tervezést kell először erveg 
hogy a korábbi hibák ne halmozódjanak & a „ „ „ ц , - ^ átgondoltan össze kell 
c. A két mérnöknek párhuzamosan ^ f™*™*^ egymástól, és a mindkenen gyorsabban 
hangolni. Miután összeszoktak, mindketten tanúm* 
tudnak ezáltal dolgozni. . « aoigoznia, úgy hogy a szerkezettervező 
d. Mindkét mérnöknek a lehető1 * - & a z o k minősége is rendben van. a külső 
mérnök halad előL de amint néhány íaas ocrj ^ á £ f e désben lesz. 
tervezést végző mérnők folytatja. Így a m T ^ f & a munkájukat átgondoltan össze kell 
e. A két mérnöknek párhuzamosan kell dóig tovagyűrűznek. Inkább 
hangolni, de egyiknek sem kell ^ ^ ^ l ö tempót, mindkettő tartson egy áUandó-ugyanakkor megi 
Demográfiai adatok 
Amennyiben nincs ideje, akkor ezt a részt kihagyhatja, azonban я demográfíai adatainak 
ismeretében konstruktívabb visszacsatolást tudunk adni Önnek és a csoportjának. Még 
egyszer hangsúlyozzuk, hogy az adatokat bizalmasan és név nélkül kezeljük. 
1. Nem: 
2. Kor: 
3. Hány 
. - b.) férfi 
a , ) n s 25-29 d.) 30-34 
a.) 20 év alatt b.) 20-24 ^ ^ 5 « 
f ) 40-49 J 
évig járt iskolába? (általános iskolát is beleértve) 
a.) 10 vagy ennél kevesebb b.)ll év 
e.)14év f.)15év g)16év 
i.) 18 év vagy több 
c.) 12 év 
h.) l7év 
e.) 35-39 
d.) 13 év 
e.) i*» 
.) li t  
4. Milyen funkcionális területen dóigozb * ™ ^ Ь в ^ c } pénzügy d.) marketing 
a.) emberi 
erőforrások ? ' / f f l ü s z a k i tervezés g.) technikai i.) adnúnisztratfv 
e ) kutatás-fejlesztés Ц . . k.) általános vezetés 
О logisztika " Д , 
1.) sz^tástechnika > 
5. Milyen üzletágban tevékenykedik a vállalata^ ^ 
a.) mdományos d . ) ital 
c.) bank f ) ruházat e.j vegyi 
g.) számítástechnika 
i.) elektronika 
k.) bútor 
m.) egészségügy 
0. ) vezetői tanácsadás 
q.) bányászat 
s.) olajfinomítás 
u.) fényképészet 
w.) gumiipar 
y.) tejekommunikáció 
1. ) dohány 
3.) száüítás 
l J l u . .
h.) építőipar 
j . ) élelmiszer 
1.) kormányzati 
n.) ipari és mezőgazdasági gépek 
p.) fémipar 
r.) autó 
)gyóg, 
.) kiadó 
.) autó 
gyógyszeripar 
v.) kiadó 
x.) szappan /kozmetika 
z.) textil 
2.) játék /sportszerek 
4.) egyéb 
6. Milyen munkát végez Ön? 
a. ) vezető vagyok, azaz legalább egy hierarchikus szmt tartoztk alam 
b. nem vagyok vezető, az idom nagy részében egy rodaban dolgozom 
c. ) nem vagyok vezeti, és az idom nagy részében nem trodaban dolgozom 
™ , X S f ^ k akinek további vezető heosztonja , van 
7 Ш " Г M M Ü t é g Í A h e z nem szükséges felsSfokvi szakképesítés (.oda, 
jogász stb.) 
7. Ha „c"-t választotta a 6. kérdésre. szükséges szakképzettség (betanított vagy 
a. ) olyan munkát végzek, amelyhez nem szuxs g 
segédmunkás) , . . . . „Tükséees szakképzettség (szakmunkás, technikus, 
b. ) olyan munkát végzek, amelyhez szuKseg 
műszaki rajzoló, ápoló) Mcnfnkú végzettség szükséges (mérnők, orvos stb.) 
c. ) olyan munkát végzek, amihez felsoíoku gz 
8. Hány évet élt külföldön? /kevesebbet, mint egy év) 
a. ) nullát vagy nagyon keveset [w 
b. ) 1-3 évet 
c. ) 4-6 évet 
d. ) több, mint 6 évet 
9. M i a vallása? b.) agnosztikus 
a.) ateista d.) katolikus 
c.) protestáns f ) keresztény 
e. ) zsidó ti.) iszlám 
g.) buddhista f . ) sunny 
1.) egyéb i.) hindu 
k.) shia 
És végül... 
л nemzetisége. 
*0. Mi a nemzetisege? Természetesen legtöbbször ez a szülőhaza, de néhány ember máshol 
s2üJetííc, máshol nő fel, máshol éti le az életét. Kérjük hja ide, hogy minek tartja magát, mely 
0 r s2ág kultúráját érzi magáénak? 
Köszönjük a v á l a s z a 
, t feltétlenül nevi Ne feledje, az adatokat felte 
« 
Normák és értékek 
[31.) Projektittemezes 
* — 
Questionnaire feedback: 
Unpal: Your unpa index 
Unpa2: Your organization's 
unpa index - according to 
you 
Unpa3. Your organization's 
real unpa index 
foUowing the rules without excep 
, the more particularist is 
the answer, which means 
Indcoll: Your indcol index 
Indcol2: Your organization's 
indcol index - according to 
you 
Indcol3: Your organization's 
real indcol index 
the more in 
indcol index ( 0 - l ^ « individual freedom and mdepe 
,. . t h p answer, which means dividuahstictheanswei. 
Spdil: Your spdi index 
Spdil. Your organization's 
spdi index - according to you 
Spdi3: Your organization's 
real spdi index 
pecific is the answer 
which means things 
u'nhpr tne ^ 
Spdi index M » í > 
are с onsidered separate 
Neafl: Your neaf index 
Neaf2: Your organization's 
neaf index-according to you 
Neai3: Your organization's 
real neaf index 
emotíotts, and not showmg them overt у 
"^SSati* « « * C h i d i n g 
Achascl: Your achasc index 
Achasc2: Your organization's 
achasc index - according to 
you 
AchascS: Your organization's 
real achasc index 
^ a c h i e v e d oriented is - - w e , 
. The H g b e r ^ ^ ^ o s , appreciated 
Achasc achievements are у о ц г ^ Ы е 
which means that inam** — . . t W i Seasyn2: Your organizauon s 
^ index-accordmg to 
Seqsyn3: Your organization's 
real seqsyn index 
Seqsyii index ( C b l O O ) : ^ 
Much means that time is perce 
„ the more sequential time 
: T h e W g h e r ^ n o t a s a c y c l , 
.orientation is typical. 
» 
Intexl: Your intext index ^ 
Intext2: Your organization's 
'intext index - according to you 
Intext3: Your organization's 
real intext index 
* the answer, wn.ch 
Intext index (0-100):;^Äg^nvironment 
means controlling and d o n m a t n i g ^ ^ ^ ^ 
« 7 
R.con <to»sl>1 
Recon (total)l: Your 
synergistic answers 
Recon (total)2: Your 
organization's synergistic 
answers - according to you 
Recon (total)3: Your 
organization's real synergistic 
answers 
0 »0 JO 30 40 и 
ftecon (total): Reconciling answers were chosen, which leads to synergistic solutions of 
°Pposing answers to dilemmas. If the result is higher than 40, it means that you have chosen 
more reconciling answers than the a priori probability. 
Compromisel: Your 
Compromisel: Your 
co pro ise answers 
Compromise2: Your 
organization's compromise 
answers - according to you 
Compromises: Your 
organization's real 
compromise answers 
0 5 
_ . f nooosing answers of dilemmas, i 
Compromise: Compromise solution w l v ^ w Jynergy. if your score is higher than 20, it 
*ay between the two ends, but does not o f t e n Л а п ^ a p r i o r i probability. 
means that you have chosen compromise solution 
A b o u t the Quest ionnai re 
This questionnaire has been asked in more than 50 countries, so international 
comparison is possible. The results from Hungary are in the international database now. The 
questionnaire has been developed by Tons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner. The 
questionnaire concentrates on work-related values, and measures employees' values in seven 
dimensions. Above all, it measures co-operation ability. 
The seven dimensions: 
universalism vs. particularism 
individualism vs. collectivism 
affectivity vs. neutrality 
diffuse vs. specific approach 
achievement vs. ascription 
relation to time: sequential vs. synchronic 
relation to nature: inner vs. outer- directedness 
The dimensions are measured by asking preferences in deferent-dilemma situations anáeach 
düemmanS five different answers. The five possible soluuon of a problem is based on the 
assu^in^ ends of a dimension are not mutually exclusive, but they form two 
assumption that the two enas 0 1 * d f л e . g . diffusiveness 
axes. One answer is one axis, ^ . ^ ^ Z r i s the other end of be dimension excluding 
excluded the other end e.g. V ^ ^ Z S ^ Z two ends of the dimension. There 
the first one. There is an ^ r ^ C ^ e p o s s i b I e two ends of the dimension: one 
exist two other answers, which try ^ f^úe incorporating the other, and the last answer is the 
answer gives the preference to one end while тсогры* g 
same fashion, just the other way around. 
u , • а t h a t rewondents who tend to choose synergistic answers are 
The researchers ^ h e ^ ^ o l u ú o n s . Synergistic answers incorporates two ends 
better in problem solvmgand c°™™1™ s o ] u t i o n s ю Hemmas. Wie compromise 
of one dimension, and offers a mgne ч . J h a v e t0 give up something; synergistic solutions 
solutions are in the middle way: born p ^ & о Ы о п w m c h are fully acceptable for both parties, 
reconcile two opposing ends, and lea ^ c o t 0 ^ r a t i o r K 
Those who tend to choose this lands of answers 
• ««А» measures both seven dimensions of work-related 
To summarize: a t seven dimensions first 
values and co-operation ability. Lei иь w 
(1) imiversalism vs. particidarisni ^ ^  ra]es i n ^ c a s e S t e v e n i n 
One düemma situation is if people s n u u & е к ^úonships to others; or if people can and 
particular situations when rules ™У™1 _ t 0 m a i n t 2 a n relationships. Rules are supposed 
should make exceptions from ш p r a c t í c e situations may be more complex than 
to be abstract, and cover all ^ l b . ^ f D D r o a c h is to apply rules and procedures universally to 
what the rule covers. The time no universalist wants to degenerate into 
ensure equity md consist 
rigidityZd bureaucracy, which W ^ J ^ B u t s u c h a widely applied paruculamm may lead 
flexibility by adapting to P ^ C Ü * J ^ t 0 universalism. Each exceptional situation may 
to chaos and anarchy, so this l e x situatíon in a better way. 
drive to a better rule, which covers the comp 
(2) Collectivism vs. individualism 
The other dilemma, which people face, is if they prefer individual freedom and independence 
(individualism) or strong (and protecting) ties within a group (collectivism). In the first case 
people put the „seif' in the center, while in the second case „common goals and objectives" are 
in the center. 
(3) Specificity vs. diffuseness 
The next dilemma if people are able or are willing to segregate their tasks and relationships 
into well defined slides or let and encourage make connections among different slides of their 
life. For a diffuse-oriented person everything is connected with everything else, while for a 
specific-oriented person work and home, colleagues and family relationships are well 
separated. It is typical for diffuse persons to lose face, which is hardly understandable for 
specific persons/Losing face means hurting personal integrity by posmg somethmg public 
ШсЬ should be private Frequent specific advise is ..Don't take * ! ™ ^ У ^ " * ™ 
person is complaining to be hurt, but it is not so easy to separate his or he personality from his 
or her proposal result idea etc. Specific people has no sense considenng human being as 
are notable to concentrate only to the business target 
independently from other factors, 
negotiating with diffuse people is Ф * £ £ ^ 
would be interested in the " h f ^ ^ M í L J Í w h e n 
would prefer to sück to the point, ^кмес i~ [ о м у е ü m e ^ a 
they know their business P * ^ ^ XnT^rmrelatioLim a dishonest partner 
diffuse approach you do not £ I n a s p e c i f ic approach you do not waste 
because you detect any unsavory aspec is у c o m r f l i t t e d t 0 m e specifics of the deal. 
time wining and dining a person who is not rauj 
(4) Affective vs. neutral cultures ^ e m o t i o n s o v e r i y ( while others 
This dilemma deals with the fact that s 0 ^ m a n n e r N e u t r a J c u ] t u r e s are often labeled as cold 
hide it, and behave in a more s e I f ' p 0 S S ^ a b e I e d ^ uncontrolled, iraraamre, or hot-tempered 
and heartless, while affective Си1шт^^. w e s h o w i s ш е result of convention, and 
by the opposite part. The ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
members of certain culture learn it durmg и 
(5) Achievement vs. ascription Л а п ю o t h e r S f s o r a e societies accord status on 
All societies give some 
members W ^ ^ * . i t b y ^ of age. class, family, gender, 
the basis of recent achievement.whiteо ^ ^ fe c a J J e d s [ a t u s 
education etc. The former is called ^  c u ] m r e s > w n i l e bribed status cultures are 
Sometimes achievement cultures агесжа ^ & р^ога1апСе, but this 
called being Stures. AcWevemenU^nj valuing only the most recent performance, 
may lead to instability that ^ f^'Z^rience, which provide them stability, but at 
Ascribing cultures respect people"* ^ £ g t 0 the rapidly changing environment 
the same time do not provide flextoimy 
re\ ™ • •ortnir seauential vs. s v n c , u " o n i ^ i t w e r e Цпеа1 or as it were cyclical. 
i E t o " b S s e q u e n d a l , i " P " * » C ^ r a s whichbave^uenuai 
emphasize Ше numerous thing* « * * £ Й » г order (one thing . one шпе). schedule 
Hnv. orientation, organize their acu" 
• 
everything üghüy (if something is late then the whole day runs late), and keep the deadlines 
strictiy Synchronic cultures are able to do many things in parallel, prefer to spend more time 
I T * i s needed, and not keeping the deadline; for them time of appointments and 
on a project wnen u> ncc , Synchronic people see sequenüal ones as 
meetings are just a P P r o * m a * ' ^ At the 
aggressive, rushing using c u s t ° ^ unable, and immature. When 
same time sequential people see s y u h n ^ ^ ^ a u s e o f u n f o r e s e e n e v e n t 5 , w h i ] e 
environment changes sequenüal people get easily upsei uew 
synchronic people adjust to the environment quicker. 
(7) Relation to Nature 
Last dimension is about a dilemma concerns people and their environment: if human bemgs a r e 
to dominate and control nature and their environment or if human beings are pan of the holisüc 
whole which is of nature, other people, the fate etc. The formal is called inner-directed and the 
latter is called outer-directed. Inner directed people believe thafthey can and should control 
nature, and also be dnver of then own fate. Outer directed people hve more integrated to the 
nature, and subordinate themselves to greater external forces and natural laws. Paradoxically 
outer directed cultures tend to accept inner directed cultures procedures as externa forces. 
The dilemma can be if to force customers to buy what we produce (internal control) or to find 
out first what customers геаЛу what and provide them those tlungs extern* control). Inner 
directed people emphasizing of selling those things that they are really good at, whdethey do 
not want to force products which are totally useless to customers, so customers needs should 
be find out and product supply should be fitted to it (outer directedness), but it is useless to 
be in a market which is absolutely out of their competence. 
. , «WQfinn« яге eouallv good, there is no superiority over the 
All the above described ^ ^ Z e ^ Z Z a c t if the individual and his/her 
others. The only ^ ероШт ^ m ú o n , e .g. the individual is very particularisu 
environment have totally Merem ^ ш ^ { Ы t 0 c o n f l i c L B u t m e r e * ^ 
whűe people around himmer is very g n d s q { d i l e m m a situauons. Those who are 
effective solution for m a t ^ o n C n ^ u ^ h i J e not violating others' values are the most 
able to live according bister оwn . Ü £ . s o ] u ü 0 n s of problems or confücts lead to higher 
effective employees. Above all, sy & adaptation or compromise. People with diverse 
level of resolution, which are wwsru r s o ] u t i o n s u ^ d of old taken-for-
value-onentation can reach more creative ana s 
Kérdőív kiértékelés: 
Unpal: Az Ön unpa indexe 
Vnpal: A vállalata unpa indexe - Ön 
szerint 
Unpa3: A vállalata tényleges unpa 
indexe 
erzális értékek 
Indcoll. Az Ön indcol indexe 
Indcot2. A vállalata indcol indexe -
Ön szerint 
IndcoI3: A vállalata tényleges indcol 
indexe 
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Intext index (0-100): Minél magasabb, annál inkább a környezet belső kontrollja jellemző, 
azaz a környezet feletti dominancia, irányítás. 
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Compromise: Ellentétek ^ о т ^ ш választotta az ilyen típusú választ, 
priori valószínűségnél nagyobb arányban vai 
A kéraoiwvi 
A kérdőívet világszerte több, mint 50 országban kérdezték le, így ez lehetővé teszi 
nemzetközi összehasonlítást is. A magyar lekérdezés eredményei bekerültek a nemzetközi 
adatbázisba. A kérdőívet Fons Trompenaars és Charles Hampden-Tumer dolgozta ki. A 
kérdőív munkával kapcsolatos értékekre koncentrál, hét dimenzió mentén méri a válaszadok 
értékeit. A kérdőív különlegessége, hogy választ ad az egyének koorperációs készségére is. 
A kérdőív hét dimenziója: 
. univerzális vs. partikuláris értékek 
- mdividuahzmus vs. koUektivizmus 
- specifikus vs. diflüz megközelítés 
- semleges vs. emocionális megközelítés 
- szerzett vs. öröklött státusz előnyberészesitese 
- szekvenciális vagy párhuzamos idő-ertelmezes 
- a környezet belső vs. Ш о kontrollja 
A 1 i , -,- u- - л.™™, cTÍruációkra adandó válaszokkal men a munkával kapcsolatos 
A kerdorv különböző difamn» ' a ^ ( d i ] e m r n a s z i r u i c i ó r a ) 6 , válasz ajánl, 
értékeket a fenti dimenziók menten. ^ e f i V T n á s ( UzM válaszok 
az adott 
mivel a kutatók szerint a ^^^Tkérdőívb^ereplo 31 kérdésre (dilemma 
ртоЫетага, hanem azok o f ^ ^ / ^ Z T T ^ ^ n t j a (pl. mdividuabta 
szituációra) adandó ) f ^ J g « « koDektrvizmus), van egy kompromisszumos 
válasz), egy másik válasz a mas*• ^ . - ^ v é g ü ] van két szmergfkus, azaz újabb 
válasz, ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ egyezkedő értékeket összeegyezteti 
minőségű válasz, amehy az »äott «™"J"Y , ey-bbséget (pl. mo^ vidualizmus összeegyeztetve 
úgy, hogy az egyik helyezésével), míg a másik szintén 
konektrvizmussal mdividuabsta a ( J els6bbséget. Charles Hampden-Tumer szerint, 
összeegyezteti a két értéket, d e 3 m f f , á t d o]gO Zta a fentiek szerint, a szmergikus válaszok, 
aki Fons Trompenaars ereded f ^ . , ( egyeztetnek össze, hatékonyabb probléma és 
amelyek egymást kizárónak tuno szerbt azok a válaszadók, akik nagyobb arányban 
konfliktus megoldást képvisebek. А кша a к о о р е г а с 1ога, az eDentétek közön 
választják a szinergikus v á l a s ^ 4 ^ a m e i y e k minden fél számára egyaránt elönnvel járnak. 
igyekemek megtalálni azokat az fednie keD valamennyit, így a senkinek nem 
A kompromisszum során ^ fnkmf* ^ S Z O T b e n a szmergilais когиЖгш feloldásnál 
érvényesül teljes mértékben az elkepzc; • ^ & eIképZeiésének megfelelő, 
teljesen új megoldás s^ e^j^^T méri a hét dimenzió mentén az egyen munkával 
Ennek alapján a kérdorv gondolkodását. Tekintsük át röviden a het 
kapcsolatos értékeit, másrészt a szuier^ 
- édesre válaszol, hogy a szabályokat az egyén 
•«-—• Kaflandó kivételeket tenm 
(2) Individualizmus vs. kollektivizmus arra a kérdésre válaszol, hogy az egyén bizonyos 
S L ^ ^ é t ó v i ^ r ó s emberektől fuggetíenül határozza meg önmagát. Az ,паг,,аиаЫа 
csoport tagjaxenr vagy ш*> Лооейемея és önáUóság mindenek felen alf míg a 
érték szerint az egyem
 s a b a ^ f ^ ^ ^ T a z e^émmert az egyén csak a csoport 
kollektivista érték szerint a ^ ^ ^ S Ä * T 5 £ cl i s Z j a , hogy a tagok 
tagjaként teljesedhet ki, a csoport segm, védelmen, uc >~ 
képviseljék kifele az egész csoportot. 
—• u^orv a világ dolgai egymástól 
specifikus tárgyaló i n j~o 
következmények esetére, míg a ^ ^ X f f l e e b í z h a t ó n a k tan 
inkább magát: akit megismer, megkedvel es megmznaz 
partnerré. 
v- rteb arra a kérdésre ad választ, hogy az egyén elrejti 
(4) Semleges vs. emocionális m^™™-onális ^ b e r nyíltan kifejezésre jutatja, akár őrül 
vagy nyíltan kimutatja az érzelmeit A Z ^ ^ s z e r i n t a z érzelmek kimutatása önuralom 
akár sértődött. A semleges értékeket Uwolsámi magát másoknak. 
hiányára utal, így elrejti az érzelmeit, nem akarja Szolgálni maga 
á r a keresi a választ, hogy a siker fonásának 
• • « V bizonyos állandó 
(5) Szerzett vs. öröklött pozíció ana a ^ 
kizárólag a legutóbbi egyéni ^ éni silcererkizárólagos íorrasa 
jellemvonásoknak. A surutt pozuno v ^ k az emberrel vele született vagy 
egyem teljesítmény. Az « ^ f ^ ^ k am* fontos szerepet játszanak a sikerben. A 
egyénileg nem befolyásolható ^ ^ ь ь \ б 1 ^ е п у е к közül jött az egyén, annál inkább 
szerzett pozíció értéke szerint ^ J ^ T ^ L ^ értéke szerint sokat számit, hogy az egyén 
értékelni kell az eredményeit. Az £' - д ^ ^ Ш Ы került, muycn idős, mennyi 
milyen családból jött, ott niSyen neveltet^ каро^у^ ^ s i k e r e k e t f c I m u t a t ó embert kell 
tapasztalata van. A szerzett P™"0J™X \ ^ztalatot, a kort, a lojalitást 
támogatni, az öröklött pozíció erteké szemű * v» 
•A^ríoitáció arra a keresi a választ, hogy az időt egy 
(6) Szekvenciális vs. párhuzamos ^ ™ ^ d e m e k c t tartalmazó ciklikus görbének 
^ r i s ^ urÍXndeIkező egyének az időt vonalnak tekintik, ami' 
- -^AVtk. megbeszélés időpontok komoly 
• «Итог az egész 
(7) A környezet külső vs. belső kontrollja arra a kérésre ad választ, hogy az egyen a 
környezetét (ideértjük a fizikai és emberi környezetét pl a vevőket vagy üzlen partnereket) 
irányítani, doniinálni akarja vagy integráltan, harmóniában, passzívan el veM. A be ls o-
kontollos egyén maga alakítja a környezetét, sorsát, a kübo-kontrollos egyen elfogadja 
környezetet, annak aláveti magát, harmonikusan el azzal, fatalista. 
A fenti hét dimenzió mentén kialakult értékek bármelyike épp °^^а^,е' * " 
jobb vagy rosszabb választás. A kooperációt és a lehetséges konfliktusokataz egyen es 
körnte^vSzonya naSrozza meg Például, ha valaki nagyon mdmduabta es a környezete 
Kuinyezcie vu>zuiiy<» &• . v^rüthet Azonban erre is van hatékony 
kifejezetten koüeküvista, akkor ez egyesíteni, hogy a vele 
megoldás: a szinergikus ö s s z e e g y e z t e t e . ^ ^ ^ ^ a z egy magasabb szmtú 
konfliktusban levő környezete ertekéit ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^kompromisszumot 
kooperációt ér el mint ^ S ^ ^ ^ m e g o l L k h o z , ha az egyéni 
köt. Az egyéni ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ hanem egy újabb, magasabb szintú 
különbségeket nem rossznak es kerulendonex гсипушц ~ 
, J ' - - ' — - ó n a k 
Interview questions. 
Before coming to Hungary: 
Where were you born? 
Where did you attend school? 
Where have you worked? 
Which places did you like most? Why" 
Choice: 
Did you to go on an international assignment during your career? 
Did you choose Hungary yourself or was it chosen for you? 
What was your work before coming to Hungary? (The differences between "before" and 
"now") 
Why did you accept this post? Is it a career step in your life? In what way? 
What did you know about Hungary before coming here? (How? From whom?) 
What were your expectation 
Hungary: 
i „rvnence since you arrived to Hungary? 
What has been your most unpleasant experience since у 
What has been your best experience? 
b*vP had to give something up whilst you are here? 
Have you sometimes felt that you have had to give 
, t h n s e w h i c n you made at home? What kind^ Why? 
Do you make different decisions here from those which у 
What do you still dislike about Hungary? 
What has been your greatest disappointment? 
What has been your greatest surprise? 
, , t o ] o c a ] circumstances? In what areas? 
To what extent did you have to ^  to local 
„ • * difference between being a tourist in a foreign country and hvmg 
What do you think is the difference 
and working there? 
. „о F A M I L V 9 American colleagues 
« ю « « / 0 У being whilst you are here - R J H A V E Y O U F O U N D 
Among whom do " J J g friends? Hunganan fnends. Wi 
Hungarian c o l l e a g u e s ? ^ ^ 
common language here.' wnn 
ЕйШ^ w o r k in a different way when you are 
Have you c / k ^ b « » ! « 
of being here? Will you 
back? What changes can you 
What have you 
learned during your stay in Hungary .< 
Would you recommend.yem closest friend or relative (who has never been to Hunga^, to 
accept a job here? Why? Why not? 
To which country would you not accept a posting? Why not? Are you looking forward to going 
home? 

